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ER WAY RCA SERVES YOU THROUGH ELECTRONICS 

ctor Morton Gould courtesy of RCA- Victor Records. 

HIGH 
POWER 
STEREO 

AT LOW COST 
It makes sense -with the new RCA- 50FE5! 

Here's a high -perveance beam -power tube with high -power sensitivity that won't let you 
down on the peaks. With only 3 tubes -two RCA- 50FE5's and one RCA -12AX7 -you can have 
a complete compact stereo amplifier. 
At a B+ voltage of only 145 volts, this 3 -tube stereo amplifier can deliver a power output of 
11.2 watts (5.6 watts per channel). 

Penny -pinching, power -packing features of the RCA -50FE5 include vacuum -melted, nickel -composition cathode - base material with a very low contaminant content to assure stable performance throughout life; high- heat -con- ductivity grid side rods and stem leads, and aluminum -clad plate material having very low gas content. 
Meet today's demand for high power output at low cost. Design your stereophonic and monophonic circuits around 
the RCA- 50FE5. There's a 6 -volt- heater type (RCA -6FE5) available, too. Your RCA Field Representative has 
the facts. For technical data, write RCA Commercial Engineering, Section D- 91 -DE, Harrison. N. J. 
EAST: 744 Broad St., Newark 2; HU 5-3900 MIDWEST: Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 54; WH 4 -2900 WEST: 6355 E. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 22; RA 3.8361 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Electron Tube Division Harrison, N. J. 

RCA TUBES FOR HI -FI ALSO AVAILABLE AT YOUR RCA TUBE DISTRIBUTOR 
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only for those who want the ultimate 

SHERWOOD 

`TOP RATED" 

again and again 

-and NOW AGAIN! 

0 ©e e 
Model S -5000. 20 +20 watt "stereo' 

Dual AmphlietRreampldier, fair Trade Price -5189.50 

® --- 
Model 5 -2200. fM -AM -Mx Stereo tuner. 

Fair Trade Pore-5179 50 

AMERICAN 
AUDIO INSTITUTE 

AN Mar .M N. Pellet. .. 04. A 

October 27. 1959 

Sherwood 
th 
Electronic 

AAvenuene. 
Chicago 18. Ilhoots 

Gentlemen: 

S e fled that the incorporation 
ors center-channel and 
damping factor aebctor in 

July. 1959. increases the 
Suneary Rating of the Sheraoed 
5 -5000 to the highest of all 
le Stereo Amplifiers tested in 
the AAL Evaluation Test RepottS. 

Sincerely. 

AMERICAN AUDIO INSTITUTE 

F''. e R aremy 
,:ve Director 

The Most honored of them all" 
S -5000 stereo amplifier- preampli- 
fier is joined by the S -2200 stereo 
tuner. As with its "Top Rated" 
predecessors, the S -2200 features 
FM "Interchannel Hush" plus push 

button selector, internal plug -in 
adaptor for Stereo FM Multiplex, 
2 "Acro- beam" tuning indicators, 
simulcast FM /AM stereo. All 
Sherwood tuners feature FM sen- 
sitivity below 0.95 microvolts and 
1/3% distortion @ 100% FM. 

For further details write: Sherwood 
Electronic Laboratories, Inc., 4300 
N. California Avenue, Chicago 18, 

Illinois. 

For complete specifications write Dept. A -4. 

I 
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CHALLENGE HE clinic 

this is ALLIED's 

exclusive new 

A PRODUCT OF ALLIED RADIO 

stereo 
magnetic cartridge... 

it sells at $1685 

and we say it will equal 
or outperfor'n cartridges 
selling at far higher cost 

HIGHLIGHTS: 
4 -Coil Moving Magnet Design 
Precision Diamond LP Needle 
Record -Saving Low Dynamic Mass 
Front and Back Mu -Metal Shield 

The KN -500 features high compliance, 
widerange response, low distortion. 
superior separation, high output -no 
transformer needed. Effective mass at 
stylus tip less than 1/40,000 of an ounce 
-lightest ever for low, low record wear. 
Equal, clean response from each channel; 
virtually humfree. Response ± 3 db, 20 
20,000 cps. Has .0007' diamond needle 
compatible for monophonic LP's and all 
stereo records. Fits all tone arms with 
standard 'k" mounting centers. 

enjoy this RISK -FREE proof: 
Try the KN -500 Cartridge on our 15 -day 
trial plan...prove its superiority and 
amazing value under your own operating 
conditions. Unconditionally guaranteed by 
Allied -you must be completely satisfied 
or we refund your money! 

order from 

ALLIED RADIO 
ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 186 -D 
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 

I accept your challenge. Ship me _ KN -500 
Cartridge(s) at $16.85 each. If after 15 days I am 
not completely satisfied I understand I may return 
for refund of purchase price. 

I am interested in saving money on everything in 
Hi -Fi. Send me your FREE 1960 Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone_ State 

2 

:- 
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI' 

Note 

For the benefit of new subscribers to 
AUDIO, this column wishes to restate its 
policies. 

1. Topics used in this column are taken 
from actual letters sent in by readers. 

2. Any letter sent to the column at the 
address shown below receives a personal 
answer whether the material is suitable 
for the column or not. 

3. Subject matters of columns is chosen 
with the idea of pleasing both new and old 
subscribers. 

4. It is not possible to state in the per- 
sonal answer to the correspondent in just 
which issue his letter will appear since 
columns are prepared well in advance of 
publication. 

5. Please state in your original letter 
whether your name may be used in the 
column. No name is ever used without the 
permission of the writer. 

6. Please send a stamped, self- addressed 
envelope to facilitate a reply. 

7. Please write clearly and distinctly. It 
is regrettable but true that once in a while 
we receive a letter from which it is impos- 
sible to get any idea of what the writer 
wants to know. 

The question now to be discussed was 
sent in by a new subscriber to AUDIO. It 
is so basic to the art of sound reproduction 
that it will extend beyond the length of a 
single column. This is a departure from 
the usual "Audioclinic" format in that 
normally two or three questions are delt 
with in a single column. 

Measurements 
Q. As a neophile in electronics and a 

new subscriber, I would appreciate an 
article on: 1. how to make measurements 
in audio systems. 2. Pitfalls to avoid in 
measuring. 3. What do the tneasu renten is 
mean? II. H. Gillman, West Orange, New 
Jersey. 

A. Your question represents a fairly tall 
order, but here goes for what it's worth: 

A brief discussion of measurements used 
in testing high fidelity equipment should 
start by saying that the average person 
will not want to bother with measuring 
anything. This is the problem of the de- 
sign engineer. Of course, many who read 
this magazine are experimenters. For them 
such a discussion is in order. 

There are certain basic measurements 
which can be made by the person servicing 
amplifiers and preamplifiers. Even if you 
do not design equipment but just service 
your own, it is a good idea to have an 
understanding of how these measurements 
are made. 

3120 Newkirk Are., Brooklyn 3, N. Y. 

In equipment failure the first thing to 
suspect is a bad tube. This is fairly easy 
to determine when the tube under consider- 
ation is a rectifier tube or an output tube. 
If it does not glow it probably means that 
the filament is open. Certain types of fila- 
ment failure, however, cannot be detected 
in this way. Because some tubes in their 
normal operation emit little light, failure 
of the filaments in such tubes would pass 
undetected in the reflected light of the 
good tubes surrounding them. The best 
thing to do in such a case is to remove the 
tube from its socket and measure the re- 
sistance of the filament. The base pins 
which connect to the filament can be de- 
termined from your tube manual. (A tube 
manual, by the way, is an important part 
of the equipment you should have on hand, 
both for maintenance and design work.) 
Connect the terminals of your ohmmeter 
to the proper base pins and note whether 
you get a reading. A reading of infinity 
will indicate that the tube is bad. You 
should get a reading of a few ohms if the 
tube is good. The reading is always lower 
than you would expect when you know the 
current and the voltage at which the tube 
operates. The resistance of the filament is 
lower when cold than when it has begun 
to heat. The resistance rises rapidly when 
heating. The voltage produced by your 
ohmmeter may be sufficient to cause the 
filament's resistance to rise. This can be 
seen by the reading gradually moving up- 
scale. Disconnect the ohmmeter from the 
tube for a minute and you will find that 
the tube's resistance has dropped once 
more. 

There are other types of tube failures 
which can cause an amplifier to cease 
working completely or to work with low 
sound output or with serious distortion. 
Most of these failures can be best checked 
with a tube tester. This is easier to do 
than ever because so ninny drugstores and 
supermarkets are installing testers these 
days, thus eliminating the need to have 
this testing done by a dealer. In the event 
of equipment failure the first thing that 
should be suspected is tube failure. 

Another piece of equipment which is of 
great value is a good voltmeter having a 
sensitivity of at least 20,000 ohms per volt. 
This instrument can be used to check plate 
and d.c. heater voltages in various parts 
of the circuit. The meter should have a 
maximum reading of about 1000 volts with 
several ranges below this reading. The 
lowest range should read one volt full 
scale. It is possible to add a rectifier cir- 
cuit to the instrument which will permit 
measuring of filament voltages of those 
tubes heated by a.c., and to measure line 
voltage and other a.c. voltages which may 
be present. Do not fry to measure ac. 
voltages whose value is greater than the 
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Model 210 
AND 

THE LATEST GARRARD ENGINEERED 

AN WIRED SPECIFICALLY FOR STEREO New Deluxe Changer 
...Built in the Proud Garrard Tradition 

Yt 

V 
Now, joining the Garrard family ... 
this entirely new four -speed player combining v 

$49 
O 

an advanced automatic intermix changer and single- 
play turntable, developed to meet and surpass today's 
stereophonic requirements. This truly beautiful unit, sparkling 
in white, black and chrome, incorporates the most distinguished qualities of Garrard engineering 
and provides sensitive performance with any stereophonic cartridge, regardless of type. Compact 
in size, the new 210 is easily mounted in any cabinet space; and conveniently levelled and 
adjusted from the top with Garrard's exclusive snap -spring assembly. 

o New stylus pressure adjustment, to within a fraction of a gram, with knurled 
chrome knob conveniently set on top of arm. Garrard's arm suspension keeps 
variation in pressure from one record to full stack less than 0.5 gram. 

e New cast aluminum tone arm, a Garrard exclusive, assures freedom from reso- 
nance, vibration and structural distortion. Plug -in shells accept all stereo 
cartridges. 

O New protective tone arm lock prevents accidental damage to cartridge or record. 

o New selector controls, completely separate for manual and automatic operation. 
Instantaneous, convenient and positive. 

e Garrard's True- Turret Drive with oversized "soft-tread ", self- neutralizing idler, 
eliminates wows and flutter Caused by flat spots. Sensimatic feature makes this 
changer track and trip at pressures far lower than required by any cartridge. 0 Garrard -built four -pole Induction -Surge motor minimizes vibration and rumble. 
This is an essential for stereo reproduction. Dynamically balanced rotor -no hum 
even with the most sensitive pick -ups. 

Tor the best in Stereo, 

insist on TheVorld's Jinest, the 

Send for J free Garrard comparator guide 

Name 

Address 

City State 
Mail to Dept. CD -10 at address below. 

Ic . 

s69 

GARRARD SAL 
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Now ...from Sonotone- 

4 Big 
Improvements 
in the quality stereo cartridge 

Sonotone 8TA cartridge ... 
higher than ever quality 

The new Sonotone 8TA 
cartridge gives greater than 
ever stereo performance... 
has 4 big extras: 

fuller, smoother frequency response 
higher compliance than ever before 
lighter tracking pressure 
practically eliminates dust pile -up 

New 10T cartridge at lowest price ever 
- easiest to install 

The 10T sells at record low price of $6.45.* And it 
covers the complete high fidelity range. 10T's uni- 
tized construction makes it easiest to install, even 
for the person with ten thumbs. Snaps right in or 
out. Cuts stereo conversion costs, too. 

ONLY 

X1450* 

al 

SPECIFICATIONS 
8TA 1OT 

Frequency Response Smooth 20 to 20,000 cycles. Flat from 20 to 15,000 cycles 
Flat to 15,000 with gradual -- 2.5 db. 
rolloff beyond. 
25 decibels 18 decibels 
3.0 x 10 -6 cm /dyne 1.5 x 10-6 cm /dyne 
3 -5 grams In professional 5-7 grams 
arms 
4-6 grams in changers 

Output Voltage 0.3 volt 0.5 volt 
Cartridge Weight 7.5 grams 2.8 grams 
Recommended Load 1-5 megohms 1-5 megohms 
Stylus Dual jewel tips, sapphire or Dual jewel tips, sapphire or 

diamond. diamond. 

Channel Isolation 
Compliance 
Tracking Pressure 

including mounting brackets 

Sonotone ceramic cartridges have more than impressive 
specifications ...always give brilliant performance. You'll 
hear the difference with Sonotone. For highest stereo fidel- 
ity, use genuine Sonotone needles. 

Sonotonej. Electronic Applications Division, Dept. C26 -40 

ELMSFORD, NEW YORK 

c.) 
Leading makers of fine ceramic cartridges, speakers, microphones, electronic tubes. 

voltage breakdown rating of the rectifier 
used. While this instrument will measure 
a.c. voltages of the type described, it will 
not measure grid signal voltages with any 
degree of accuracy because the impedance 
of the meter is much lower than that of 
the grid to which it is attached, and this 
will load down the circuit This is especially 
serious if you wish to measure the fre- 
quency response of a voltage amplifier. All 
such measurements must be made with a 
special instrument known as a high im- 
pedance a.c. VTVM (vacuum -tube volt- 
meter). If all you intend to do is to serv- 
ice your own equipment, you probably can 
dispense with the VTVM. Your voltmeter 
and your ohmmeter (another piece of very 
important equipment) will be your most 
valuable tools. Some instruction manuals 
list the voltages and resistances which ap- 
pear on the various tube base terminals, 
and may even list the resistances between 
these pins and ground. Unless otherwise 
specified, all measurements are made be- 
tween a particular pin and ground. The 
help provided by such a chart is obvious. 

It will be impossible for me to list here 
all the problems which may arise when 
servicing a piece of audio equipment, but 
I can say that there are various shortcuts 
provided by symptoms displayed by the 
faulty unit. Suppose an amplifier ceases 
working completely. If you see that the 
rectifier tube is not lighting up, it is virtu- 
ally certain that this tube is burned out, 
and no measuring need be done. Suppose 
that your amplifier is operating but is very 
distorted. Suppose that you observe that 
the output tubes are glowing a violent red. 
You can assume that the bias resistor has 
shorted out or that the filters for the fixed 
bias power supply have shorted and must 
be replaced. It may also be that the recti- 
fier supplying the fixed bias has failed. 
Much depends upon the circuit. If only one 
tube glows in this manner, you might sup- 
pose that the coupling capacitor which 
feeds signal to its control grid had shorted. 
When this happens, the d.c. plate voltage 
from the driver stage will be directly con- 
nected to the grid. Grids, you will remem- 
ber, are supposed to be operated negative 
with respect to ground as a general rule. 
The d.c. voltage will make the grid posi- 
tive, and this, in turn, will cause the tube 
to draw excessive plate current. 

Home -built equipment is subject to other 
problems, especially when the builder is 
just learning. He may have trouble with 
solder joints. Such joints may seem good 
when the unit was first tried, but loosen 
during operation. Trouble of this type is 
often of an intermittent nature and is best 
traced by moving wires and components 
around rather than by more conventional 
measuring techniques. (I'll bet that this 
approach is more conventional than many 
of us would like to admit.) 

Other troubles which can arise are 
created when components are overheated 
by excessive soldering times. Their values 
may change or they may become shorted 
or open. This is an important considera- 
tion when tracing the trouble in that kit 
you just finished or that amplifier you de- 
signed and built. 

One measurement which is sometimes 
necessary is that of the amount of cur- 
rent flowing through a resistor. You could 
disconnect one end of the resistor and con- 
nect a milliammeter in series with the re- 
sistor and the connection to which it (the 
resistor) formerly went, but this is cer- 
tainly unnecessary as long as you know the 
value of the resistor. The true value of the 
resistor may not he the value shown on it. 

(Continued on page 8) 
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ANOTHER FACTOR I N 

"INTEGRITY IN MUSIC" 

FOR INTEGRITY IN MUSIC... 

PR -500 Single -Speed Turntable 

Even a minute addition or subtraction of sound can 
spoil a musical performance. Only when the turntable 
does not change the music in the slightest, do you enjoy 
"Integrity in Music." To demonstrate this we suggest 
you hear the new Stromberg- Carlson PR -500. 

The extremely low flutter and rumble of the single - 
speed PR -500 invite comparison with turntables at 
several times the price. High compliance belt drive (at 
331/ rpm) from two vibration -free hysteresis- synchro- 
nous motors assures constant speed. Viscous damped 
arm, riding on a single friction -free needlepoint bearing, 
tracks perfectly down to less than one gram. Wow: 
0.14% rms; Flutter: 0.08% rms; Rumble: -50 db re 
7 cmisec. Complete with arm and cables, ready to play, 
at just $69.95.* 

The other popular Stromberg- Carlson turntable is 
the "Perfectempo." It incorporates every valid, time - 
proven design feature: belt drive; continuously variable 
cone drive (14 to 80 rpm) ; stroboscopic speed indica- 
tor; dynamically balanced, weighted table; precision 
motor; plus Stromberg- Carlson's original double -acting 
motor and table suspension system that effectively 
eliminates unwanted noise. Performance proves it: 
Wow: 0.14% rms, Flutter: 0.09% rms; Rumble: -55 
db re 20 cmisec. at 1 kc. Model PR -499, "Perfectempo," 
morocco red with aluminum trim $99.95.* 

Stromberg- Carlson now offers 16 equipment cabinets 
in a wide variety of styles and finishes. They are de- 
signed to house complete Stromberg- Carlson stereo 
component systems and are factory assembled. They 
reproduce as faithfully as separately mounted compo- 
nents because of a unique mounting method that iso- 
lates the speaker systems from the other sensitive 
components. 

See your dealer (in Yellow Pages) or write for a com- 
plete component and cabinet 
catalog to: 1418 -04 North 
Goodman Street, Rochester 
3, New York. 
'Prices audiophile net, Zone 1, 
less base, subject to change. 

1 

"There is nothing finer than a Stromberg- Carlson" 
STROMBERG -CARLSON 
A DIVISION of GENERAL DYNAMICS 
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NOW YOUR BEST BUY IN LETTERS 
SPEAKER SYSTEMS IS. 1I 

NEW 3 -WAY 

HIGH FIDELITY 

SPEAKER SYSTEM 

SEMI -KITS HFS -3 
AND HFS -4 
Each complete with 
factory- constructed 
enclosure. Easy to 
assemble - no gluing 
or woodworking 
necessary. 

0 
Horizontal and 

Vertical Bases available 

Another EICO top value in hi -fi - 
unusually pure and full reproduction 
of very deep bass frequencies with 
normal efficiency in a ducted -port 
enclosure of only 21/4 cubic feet! 
Both the HFS -3 and HFS -4 include a 
specially designed, bellows- suspen- 

slon, full inch excursion Jensen "Flexair " 12" woofer (22 cps res.) and a 
Jensen 8' mid- ange speaker with high internal damping cone for smooth 
response. A Jensen 342" cone tweeter is supplied in the HFS -3 for those 
who prefer a so ter, more delicate quality in the highs; a Jensen compression - 
driver horn tweeter Is supplied in the HFS -4 for those who want more bril- liance and greater projection in the highs. (In all other respects, the HFS-3 
and HFS -4 are identical.) Both speaker systems have a system Q of 42 for flattest frequency and best transient responses. Frequency response is 
essentially uniform ( ±5 db) from 45 to 14,000 cps. 16 ohms impedance. 
HWD: 263/4" x 13z/s" x 1434 ". 
Smartly-styled matching bases optionally available for either vertical or hori- 
zontal positioning of the enclosure. HFS -3 (includes cone tweeter) In unfin- 
ished birch, $72.50; in walnut, mahogany or teak, $57.50. HFS -4 (includes horn 
tweeter) in unfinished birch, $83.50; in walnut, mahogany or teak, $98.50. 

NEW 2 -WAY HIGH FIDELITY 
SPEAKER SYSTEM SEMI -KIT 

HFS -5 

BOOKSHELF SIZE 
Complete with factory - 
constructed enclosure. 
Easy to assemble - no 
gluing or woodworking 
necessary. 

New techniques in loudspeake engineering developed recently enable this 
bookshelf -size, 144 cubic foot ducted -port enclosure to provide remarkably 
clean, deep, smooth bass with ood efficiency. The HFS -5 includes a specially - 
designed, bellows- suspensio 3b" excursion Jensen 8" (Flexair) woofer 
and a Jensen 31/2" closed back tweeter of exceptional quality. The Q of the 
HFS -5 system is 42 so that the speaker is critically damped when used with 
any modern amplifier of normal damping factor (7-20). Critical damping gives 
the smoothest possible frequency response and the best transient response. 
Frequency response is essentially uniform ( ±5 db) from 52 to 14,000 cps. 
16 ohm impedance. HWD: 24" x 1242" x 10 ". In unfinished birch, $47.50; 
in walnut, mahogany or teak, $59.50. 

Add 5 in the West. HFS1 Bookshelf Speaker System, factory -built 
cabinet $39.95. 
HFS2 Omni -Directional Speaker System, com- 
pletely factory built. Mahogany or walnut 
5139.95. Blond $144.95. 

5E/CO, 
Electronic Instrument Co.. Inc. 33-00 Northern Boulevard Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

See EICOs best buys in tuners and amplifiers on page i 
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Tape Noise Suggestions 

Suc: 
The .January TAPE 14UIDE article, "Improving the Signal -to- 

Noise Ratio," gave many good hints to the owners of tape re- 
corders. Please allow nie a few words of my own on this subject. 

I believe the most important fact is the need for demagnetiz- 
ing tools. People have brought tape recorders to nie with the re- 
mark, "I just cleaned the heads and now it's hissing." You 
know it's so easy to make it hiss -just a little rag dipped in 
some cleaning solvent and the whole works wrapped around a 
magnetized screwd river. 

In addition to the tubes mentioned, one might also try the 
GE -6072. Another exceptionally good tube in the pentode class 
is the Telefunken EF804, with its golden grid. This is a long - 
life tube, with a guaranty of 10,000. hours, and it was designed 
for amplifiers requiring a tube with a low "flicker effect," such 
as might be needed in encephalographs, cardiographs, and so 
on. In general, the EF804 is identical in characteristics with 
the EF86, but the socket wiring is different. 

Some improvement may be obtained by reversing the power 
plug. This is a trick that gives good results on almost any re- 
corder. One leading German manufacturer (Eberhard Vollmer) 
uses DPDT switches on all components using a.c. -the three 
motors, solenoids used for braking the motors, relay's, and so 
on. With these switches the user can change the polarity on any 
component. There is also a polarity reversing switch for the 
whole machine. 

Even if one has access to Mumetal, he should stay away from 
machining or bending this material. Any bending or drilling 
(the material gets warm, if not hot) will result in a complete 
loss of the magnetic properties. If one does not know the proper 
heat treatment, he would be better off to use a tin can. 

A hum- bucking potentiometer has the best effect when used 
on a separate filament winding. Sometimes reversing the fila- 
ment wires helps a lot. In some cases a positive bias of about 
25 volts brought to the centertap of the filament winding will be 
found helpful. 

C I 0.5 R I 

.5 R2 

HEATERS 

TO G3 OR 

CATHODE 

CI =C2=0.5yf 
Rl = R2 = 1004 ,o 10 minis 
PI = P2 = 100 ohms 

The drawing shows a circuit which gives excellent results in 
reducing 120- and 60 -cps hum. C, and C. should be ]0(10- and 
600 -volt types, respectively. If the first tube has no separate 
suppressor grid, the connection may be auntie to the cathode (if 
it is not too heavily bypassed). R. and R, should then be 
changed to 1000 ohms. Before connecting C, permanently try 
both rectifier plates to hake sure of obtaining the correct po- 
larity for cancelling out the hune in the :iniI trier. 

In many instances good results can be obtained by using a 
hum -bucking coil in series with the playback head. The coil can 
be of various dimensions, but I have found that a 11/2-inch di- 
ameter coil consisting of 3 to 5 turns of No. 12 or 14 copper 
wire mounted close to a transformer or motor will do the trick 
well. By changing the position of the coil with respect to trans- 
former or motor, it is possible to cancel out the 60 -cps hum 
component induced in the playback head. 

CURT GREY, 
P.O. Box 1153, Seven Islands, 
Quebec, Canada. 
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Co N 
Offers the utmost in quality 

Condenser Microphones...0 -37A! 

CP -2 POWER SUPPLY 
Custom matched to each microphone 

Designed to meet exacting professional standards where 
utmost performance, dependability and fidelity is essential. 
The exceptionally smooth frequency response of 20 -- 
20,000 CPS` is completely free of resonant peaks and dips. 

Uni -directional and omni- directional: Maximum front to back 
sensitivity of more 
pattern. 

Output 
Output 

Impedance : 

Level : 

'Actual anechoed response 

than 15 db provides unequalled cardioid 

200 ohms balanced 
Uni directional -50 db 
Omni -directional -52 db 

curve and descriptive brochure available upon request I 

SONY CR -4 
RADIO Wireless MICROPHONE 

The Sony model CR -4 is a complete professional wireless 
microphone with an all- transistor FM transmitter, a dynamic 
lavalier microphone and an 8 -tube FM receiver. 

TRANSMITTER 

Self powered with 2 inexpensive 
miniature batteries 
Detachable small dynamic micro- 
phone 
Can be held, used as lavalier, or 
concealed 
Flexible, detachable antenna 
No FCC license is required 

For free descriptive literature and nome of 
nearest franchised dealer in U.S. write: 

SUPERSCOPE, Inc., Audio Electronics Division'Sun Valley. California. 

RECEIVER 

Small size and lightweight, very 
attractive for desk use 
High sensitivity and low noise 
Squelch circuit for elimination of 
interference 
Neon light for selective tuning 
Built-in monitor speaker with 
volume control 
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AUDIOMAN N0. 7 
Professional Audio Technician puts into practice the same principles 
of high -quality installation in his own home as he provides for his 
company's sound engineering customers. 

HENRY E. RIEKELS, JR., of Muskegon, 
Michigan, has- apparently -a hobby. 
And he also has a business activity. 

Furthermore, he is in that ideal situation 
where his business and his hobby are one 
and the same. Proof of his very active 
interest in audio is shown in his home in- 
stallation, part of which appears below, 
with the following equipment mounted on 
the rack, from top to bottom: Bell T202 
tape recorder with two Bell RP120 pre - 
amps, the recorder being equipped with two 
2 -track heads; Fisher FM -40 tuner and 
50 -C preamp, Scott 299 stereo preamp- 
amplifier, custom -designed VU meter panel, 
patching jacks, and an Altec 400B monitor 
speaker. To the right of the rack, which is 
on casters for moving out for servicing 
and occasional changes, can be seen a 
Collaro RC54 record changer and a Rek -O- 
Kut LP743 with Pickering 190 -D arai, on 
which he uses Pickering 260 -DS and Flux- 
valve 371 -I) cartridges. Above the phono 
shelf reposes some of his test equipment. 
Not shown, but in use with this system 
are a Fisher 50 -F Hi -Lo filter system, and 
Altec 633 microphones, A333 -A amplifier, 
and a pair of 604C Duplex loudspeakers in 
606A cabinets. 

The system was designed with thought 
for experimental purposes rather than for 
meeting the decor of the usual living or 
music room. The rack arrangement makes 
it possible to substitute another unit into 
the system for extended listening tests 
while keeping the entire operation in work- 
ing order. The second stereo head on the 
tape recorder permits monitoring off the 
tape while recording, and can serve as an 
echo system when desired. The meters are 
used for balancing stereo channels and for 
monitoring various sources of material 
when patched for recording. The basic 
monophonic system affords background 
music for the rest of the house or as a 
monophonic listening system, in which case 
one or both of the 604C's are patched to it. 
It also affords a center- speaker source (left 
plus right) for stereo reproduction. The en- 

tire system is built along solid commercial 
lines, but still gives its builder many fine 
hours of serious listening. 

Mr. Rickets has other hobbies too-in 
sports he goes in for sailing, waterskiing, 
ice skating, and hunting, but he also likes 
automotive activities, books, travel, photog- 
raphy, and -of course- audio. He attends 
most of the concerts and plays presented 
in his area, and while he does not play any 
musical instrument except the phonograph 
he does participate in Civic Opera and 
Theatre, and in the activities of the Junior 
Chamber of Commerce. 

His current problem is the development 
of the ideal installation for sound rein- 
forcement systems in roller rinks, where 
the ambient [noise level is usually somewhat 
overpowering. When he discovers the solu- 
tion, we trust he will make it the subject 
of an article for Audio. l£ 

R 

Rack mounting of 
standard compo- 
nents provides 
ideal flexibility for 
the experimenter. 

AUDIOCLINIC 
(from page i 

The true value of the circuit resistance, as 
far as the actual circuit in which it is 
used is concerned, is the resistance of the 
resistor itself and that of the components 
which may be in parallel with it. Suppose 
you have a 3000 -ohm resistor connected 
between cathode and ground, across which 
is connected an inductance whose d.c. re- 
sistance is 300 ohms. The true resistance is 
much closer to 300 ohms than it is to 3000, 
:and you will find from calculation that the 
resistance is less than 300 ohms. True re- 
sistance of two or more resistances in 
parallel can be determined by dividing the 
product of all the individual resistance 
values by their sum. (Make sure that all 
resistances are expressed in the same quan- 
ties-i. e., do not multiply ohms by meg- 
clims.) Now we know the true resistance of 
the circuit. Leave the resistor in place and 
measure the voltage across it. Since you 
know the voltage and the resistance across 
which that voltage was developed, you can 
find the current by using Ohm's Law. (Cur- 
rent in amperes through a resistor is ob- 
tained by measuring the voltage appearing 
across the resistor and dividing it by the 
value of the resistor in ohms.) Since this 
method is employed almost exclusively, an 
altimeter is practically unnecessary. When 
an ammeter is desired, be sure that it has 
the lowest possible resistance. If the re- 
sistance is high, the voltage lost across the 
meter will be sufficiently great to affect 
the reading. To illustrate this, assume that 
the resistance of the circuit to be measured 
is 10,000 ohms. Suppose the resistance of 
the ammeter is also 10,000 ohms. Half of 
the voltage intended for the circuit to be 
measured will be lost across the meter and 
will, therefore, not be available for use 
by the circuit. Since it cannot get its 
proper voltage, it cannot draw the current 
it would normally draw. All current meas- 
urements create this problem to some ex- 
tent but the extent is so slight in most 
cases that the error is unimportant. 

Thus concludes this brief summary of 
the measurements most often made in con- 
nection with equipment maintenance. Next 
month we shall take up the subject of the 
measurements which are used to determine 
the performance of an amplifier. 

NEW LITERATURE 

Radio Shack Corp.. t:i , i; Mass., 
through its Industrial and Government 
division, has published a semiconductor 
buying and engineering guide suited to 
the needs of both the purchasing agent 
and the engineer. Included in the 24 -page 
book are two listings of the semiconduc- 
tors made by nine manufacturers -in se- 
quence by parameter and function, and by 
transistor and diode type number. An ad- 
ditional feature of the catalog is a sec- 
tion devoted to dimensioned mounting dia- 
grams. Requests for copies should be 
addressed to the I and G division. D -22 

Eleotro- Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich., 
airs some highly informative discussions 
for radio, television and recording engi- 
neers in "Microphone Facts," a newsletter 
written by Lou Burroughs, E -V vice- presi- 
dent in charge of broadcast and recording 
equipment. Individual problems, case his- 
tories, and new ideas and developments 
are discussed, along with such subjects 
as microphone loading, directional charac- 
teristics, and new equipment. Requests 
for copies should be addressed direct to 
Mr. Burroughs. 

(Continued on paye 63) 
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STEREO CONTROL /TUNERS 
AMPLIFIERS SPEAKERS 

K nowledge is power. The more you know about stereo 
high fidelity, the more discriminating your stand- 

ards and your ear, the more you will want stereo com- 
ponents by FISHER. Here are three FISHER components 
-actually, a complete stereo system -every one of which 
exceeds its published specifications! 

THE FISHER 100 -T Stereo FM -AM Control /Tuner. 
The 100 -T is in the great tradition of the FISHER tuners 
now relied on by many broadcast stations for remote pick- 
ups and monitoring, the Satellite Tracking Project of Ohio 
State University and other exacting users. Cascode RF stage 
on FM with 1.6 microvolt sensitivity for 20 db quieting. 
Its AM has FM- calibre sound ( free of hiss and birdies.) 

Nineteen controls and switches. Sixteen tubes. 15'' /e" x 
1113(6" x 4 %" high. Weight, 18 pounds. $249.50 

THE FISHER SA -100 Stereo 50-Watt Amplifier. 
Moderately- priced version of the FISHER 300, editorially 
acclaimed as "The Aristocrat of stereo power amplifiers!" 
IM distortion inaudible (only 0.1% at full power!) Hum 
and noise inaudible. New Center Channel output. Nine 
damping factor connections for all types of speakers. Seven 
tribes. 12Ií8" x 7 '/" x 6%" high. 24% pounds. $119.50 

THE FISHER XP -1 Free -Piston 3 -Way Speaker System. 
Most efficient bookshelf system made! Response: 30 to 
18,000 cps. In Mahogany, Walnut, Cherry and unfinished 
Birch. 24" x 11 %" x 13'," high. 40 pounds. ...- 
Unfinished, $124.50 Finished, $129.50 

Prices Slightly Higher in the Far West. 100 -T Cabinet Is Optional. 

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE FISHER STEREO LITERATURE 

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION 21 -29 44th DRIVE LONG ISLAND CITY I, NEW YORK 
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, New York 13, N.Y. 
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AUDIT 
(1) TAPE - 
THE REPERTORY INDEX 

I suppose that if I could hire me a pro- 
fessional market surveyor I might be able 
to report "from authoritative sources" as 
to the present status of tape in all its 
home -hi -fi forms; but the situation is so 
clearly undefined, so transparently muddy, 
so replete with claims and counterclaims 
(as people say when they are unable to 
state "we have it on high authority ... "), 
that, well, I suddenly feel it's a good time 
to take a few moments out to describe the 
muddiness. Nobody in the tape business is 
going to do that. 

I can remember the days when people 
from the lay public would ask nie "shall I 
convert to LP, or do you think it really is 
worthwhile?" Now (and for a long time 
back, too) they ask, have been asking. "Is 
it worthwhile going over to tape ?" Or, "I'm 
just starting a hi -fi system -shall I make 
it di tc or tape?" 

Such questions! There are two stock 
answers that may safely be given now as 
at any time during the last -say -four 
years, maybe five. They are in separate and 
very different areas. 

1. Yes, tape records as played on a rea- 
sonably good -not the cheapest -tape deck 
or recorder, will provide generally some- 
what superior performance in terms of 
tape -head signal vs. the signal from a 
comparable disc pickup. 

The word "comparable" is troublesome, 
of course; it all depends on what you mean, 
for tape equipment (generally speaking. as 
usual) does cost more than "comparable" 
disc playing equipment and so you must 
decide first on your basis of comparison. 
But, taking both the reproducing units and 
the records themselves, I think we can 
grant a generally likely superiority in tape 
signals vs. disc, via all tape systems used 
to date including 4- track. Good points, for 
all tape, are its non -click, non -swish low 
noise level (good discs are virtually noise- 
less now, too) and in particular its gen- 
erally wider dynamic range; also a certain 
softness, a trueness of sound that no doubt 
stems from the lack of any mechanical mov- 
ing element, no matter how small. 

2. In terns of musical repertory, tape is 
still in its pre -natal stage vis -a -vis disc. 

I'en reminded of a priceless book on 
American music published about 190.4 
where the author states optimistically that 
though a few years earlier there had been 
only one serious composer in our country 
(John Knowles Paine, I think it was), now, 
in 1904, there were no less than four! Tre- 
mendous progress. So, too, the tape people 
are boasting that 4 -track stereo tapes now 
run well up into the hundreds. True enough, 
and who wants more than a couple of hun- 
dred tapes, anyhow? But, just the same, 
you can't put aside the fact that on LP 
there are merely some twenty thous:ual or 
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so titles available and probably murc, of 
which a relatively microscopic number are 
also available in tape form. 

Again, you see, it all depends. If you 
want a few pleasant tapes of the more 
familiar classics and some few selected spe- 
cialties, as provided in the present modest 
but growing tape repertory, or if you like 
mood music, some jazz, show tunes, hi -fi 
noises and the like, you'll find all the va- 
riety you need on tape, and more every 
month. This is true already, regardless of 
which system you use. But if you are aware 
of the huge LP availabilities and the enor- 
mous monthly new release lists on disc, if 
you are hep on the wider areas of music 
itself -then you will not rely on tape right 
now. The musical choice is strictly limited, 
necessarily. 

It seems to me that the question of re- 
corded tape or no tape in the home is basi- 
cally to be decided on these two points in 
virtually every individual case (if we put 
aside home tape recording as an important 
but separate extra consideration). The ex- 
tremes of available cash, the extremes of 
feeling as to the importance of the "best 
possible" sound and the best possible music, 
are positively huge among us. Each man 
must weigh his own emotions and his own 
money bags. It all depends on what you 
want out of tape as compared with disc, 
or as a supplement to disc. In every case, 
these points, as above, cover the basic 
clinching arguments. 

Except for one, which at the moment is 
even more problematical than ever before, 
to paraphrase an ad in reverse. The future. 

What I have said above can be nicely ap- 
plied to the tape-vs.-disc situation at any 
time up to the present, and back to the 
first appearance of commercially released 
tape recordings. There have been relatively 
minor variations, up and down, as tape for- 
mat shifted from one system to another. 
But throughout this period, and still at 
present, the situation has been unvarying 
in its basic shape -namely, that whereas 
virtually all new recordings are released 
simultaneously in all current disc forms 
(now it is mono and stereo; it has been LP 
and 78, or LP and 45), most new releases 
are not issued simultaneously on tape. An 
unavoidable fact. 

Do not confuse this statement with its 
complementary opposite, that in this entire 
period virtually all tape releases have been 
simultaneously available on disc. A few in- 
teresting exceptions -not many -and sonic 
unimportant time differentiation, the tape 
or disc version released at a different time 
front its opposite number. 

In other words, and to put it baldly, 
you can get just about every tape on the 
market in disc form too; but only a small 
percentage of discs can be had on tape as 
well. This is no criticism of the tape in- 
terests involved -far from it. They are 
working nobly to expand what they have 
(and in the various forms that have been 

available) into a reasonably representative 
catalogue of recorded material." 

But look at the contrast. When stereo 
disc started, it also faced the problem of 
availabilities. In the first few months, the 
situation was much like that in tape, only 
worse (since stereo discs were inevitably 
uneven in quality and playback equipment 
was even more unreliable at first). A hand- 
ful of stereo discs, in duplications, mostly, 
of material already out in mono and /or 
tape. Yet since that time, the stereo cata- 
logue has marched forward in a smooth up- 
ward curve of availability until now the 
stereo offerings are so enormous -on disc 
-that the mere difference of maybe eight 
or ten thousand titles is not vitally impor. 
taut; you can get almost anything on stereo 
disc now. And, anyhow, you can play your 
mono discs on the same equipment. The 
"plus" potentials are very great, the mi- 
nuses relatively small. With stereo disc, as 
of now, you have at least a good chance 
to have your cakes, all sorts of cakes, and 
eat them too. 

Is it any wonder, then, that people find 
tape a doubtful proposition -quite aside 
from the difference in systems, a vital and 
very difficult problem in itself f 

Now I admit I've turned the argument 
around, put the cart before the horse. Ad- 
mittedly, tape repertory isn't yet large be- 
cause of technical problems and system 
rtvalries, because of the false starts, the 
drastic changes, the complications, that 
have inhibited sales. 

Wrong -Way Circle 

From the business and manufacturing 
viewpoint, from the promotional viewpoint, 
repertory comes as a result of sales success, 
not beforehand. 

But, alas, front the callous public's -eye 
point of view, the repertory has to be there 
first, or else. It's a vicious circle when it's 
revolving the wrong way. It's a bonanza 
when and if it can be made self -sustaining. 
That's the problem. 

One major reason people didn't buy the 
Edsel was because other people didn't buy 
the Edsel. Some people didn't buy it lee - 
cause it was too new; still others didn't 
buy it because it wasn't new enough. How 
can you win? Better -how can you break 
out of this negative -type vicious circle, in 
any field? How about tape? 

And so we come to the rival systems, of 
the past and the present and the future. 
The future of taped records is still explo- 
sive because, as of my present writing, the 
last word has not yet been said and more 
major developments are still on the way to- 
wards launching- maybe. If the Edsel 
didn't go, then maybe the Comet would do 
better, along with the Falcon. Different 
emphasis, different appeal, different eco- 
nomics, new name, new sales techniques. 
Try, try again. 

I haven't a ghost of an idea, at this 
moment, whether RCA's cartridge tape will, 
or will not, have at publication time been 

R'e do not feel there is a need for dupli- 
cate reviewing of the music, whether on disc 
or tape. United Stereo Tapes had, in its 
January catalogue sheet, 376 titles of all 
types of music. As soon as the mechanics 
can be set up successfully, all records re- 
viewed will show the UST number with a 
symbol if a 4 -track tape is available of 
that particular selection. If the tape is 
reviewed, the tape number will be listed 
first; if the disc is reviewed, the disc num- 
ber will be listed first. However, neither 
RCA nor Columbia are in the United Stereo 
Tape family. Yet. -En. 
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IF YOU LOVE TO CREATE...BUILD7E /COT KITS 

Stereo Preamplifier HF85i r 

P r 
100W Stereo Power Amplifier HF89 

70W Stereo Power Amplifier 14187 
28W Stereo Power Amplifier HF86 

Stereo Amplifier -Preamplifier HF81t 

FM Tuner HFT90tt 
AM Tuner HFT94tt 
FM /AM Tuner HF-1921t 

Mono Hi -Fi .. . 
the experts say 

your Best Buy 

Is EICO 

Stereo Automatic Changer/ 
Player 1007 

3 -Way Speaker System HFS3 
2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker Systems 

HFS5 and HFS1 

Stereo Integrated Amplifier AF4tt 

H IC.H FIDELITY 

Exclusive advanced systematized engineering 
Lastest and finest quality parts 
Exclusive "Beginner- Tested" easy step -by 
step instructions 
Exclusive TRIPLE quality control 
Exclusive LIFETIME g tee at nominal cost 

IN STOCK - Compare, then take home any EICO 
equipment - right "off the shelf"- from 1500 
neighborhood EICO dealers throughout the U.S. 
and Canada. 
HFel Stereo Amplifier-Preamplifier selects, 
amplifies, controls any stereo source & feeds it 
thru self- contained dual 14W amplifiers to a pair 
of speakers. Provides 28W monophonically. 
Ganged level controls, separate balance control, 
independent bass and treble controls for each 
channel. Identical Williamson -type, oush -pull 
EL84 power amplifiers. "Excellent " - SATURDAY 
REVIEW. "Outstanding ... extremely versatile." - ELECTRONICS WORLD. Kit $69.95. Wired 
$109.95. Incl. cover. 
KM Stereo Preamplifier: Complete master 
stereo preamplifier -control unit, self -powered. 
Distortion borders on unmeasurable. Level, bass, 
& treble controls independent for each channel 
or ganged for both channels. Inputs for phono, 
tape head, mike, AM, FM, & FM- multiplex. One 
each auxiliary A & B input in each channel. 
"Extreme flexibility . a bargain." - HI -F1 
REVIEW. Kit $39.95. Wired $64.95. Incl. cover. 
New HF89 100 -Watt Stereo Power Amplifier: 
Dual 50W highest quality power amplifiers. 200W 
peak power output. Uses superlative ultra -linear 
connected output transformers for undistorted 
response across the entire audio range at full 
power, assuring utmost clarity on full orchestra 
& organ. 60 db channel separation. IM distortion 
0.5% at 100W; harmonic distortion less than 1% 
from 20- 20,000 cos within 1 db of 100W. Kit 
$99.50. Wired 5139.50. 
NW 70 -Watt Stereo Power Amplifier. Dual 35W 
power amplifiers identical circuit -wise to the 
superb HF89, differing only in rating of the out- 
put transformers. IM distortion 1% at 70W; 
harmonic distortion less than 1% from 20- 20.000 
cps within I db of 70W. Kit $74.95. Wired $114.95. 
HF86 28 -Watt Stereo Power Amp. Flawless repro- 
duction at modest price. Kit$43.95. Wired $74.95. 

FM Tuner HFT90: Prewired, prealigned, tempera- 
ture- compensated "front end" is drift -free. Pre - 
wired exclusive precision eye- tronicW traveling 
tuning indicator. Sensitivity: 1.5 uy for 20 db 
quieting; 2.5 uy for 30 db quieting, full limiting 
from 25 uv. IF bandwidth 260 kc at 6 db points. 
Both cathode follower & FM- multiplex stereo 
outputs, prevent obsolescence. Very low distor- 
tion. "One of the best buys in high fidelity kits." - AUDIOCRAFT. Kit $39.95'. Wired $65.95', 
Cover $3.95. Less cover, F.E.T. incl. 
AM Tuner NFT94: Matches HFT 90. Selects "hi -fi" 
wide (20 -9000 cps @ -3 db) or weak -station 
narrow (20 -5000 cps @ -3 db) bandpass. Tuned 
RF stage for high selectivity & sensitivity. Pre- 
cision eye- tronicw, tuning. "One of the best 
available." -HI -F1 SYSTEMS. Kit $39.95. Wired 
$65.95. Incl. cover & F.E.T. 

New FM /AM Tuner HFT92 combines renowned 
EICO HFT90 FM Tuner with excellent AM tuning 
facilities. Kit $59.95. Wired $94.95. Incl. cover 
& F.E.T. 

New AF -4 Economy Stereo Integrated Amplifier 
provides clean 4W per channel or 8W total out- 
put. Kit $38.95. Wired $64.95. Incl. cover & F.E.T 

HF12 Mono Integrated Amplifier (not illus.): Com- 
plete "front end" facilities & true hi -fi perform- 
ance. 12W continuous, 25W peak. Kit $34.95. 
Wired $57.95. Incl. cover. 
New HFS3 3 -Way Speaker System Semi -Kit com- 
plete with factory -built 3/4" veneered plywood (4 
sides) cabinet. Bellows- suspension, full -inch ex- 
cursion 12" woofer (22 cps res.) 8" mid -range 
speaker with high internal damping cone for 
smooth response, 342" cone tweeter. 21/4 cu. ft. 
ducted -port enclosure. System 0 of 42 for 
smoothest frequency & best transient response. 
32- 14.000 cps clean, useful response. 16 ohms 
Impedance. HWD: 2642 ", 13'/e ", 142/a ". Un- 
finished birch $72.50. Walnut, mahogany or teak 
$87.50. 
New HFS5 2 -Way Speaker System Seml -Kit com- 
plete with factory -built 3" veneered plywood 
(4 sidesl cabinet. Bellows -suspension, We" excur- 
sion, 8" woofer (45 cos. res.), & 342" cone 
tweeter. 144" cu. ft. ducted -port enclosure. Sys- 
tern 0 of 42 for smoothest free. & best transient 
resp. 45- 14,000 cps clean, useful resp. 16 ohms. 

HWD: 24 ", 121/2 ", 101/2 ". Unfinished birch $47.50. 
Walnut, mahogany or teak $59.50. 
HF51 Bookshelf Speaker System complete with 
factory -built cabinet. Jensen 8" woofer, match- 
ing Jensen compression- driver exponential horn 
tweeter. Smooth clean bass; crisp extended 
highs. 70. 12.000 cps range, 8 ohms. HWD: 23" 
x 11" x 9 ". Price $39.95. 
HFS2 Omni -Directional Speaker System (not illus.) 
HWD: 36 ", 151 /a ", 11th ". "Fine for stereo" - 
MODERN HI -Fl. Completely factory -built. Mahog- 
any or walnut $139.95. Blond $144.95. 
New Stereo Automatic Changer /Player: The first 
& only LUXURY unit at a popular price! New 
unique engineering advances no other unit can 
offer regardless of price: overall integrated 
design, published frequency response, stylus 
pressure precision- adjusted by factory. advanced 
design cartridge. Compact: 103/4" x 13 ". Model 
10070: 0.7 mil diamond. 3 mil sapphire dual 
stylus - $59.75. Model 10075: 0.7 mil & 3 mil 
sapphire - $49.75. Includes F.E.T. 

tShown in optional Furniture Wood Cabinet 
WE71: Unfinished Birch, $9.95; Walnut or 
Mahogany, $13.95. 

ttShown in optional Furniture Wood Cabinet 
WE70: Unfinished Birch, $8.95; Walnut or 
Mahogany, $12.50. 

A -4 
FICO, 33-00 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N. Y. I 

Show me how to SAVE 509E on easy -to -build i 
top -quality Hi -Fi. Send FREE catalog, Stereo HiFI I 
Guide plus name of neighborhood EICO dealer. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

Litr, Io the E ICO Hour. WABC -FM, N. Y., 95.5 
MC. Mon. to Fri. 7:15 -8 P.M.. Sat. 11 -12 P.M. 

1960 by EICO, 33.00 N. Blvd.. L. I. C. 1. N. Y. 
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Mullard 

Trade Mark 
Mullard Ltd. 

w 

MULLARD tubes and circuits, already acclaime 
throughout the world for their advanced 

engineering and reliability, are in great demand 
for today's stereo amplifiers. 

Heading the preferred list for power output tubes 
is the MULLARD EL- 34/6CA7. This extremely 

linear output pentode which is capable of 60 
watts push -pull in Class AB, (60 wafts per channel 

stereo -120 wafts monophonic) gives a special 
superiority even to the finest components. This 

linearity coupled with a uniformity that is already 
well known make the MULLARD EL- 34/6CA7 

the first choice for superb sound reproduction. 

Design and build your stereo equipment around 
MULLARD. Circuit and interchangeability data for all 

MULLARD Electron Tubes are available at your 
distributor or write to Technical Services Division. 

"Circuits for Audio Amplifiers" is a new MULLARD publication in which the 
wide range of MULLARD high quality audio circuits uits is presented conveniently 
in one book. Four introductory chapters are devoted to theoretical and 
practical considerations of high quality sound reproduction with monophonic 
equipment or with stereophonic systems. The rest of the book comprises 
circuit descriptions, constructional details, and some performance figures of 
12 MULLARD circuits. These circuits include well -known MULLARD designs, 
some modifications and improvements to these circuits, and o n umber of 
completely new s. Only $2.50 from your dealer or by mail from our 
Technical Services Division. 

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS CORP. 
81 SPRING ST., NEW YORK 12, N. Y. 

12 

challenged in public by a new rival system 
that has been udder development for this 
very purpose (and in the expected opposite 
corner), involving tape that is half as big, 
goes half as fast, probably takes up a quar- 
ter the room and will even work on a spe- 
cies of "changer" if rumors are right. (A 
printed account appeared in mid- winter, 
perhaps a handily inspired official "leak. ") 

At least, it is possible to speculate on its 
impact even before it becomes available, if 
it ever does. In any case, this is one more 
new "system" and to please the public, to 
go over with a real splash, it clearly will 
have to be really radical, enormously at- 
tractive, breathtakingly new. Anything less 
will die a quick death at this advanced 
date. How will we know? 

Catalogue Padding 

Now I have an interesting idea to throw 
at you in this connection, stemming front 
what has already been said. A major splash 
in the field of records -any type at all - 
can be measured objectively in one highly 
effective way that is virtually proof against 
tampering and wishful advertising -the 
available repertory. 

Indeed, there is no better economic index 
for you and me, if we really want to know 
how well a new project in this area is actu- 
ally going. It is practically infallible, be- 
cause anybody with his head where it be- 
longs can see straight through even the 
most devious sorts of hocus -pocus that can 
be applied to it with intent to brighten a 
not -so- bright picture. 

Repertory, over the mouths and years, de- 
pends on successful sales. Big sales: grow- 
ing repertory. Small sales: much padding. 

True, you can "pad" a small catalogue 
with an actual Hood of new releases, artifi- 
cially pumped out in order to stimulate 
sales; but this can't last. Not even the big- 
gest companies can keep it up for very 
long. 

Of course, you can pad your catalogue on 
paper, and this is often enough done. But 
anybody eau spot such a padded Catalogue 
in seconds. It tells its own story even better 
than an un- padded list that is true to size. 

Ifow to pad? Just take a single record- 
ing, say, with three different short works 
on it, list it first under three composers, 
three orchestras; then list it again under a 
batch of helpful categories (padded cata- 
logues are always intended to be helpful), 
like "Symphony," "Strings." "Modena Clas- 
sics," ":flood" -your helpfulness is limited 
only by your powers of invention. 

You can list your records under nation- 
alities-"Spanish"-and the like. List 'em 
under Solo Artist, tender Conductor, etcetc. 
And be sure to assign a separate catalogue 
number for each speed or type, say 71 ips 
and 3$. That'll double your entries, straight 
through! 

In no time, you see, you can build a 
handsome 50 -page catalogue of :tvnilabili- 
ties out of a dozen or so hard items. Easy. 
But if you want the opposite just take a 
look at Mt. Schwnun's current i.I' disc 
catalogue. It is now so Itoihsi d:)NV n that 
you have to learn the abbreviations by 
heart, :nul there are very few duplicate 
entries. That is a will catalogue. 

The Reviewers' Index 

It's east I ' ,pet the situation by this 
handy index. You don't evert have to read 
between the lines. But I have still another 
system of my own that is perhaps even 
more effective as an indicator of record - 
sales success. It won't work for you, but it 
keeps me an courant very nicely, without 
even a look at a catalogue or into a store, 

(Continued on page 38) 
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MAGNETIC TAPE 

the 

tape 

that 

cost 00b400i0 perfect! to 

Soundcraft Tape with the new FA -4 aaist<a formula- 

tion. Designed to meet the unlimited challenge of 

the most exciting new era in recording history ! 

1200 FEET 

t' . M IL ACETATE 
BASE 

Only years of research ...and the most modern and advanced 
tape manufacturing facilities in the world ...could have per- 
fected this tape! Soundcraft's new FA -4 FORMULATION is 
frequency adjusted to provide the superlative sound repro- 
duction demanded in this exciting era of new discoveries and 
innovations in tape recording. You'll hear "highs" as never 

before...the full frequency spectrum for perhaps the very 
first time! 

Insist on Soundcraft Tape with the new FA -4 FORMULATION 

before you run another reel through your recorder ...you'll 
never settle for inferior sound reproduction again! 

REEVES S O U N D C RA FT CORP. Los 
Great Pasture 

Angeles: 
Rd.342 , DanN. bury, 

LaBrea Toronto: 
Conn. Chicago: 28 

700 
E. Jackson 

Weston 
Blvd. 

Rd. 
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CHESTER SANTON 

The symbol Q indicates the United 
Stereo Tapes 4 -track 71/2 fps tape 
number. When Mr. Santon has lis- 
tened to the tape only, the tape 
number is listed first. Otherwise, the 
corresponding tape number is fur- 
nished by United Stereo Tapes. 

STEREOPHONIC 
Dick Schory: Music To Break Any Wood 

RCA Victor LSP 2125 
Several months having elapsed since the 

first disturbance took place in Chicago's Or- 
chestra Hall (Music for Bang. baa -room and 
Harp LSP 1866), percussion Impresario Dick 
Schory and RCA recording director Bob 
Bollard decided recently that the hall had re- 
covered sufficient equilibrium to withstand an- 
other assault. Once again, the relatively shal- 
low stage of the hall was covered with about 
a hundred percussion instruments of varying 
temperament. Unlike the previous session, 
when sonic honors were evenly distributed 
among the dozen men of Schory's ensemble, 
the starring role was now assigned to the in- 
dividual in charge of an innocent -looking cir- 
cular monster making its debut in Orchestra 
l Hail -a six -foot gong, said to be the only one 
of its kind. Heard in action, the mild whisper 
of the hammer blow does not prepare one for 
the vibratory saturnalia that follows. With 
stereo providing an added quantity of oxygen, 
the gong begins to glow as the area of vibra- 
tion widens to its full dimension. As they say 
in the Irish theatre -it's a daarlin' sound ! 

In order to gauge over -all improvements in 
this second Schory release. I sampled it next 
to Bang. ban -room etc. which was taped back 
in June, 1958. Impressive cleanliness is easy 
to notice in this newer album with excellent 
presence maintained at what appears to be a 
slightly greater miking distance. Although a 
word such as "lyrical" is seldom used in dis- 
cussing percussion projects, the vibes and 
gently swing: ng harp lend it just that quality 
in tunes that include Speak Low and Autumn 
in New York. LSi' 1866 still has the edge in 
weight of big -drum sound delivered in Iwo - 
channel unison but Schory's latest enjoys bet- 
ter cutting facilities and that gong is sure to 
hold your attention for the thirty seconds It 
takes to deliver its message. 

Burt Buhrman: And The Pipes Will Play 
Columbia CS 8193 

Leaf through the two pages devoted to or- 
gan recordings in the pop section of the latest 
disc catalog. Search through the listings all 
the way from Bob Anderson to Klaus Wun- 
derlick. I don't think you'll find a stereo rec- 
ord of a Wurlitzer organ that can match the 
qualities of this brand new Columbia release. 
Collectors of outstanding pipe organ discs 
scarcely need to be reminded that the Mosque 
in Richmond, Virginia, was the scene of some 
pretty wild recording sessions when f.l "s were 
coming Into their first heyday. If you have as- 

1e Forest Ave., Hastings -on- Hudson, 
N.Y. 

socia ted tills particular Wu rlitzer -one of the 
Lest in the country -with scrambling novelties, 
you may be surprised to discover what it can 
do in standard tunes played with poise and 
taste by Burt Buhrman. His choice of voices 
stresses a natural quality of easy sweetness 
that I hadn't heard in previous recordings 
made In the hall. The miking focal point is 
lose enough for good spotting of the organ 

cct'ons without loss of room liveness. A 
honey of a record. 

Jcse Greco: Flamenco Fury 
© MGM ST 3741 

Does trouping experience play a role in the 
proceedings when a Flamenco troupe invades a 
recording studio? Most Flamenco sessions cap- 
italize on an Impromptu atmosphere and this 
one is no exception. As usual, the guitars set 
the pace and mood. The singing, dancing, hand 
clapping, and snapping of fingers proceed as if 
improvised at the moment. Yet it is soon evi- 
dent that the Jose Greco troupe has a polish 
and flair that you won't find in Flamenco per- 
formers Just getting established in theatres 
and night clubs. You certainly won't uncover 
this finished style in a group thrown together 
for a recording date. Greco's band has that 
easily coordinated attack that conies only with 
daily performance. 

MGM has employed a logical method in 
placement of the three guitarists. The men 
work right on mike. Given standard playback 
conditions, they frame the activities of the rest 
of the cast. Then, no matter what the dancers 
decide to do, the guitars can still be heard 
with ease in their vital role. 

Lenny Herman: The King of Stereo . . . 

On Broadway 
e Livingston 4T -1 

Midnight in Vienna 
Q SMS S -18 

Sotne tapes compel close attend ion. 'l'hese 
Iwo items sound at their best when played as 
background at a party already in a reasonably 
advanced state of pregress. Listen to either 
one of them on the morning after and you may 
find yourself wondering what you heard in 
them the night before Mr. Herman's quintet, 
certainly high seniority in the stereo record- 
ing field, has a built -In bounce that la a tradi- 
tion In unpretentious cocktail lounges front 
coast to coast. The style of this group (Lenny 
Herman, accordion and vibes ; Alan Shurr. 
sax and clarinet ; Earl Comfort, bass and 
violin ; Stan Scott, drums and Charles Shaw, 
plano and organo) is fairly easy to predict 
after the first few tunes from Broadway 
shows. The occasional vocal harmonizing is 
not meant to lie taken too seriously. It's there 
mostly to trigger a similar reaction on the 
part of the listener. 

If you have difficulty resisting schmaltz the 
way they handle It in Vienna, the SMS tape 
should find you a happy victim. It features a 
nonchalant orchestra of a size that could lake 
core of a large cafe its they know them over 
there. Conductor Victor Hruhy, on the evi- 
dence presented here, appears to he rather an 
indulgent fellow. Ile allows the orchestra to 
run through these melting operetta medleys 
by Robert Stoltz and Ralph Benatzky in a 
somewhat off -season manner. The authenticity 

Is there but the drummer, at times, gets away 
with a tempo that almost becomes his own 
property. Stereo spread is ample and the at- 
mosphere of relaxation may appeal to those 
who feel that many of our name orchestras 
have too much chromium coldness in their 
performances of light Viennese stuff. 

Stanley Black: Friml and Romberg in 
Cuban Moonlight London PS 191 

Q UST 70010 
At n time when some listeners are beginning 

to feel that they've heard everything, Stanley 
Black. the noted British keyboard maestro, 
has decided to put Friml and Romberg oper- 
etta favorites into discreet Latin tempos. My 
trip to the turntable with this one was not 
without some muttering because both of these 
composers had managed fairly dignified ca- 
reers on the stage. I started with the Serenade 
from Romberg's "Student Prince" and the 
muttering evaported. Here were the cleanest 
upper highs I had ever encountered on a 
London stereo disc. Black uses a hell -like per- 
cussion section to carry some of the melody. 
The presence of the sound, even on paper -cone 
tweeters, seems almost too good to be true. Old 
hands familiar with some entries in the 
London catalog may be tempted to suspect a 
canny modification somewhere in the treble 
curve, but the usual clues of the past do not 
show up in Black's orchestration. The choice 
of tempo throughout the record is on the slow 
hide in order to give Black the leeway he needs 
in his low -register work. 

Les Compagnons de la Chanson 
Capitol ST 10227 

Ames Brothers: Hello Amigos 
RCA Victor LSP 2100 

Both of these vocal groups. in their latest 
releases, are looking for greener pastures out- 
side the sphere that established their reputa- 
tion. The French team has added a lot of 
"foreign" material to their book of Gallic 
favorites, but the strong point of the album 
is the English version of The Three Bells - 
their best -seller to date. The rest of this col- 
lection, recorded In France as part of the 
Capitol-of-the-World series, embraces a bala- 
laika- oriented song front along the Volga, a 
Brazilian carioca, a gondolier's serenade, and 
a folk song from Israel. Except for the num- 
bers where a certain amount of commercial 
gravity is expected by their fans, Les Compag- 
nons retain the familiar breeziness that first 
thrust theta into the limelight ten years ago. 

In Hello Amigos, the Ames Brothers have 
joined forces with the noted Latin American 
composer and arranger Juan Esquivelin order 
to enlarge their horizon to the south. To- 
gether, they Introduce a new solidity to Latin 
American showmanship. The masculinity- of 
inflection heard In previous Ames recordings 
is retained here even though the lyrics are 
delivered in recently -acquired Spanish. Cast 
in an admittedly subsidiary role, Esquivel is 
not able to indulge in the orchestral Iireworka 
that set apart earlier releases such as "Ex- 
ploring New Sounds" and "Strings Aflame." 
Neither can he be accused of blandness as he 
spreads out a potent heat across the area de- 
fined by loudspeakers used for stereo. Every 
attempt was made by recording engineer Ray 
Hall. working in New York's Webster Hall, to 
extract maximum robustness in the sound of 
quartet and orchestra. An occasional sibilant 
is enlarged slightly in the process. The songs 
range from moonlight material to well -lit cha- 
chas with particular stress on compositions 
introduced during the forties -one of the 
busier periods for these Latin exports. 

Marjorie Meinem: Vive La Difference 
RCA Victor LSP 2124 

One of the satisfactions of reviewing re- 
cordings just before they go on public display 
Is the occasional opportunity to run across a 
promising new talent. Listen to the enthusias- 
tic performance of this young lady at the con- 
sole of the Lowrey electronic organ in her first 
release for the label and you'll understand 
why RCA has scheduled four more Marjorie 
Meinert albums in the year ahead. Tunes as- 
sociated with Tanis take on new bounce as 

(Continued on page 60) 
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The Constellation, Model TC- 99- 459.50 

Collaro 
stereo 

record players 
with typical 

British precision 
steadfastly 
guard your 
records and 
stylus from 
wear and 
accidental 
damage 

The Continental II, Model TSC -840 -$49.50 

Transcription Turntable, Model 4TR- 200 -549.50 Manual Player, Model TP -59- 529.95 

Every Collaro stereo record player is built with typical British attention to every detail. They are precision W engineered and rigidly tested to give truly 

professional performance and the ultimate in operating convenience. Here are some of the important features that make Collaro the logical choice for stereo 

or monophonic records. Performance specifications exceed NARTB standards for wow, flutter and rumble -with actual performance test reports accom- 

panying each model TC -99. Extra -heavy, die -cast, non -magnetic turntables (weighing up to 81/2 lbs.). Extra -heavy weight is carefully distributed for flywheel 

effect and smooth, constant rotation. Shielded four -pole motors are precision balanced, screened with triple interleaved shields to provide extra 25 db reduction 

in magnetic hum pick -up. Detachable five- terminal plug -in head shells (on TC -99, TSC -840, TSC -740, TP -59) provide two completely independent circuits, guaran- 

teeing ultimate in noise reduction circuitry. Transcription -type stereo tonearms are spring- damped and dynamically counterbalanced to permit the last record 

on a stack to be played with virtually the same low stylus pressure as the first. All units are handsomely styled, available with optional walnut, blond and 

mahogany finished bases or unfinished utility base. There's a 4 -speed Collaro stereo record player for every need and budget! Prices slightly higher in the 

West. For free catalog on the Collaro line, write to: Rockbar Corporation, Dept. A -4, Mamaroneck, N. Y. ('Not shown. Similar in appearance to The Coronation.) 

The Coronation II, Model TSC -740 -$42.50 
'The Conquest II, Model TSC- 640 -538.50 

ROCKBAR 
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EDITOR'S REVIEW 
THE VALUE OF STEREO 

OFTEN we hear someone say that "stereo is just 

II, o good." And if we were to judge by some of the 
emonstrations we have heard, we would have to 

agree with him. On the other hand, however, we have 
heard many excellent demonstrations -in fact, we 
actually live with what we would call an excellent 
stereo installation. But that does not alter the fact 
that some stereo reproduction leaves quite a bit to be 
desired, not only as to the stereo illusion itself but also 
in the actual reproduction quality. 

Without doubt there has been too much material 
recorded for the sole purpose of showing off the stereo 
effect -just as early sound movies outdid themselves 
to show off sound or just as early Technicolor pictures 
presented a real jumble of colors just to prove that 
they could reproduce color. If we are able to listen 
to the show -off material for what it is worth and then 
go on to good music reproduction there would be no 
harm in it -for in general it does show the novice what 
stereo can do. But just as we would tire of continually 
looking at landscapes with brilliant splotches of color 
here and there or an assemblage of guests at a mid - 
Victorian ball with bright colored coats and gowns, 
so also do we become tired of ping -pong games, bowl- 
ing exhibitions, or such material. Unless we are real 
fudnicks. 

During a recent high fidelity show, our Mr. Canby 
conducted an aural survey of the various exhibit 
rooms and he came up with the report that of around 
a hundred rooms, forty two of them had the two speak- 
ers out of phase. We were once offered an apology at 
a demonstration because "one of the speakers had 
something wrong with it." After being assured that 
we would try to make allowances for the defective 
speaker, our hosts commenced the demonstration, but 
the music played for only about six bars when we said 
"Stop, the speakers are out of phase." Of course it 
didn't sound right -if you leaned six inches to the 
right, all the sound appeared to come from the right 
speaker ; six inches the other way and all the sound 
appeared to come from the left. 

Now we haven't the slightest objection to anyon 
listening to the showoff stuff if he likes it, and cer- 
tainly the history of hi -fi has been fraught with those 
who listened only to "sounds," rather than music. As 
a matter of fact, if one can obtain an emotional equiva- 
lent of music by simply looking at an oscilloscope or 
a pair of meters, that's his business. But when he 
attempts to inflict this sort of demonstration material 
upon the average listener who may possibly enjoy 
music for itself alone, he then builds up in this listener 
a dislike for high fidelity as a whole. On the other 
hand, those of us who practice hi -fi have a responsi- 
bility to the newcomers which suggests that we should 
do our best to give as nearly perfect demonstrations 
as our own equipment and the state of the art will 
permit. 

We would like, for example, a demonstration record 
made up with the first part of the music -say, for five 
minutes -in monophonic reproduction, with a gradual 
transition over a few minutes more into good stereo, 

perhaps at a critically chosen point in the music. We 
would like to demonstrate such a record with the 
listeners blindfolded or at least in a dark room so they 
could not see two speakers. During the monophonic 
portion of the record, the sound would most certainly 
appear to come from the center -then at the crucial 
moment it would begin to spread out. We firmly be- 
lieve that this would be a real eye -opener to the un- 
initiated. 

Exactly such a demonstration can be presented by 
anyone having a continuously variable blend control 
-simply start a stereo record with the control clear 
over to the mono end, then gradually shift it to the 
stereo end. There is no appreciable change in the 
quality, yet the source seems to spread out smoothly 
and gradually from a point to a complete coverage 
of the "stage." However, not all control units provide 
for blending, so a record would solve the problem 
completely for everyone. Then, too, there is the listener 
who always hears his orchestra from the top of the 
second balcony -a wide stereo spread is completely 
unreal to him, for he visualizes an orchestra as a point 
source, practically. 

Then there is the problem of the speakers being 
spaced too far apart, usually due to the room arrange- 
ment. Not all rooms are ideal for stereo reproduction, 
that is certain, but if the speakers must be separated 
by more than a normal distance, it is time to consider 
adding a center speaker. With the correct amount of 
"right plus left" added in the center, the stereo illu- 
sion is often heightened, and it is the only solution 
that comes to mind for the wide room. So one of the 
main problems in stereo reproduction is still the room, 
but with some experimentation the serious listener 
can usually work out a satisfactory arrangement -in 
our own case the speakers are separated by about 
eleven feet, with a bay window in between, but we 
feel that we have solved the problem to our own satis- 
faction as well as to that of most of those who heard it. 
,Cone snlntinn is always possible. 

RETURN OF THE STREET SINGER 

Back in the '30's, one of the familiar programs on 
the radio was The Street Singer, a "baritenor" who 
had a wide tonal range and a consistently pleasant 
repertoire. This man was Arthur Tracy, who has been 
away from show business for about ten years, but who 
has recently recorded a nostalgic disc for Audio 
Fidelity. Perhaps it is partly nostalgia, for many of 
the songs come from that era, but we find this disc 
very exciting. Tracy, who can sing in ten languages, 
still has a marvelous voice and superb diction and he 
is a welcome change from the current crop of male 
voices. It is not the function of this page to discuss 
records, but this one deserves -in our opinion -some 
special mention. Presumably one or the other of our 
reviewers will catch up to to it next month (we only 
heard it a few days ago on the day of its general re- 
lease), but we think it is not only on extremely pleas- 
ant record but also a great comeback, after all these 
years, for a great voice. 
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Here is more for the best of everything in quality record reproduction -the more that makes the difference! 
more output!...more channel separation!-..more response...more record life! In short -more to enjoy because 
there's more quality for more listening pleasure. Without question, Pickering's Collectors' Series 380 is the 
finest -with more features and more flexibility than any other stereo pickup in the world. 

For example, the 380 is fully encapsulated in radiation -proof precious mu -metal for absolutely hum -free 
performance in any record player regardless of type- make -model. The only true way to judge a high fidelity 
component is to compare it with another... measure its performance with the most vital instrument of all... 
the ear. For -those who can hear the difference choose PICKERING*. 
COLLECTORS' SERIES 380. Totally new and unique to high 

fidelity is the "Collectors' Ensemble' ...a complete quality "pick. 
uppackage" for reproduction of all records - stereo, micro 
groove. 78's. 

OUTPUT: 15 mv per channel. CHANNELSEPARATION: 30.35 db. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: + 2 db 20-20,000 cycles. SIGNAL TO 
NOISE RATIO: -65 db below reference. TRACKING FORCE: "A" 
type stylus -2 -5 grams; "C" type stylus -3.7 grams. 
Model 380E Collectors' Ensemble includes the Stanton Stereo 
FLUXVALVE with 3 "V- GUARD" styli for stereo, microgroove and 
78 rpm records. $60.00 
Model 380A includes Stanton Stereo FLUXVALVE with D3807A 
"V- GUARD" stylus for transcription arms. $34.50 
Model 380C includes Stanton Stereo FLUXVALVE with D3807C 
"V- GUARD" stylus for auto -changer arms. $29.85 

Only the Stanton Stereo FLUXVALVE 
ea features the safe, comfortable, easily 

replaceable stylus assembly. 

PICKERING -for more than a decade -the world's most experi- 
enced manufacturer of high fidelity pickups...supplier to the 
recording Industry. 

t PICKERING AUTOMATED CRAFTSMANSHIP 

FLUXVALVE, - -V- GUARD" "T- GUARD" UNIPOISE PAC (TM) 

PRO -STANDARD SERIES 371 Now, the new and 
revolutionary PAC } technique developed by 
PICKERING has effected economies in 
manufacture which permit a reduction in the 
price of the Pro -Standard Series...an industry 
standard and the universal choice of professionals. 
Features four coil push -pull hum rejection circuit. 

OUTPUT: 10 mv per channel. CHANNEL SEPARATION: 20-25 db. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20- 15,000 cycles. TRACKING FORCE: 
"A" type stylus -2 -5 grams; "C" type stylus -4 -7 grams. 

Model 371A Mk II Stanton Stereo FLUXVALVE Pickup now $26.40 
Model 371C Mk II Stanton Stereo FLUXVALVE Pickup now $24.00 
Model 196 Mk II UNIPOISE Arm with integrated Stanton Stereo 
FLUX VALVE Pickup now $49.50 

FOR THOSE WHO CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE 

rickerin 9 PICKERING & CO., INC., PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 
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E WEA 9BiEW J YEARS 

At Bell Laboratories, M. Uenohara (left) adjusts his reactance amplifier, assisted by 
A. E. Bakanowski, who helped develop first suitable diode. Extremely low "noise" is 
achieved when certain diodes are cooled in liquid nitrogen. 

How basic scientific ideas develop in the 
light of expanding knowledge is strikingly illus- 
trated by the development of Bell Laboratories' 
new "parametric" or "reactance" amplifier. 

Over 100 years ago, scientists experiment- 
ing with vibrating strings observed that vibra- 
tions could be amplified by giving them a push 
at strategic moments, using properly synchro- 
nized tuning forks. This is done in much the 
same way a child on a swing "pumps" in new 
energy by shifting his center of gravity in step 
with his motion. 

At the turn of the century, scientists theo- 
rized that electrical vibrations, too, could be 
amplified by synchronously varying the react- 
ance of an inductor or capacitor. Later amplifiers 
were made to work on this principle but none 
at microwave frequencies. 

First practical diode for amplifier, shown here 

held by tweezers, was jointly developed by 
A. E. Bakanowski and A. Uhlir. 

Then came the middle 50's. Bell Telephone 
Laboratories scientists, by applying their new 
transistor technology, developed semiconduc- 
tor diodes of greatly improved capabilities. 
They determined theoretically how the electri- 
cal capacitance of these new diodes could be 
utilized to amplify at microwave frequencies. 
They created a new microwave amplifier with 
far less "noise" than conventional amplifiers. 

The new reactance amplifier has a busy 
future in the battle with "noise." At present, 
it is being developed for applications in tropo- 
spheric transmission and radar. But it has 
many other possible applications, as well. It 
can be used, for instance, in the reception of 
signals reflected from satellites. It is still another 
example of the continuing efforts to improve 
your Bell System communications. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 
WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
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New Design Chart 

for Bass - Reflex Enclosures 
R. D. HERLOCKER 

After a thorough study of bass -reflex enclosures and the effects of aspect ratio of the port, 
the author provides a design chart that takes into account all of the pertinent factors. 

THE BASS- REFLEX iS probably the most 
popular type of speaker enclosure 
that is available today. This is par- 

ticularly true with those audio fans who 
build their own. There are several good 
reasons for this popularity : a properly 
designed and constructed bass -reflex en- 
closure will give a smoothly extended 
low end to a moderately priced speaker; 
the design is quite flexible, and can usu- 
ally be modified as may be necessary to 
fit the available space; it is as economi- 
cal of materials as any type of enclo- 
sure; and last, but certainly by no means 
least from the standpoint of the person 
who is building one, it can be built with- 
out cutting and fitting a lot of tricky 
corners, such as are needed with most 
horn designs. 

The bass -reflex is a time -tested en- 
closure, which, however, seems to have 
been down -graded in the minds of many 
people, since the big publicity during 
the past few years has been for horn - 
type enclosures, some of which were ac- 
tually horns by courtesy only. Since the 
reflex is basically a much simpler design 
than the horn, it is the writer's belief 
that, dollar for dollar, at least in the 
lower and middle price ranges, more 
performance can be obtained from a 
hass -reflex and a properly matched 
speaker than from a horn system of 

7918 1bdmar ar'r.. 1/annnand, Ind. 

equivalent cost. I low far down the bass 
response goes is, in either case, pretty 
much a function of the speaker used. 
While admittedly the electro- acoustic 
efficiency of the bass -reflex system is 
lower than that of a good horn, it is 
still more than adequate for normal 
home use. 

New information on the effects of 
some of the variables involved in the 
design of a bass -reflex enclosure has been 
developed by the author. This informa- 
tion has been incorporated into a new 
design chart, the use of which will sim- 
plify the design calculations for such 
enclosures. 

Some of the comparative disfavor felt 
toward the bass -reflex is undoubtedly 
due to the "boons- bass" resulting from 
gross mis- matching of the enclosure to 
its speaker. It is well known that, to oh- 
tain the best results from a bass -reflex 
enclosure with a typical speaker, its 
resonant frequency should match that of 
the speaker. (An exception to this rule 
is the case of the very highly compliant 
speaker, whose resonance will fall in the 
15- to 25 -cps range, and which is in- 
tended for use in an "acoustic stiffness" 
type of enclosure, which may or may 
not be ported). Matching, however, is 
not too critical, within 5 per cent being 
considered quite satisfactory, because of 
the hnc "Q" of the finished enclosure. 

A. F. 

OSCILLATOR 

POWER 

AMPLIFIER 

MICROPHONE L iiii iiii 
11 

N41. 
SPEAKER CONNECTED TO 
ENCLOSED VOLUME BY 

3/16" HOLE 

PORT OPENING 
BEVELLED 45° 

ENCLOSURE 

'SCOPE 

V H 

VOLTAGE 
AMPLIFIER 

-4-- 

Fig. 1. Block diagram o equipment arrangement for determining resonant frequency 
of bass -reflex enclosures. 

Then, too, the resonant frequency of a 
speaker can easily change that much 
with prolonged use, thus making more 
precise matching useless. 

Matching may be done in more than 
one way. The crudest, and least satisfac- 
tory, is to cut the port somewhat larger 
than you expect to need; then, while 
listening to music containing tones in 
the desired low -frequency range (such 
as a good theater pipe organ record), 
block off increasingly larger areas of the 
port, until your ear tells you that the 
response is balanced. The block is now 
fastened to the inside of the port in this 
position. A somewhat more refined, but 
still tedious, method is to run impedance 
curves for the frequency range below 
100 cps, first on the speaker alone, and 
then with the speaker mounted in the en- 
closure, adjusting the port size until the 
ratio of the resonant frequency of the 
speaker alone to that of the lower peak 
of the speaker in the enclosure equals 
the ratio of the upper peak frequency to 
that of the speaker alone. 

If, while the enclosure is still in the 
planning stage, it can be matched to the 
speaker, even approximately, much of 
this cut -and -try can be eliminated. Use 
of the design chart will accomplish this 
end, which is especially important if a 
ducted port is to be used, such as in sev- 
eral designs by Jensen' and others' ='', 
since the duct dimensions cannot easily 
he changed once the enclosure is com- 
pleted. 

Design Equations 

The basic design equation for the bass 
reflex enclosure is : 

21502 A 
F2 = Y(L+Ao.$) 

(1) 

where 

F = resonant frequency, cps (taken as 
the speaker resonant frequency) 

' D. J. Plach, & P. B. Williams, "The 
Bass Ultraflex enclosure." Radio 4. Televi- 
sion News, December, 1954. 

Monitor, "Pro -Plane Prismatic Speaker 
st eat,' Radio -Electronics, February, 1956. 
" F. Langford -Smith, Radiotron De- 

signer's Handbook, 4th ed., Radio Corp. 
of America, 1953 (page 847). 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of resonant frequen 
cies of various shapes of enclosures. 

A = port area, square inches 
V = enclosed volume, cubic inches 
L = duct length, inches (if no duct is 

used, L is the thickness of the enclo- 
sure wall). 

It has been known for quite a while 
that the shape of the enclosure and of 
the port may affect the validity of this 
question. However, it has been generally 
assumed that enclosure shape has no sig- 
nificant effect, as long as the longest en- 
closed dimension is not over three times 
the shortest, to avoid an "organ pipe" 
type of resonance. Similarly, the effect 
of port shape was of little importance 
until recently, when slotted ports began 

20 

to be widely used. Voigt4 indicated that 
a definite relationship exists, though he 
did not fully develop it. On the other 
hand, Moir° claims that the shape of the 
port has no noticeable effect on the reso- 
nant frequency of an enclosure. 

A set of experiments was designed by 
the author to determine the effect, if any, 
of changes in enclosure and port shapes 
on the resonant frequencies of bass - 
reflex enclosures. 

Six enclosures were constructed, each 
of which contained 3036 cubic inches of 
air, within 0.5 per cent, but of varying 
dimensional ratios, as listed in Table I. 
All joints were carefully sealed, and an 
eight inch square port was cut into one 
side of each box. The edges of each port 
were beveled to 45 deg. to minimize the 
ducting effect of wall thickness. An "L" 
shaped piece of plywood, with its edges 
similarly beveled, was used to change the 
size and shape of the port as desired. By 
maintaining these restrictions, it was 
possible to eliminate volume and duct 
length from the variables, and to con- 
centrate attention to the port itself, and 
to enclosure shape. 

Resonant frequencies were determined 
for each of the six enclosures for a 
variety of port sizes and shapes. The 
test procedure was that given by Moir.° 
A hole, approximately 3/16 inches in 

° P. G. A. H. Voigt, "All about the re- 
flex enclosure" Radio- Eleetronic8, April, 
1959. 

'Tames Moir, "Ported loudspeaker cabi- 
nets" AUDIO, October, 1956. 
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diameter, was drilled in one wall of the 
enclosure, and a small TV -type speaker 
fastened tightly over the hole. The 
speaker was fed from an audio oscillator 
through a small power amplifier. While 
Moir states (and this writer has con- 
firmed) that resonance can be quite ac- 
curately detected by ear, for these tests 
a microphone was placed adjacent to the 
port, within three to four inches, and its 
output fed through a voltage amplifier 
to the vertical plates of an oscilloscope, 
where the microphone output was com- 
pared to the direct output of the oscil- 
lator, which was simultaneously fed to 
the scope's horizontal plates. The equip- 
ment arrangement for these tests is 
shown in Fig. 1. The frequency of maxi- 
mum pickup from the microphone was 
taken as the resonant frequency of the 
enclosure. Incidentally, the phase angle 
of the sound from the port changes very 
rapidly in he immediate vicinity of reso- 
nance, as can readily be seen on the oscil- 
loscope screen. 

There was no interference from the 
natural resonance of the speaker, as it 
was completely damped out by the small 
amount of air trapped between the 
speaker and the enclosure wall. Neither 
was there any noticeable interference 
from direct radiation from the speaker. 
Most measurements were made in the 
low- frequency range where the speaker's 
direct radiation efficiency is very low, 
and the use of a directional microphone 
helped. 

A comparison of resonances of the six 
enclosures tested is given in Fig. 2. ( See 
Table I for identification of the enclo- 
sures). They are compared here at a 
variety of port areas ranging from 2 
to 32 square inches, and aspect ratios 
(port length divided by width) from 1 to 
32. Enclosure "A" is a cube, and enclo- 
sure "C," (at the right of Fig. 2), with 
its 1 :1 :3 internal dimension ratio, rep- 
resents the greatest departure from the 
cube of any of those tested. In general, 

° James Moir, "High Quality Sound Re- 
production" MacMillan: 1958, (page 446). 
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Fig. 4. Effect of aspect ratio on resonant 
frequency. 
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the enclosures whose shapes are furthest 
from the cube have slightly lower reso- 
nances than those whose shapes approach 
the cube. However, the difference is very 
slight, and is also rather erratic, so that, 
on the basis of these tests, it is believed 
best to ignore this factor in design, at 
least within the limit of the three -to -one 
maximum ratio of longest to shortest 
sides. 

In Fig. 3 is shown the relationship be- 
tween port size and resonant frequency. 
For this figure, and also for Fig. 4, fre- 
quency values for the six enclosures have 
been averaged, in the interest of clarity. 
This procedure is believed valid, in view 
of the lack of significant variation among 
them. 

Since the enclosures were designed to 
eliminate (or at least minimize) the duct- 
ing effect of the wall thickness, we may 
set L= 0 in Eq. (1), and we have 

2150= Ans 
F; - 

V 
(2) 

which is the dashed line in Fig. 3, corre- 
sponding to a port aspect ratio of 1 

(square port). The solid line represents 
the test results. 

The other two pairs of lines in this 
figure give similar test and calculated 
results for port aspect ratios of 4 and 

16. The agreement between calculated 
and experimental data is quite good, 
verifying the validity of Eq. (2) for 
these test conditions, including the sim- 
plifying assumption of zero port thick- 
ness. 

Change of Port Shape 

The effect of changing the shape of 
the port is shown in Fig. 4. Each solid 

End 

TABLE I 

ENCLOSURES TESTED 

Enclosed Dimension Volume, Ratio 
Cubic Inches 

A 3050 1 :1 :1 

B 3051 1 :1 :1.5 
C 3022 1 :1:3 
D 3044 1:1.5:1.5 
E 3048 1 :2:2 
F 3032 1 :3:3 

line in this figure represents the resonant 
frequencies obtained from a given port 
area by changing its shape. All ports in- 
volved here were rectangular, with aspect 
ratios varying from 1 to as high as 32. 
In all cases, there is a regular increase 
in resonant frequency as the aspect ratio 
is raised. This increase is proportional to 
the 0.06 power of the aspect ratio of the 

port, for a rectangular port. Adding this 
factor to Eq. (2), we have 

=2150i 
A°.5 R°-'2 

(3) 
V 

The 0.12 power of R (the aspect ratio) 
is used instead of 0.06 because the fre- 
quency term is squared. 

The dashed lines of Fig. 4 are calcu- 
lated from Eq. (3). The smaller ports 
give results in excellent agreement with 
this equation, but the largest ones (par- 
ticularly 32 sq. in.) show a slight dis- 
crepancy. At present there is no explana- 
tion for this. However, it is within the 
5 per cent working limit mentioned 
earlier. 

There are circumstances where the dis- 
crepancies cannot be ignored, though. 
Such circumstances include the use of 
complex shaped ports, such as L- shaped, 
or multiple ports. Table II shows some 
test results from the use of L- shaped and 
twin rectangular slots as ports with en- 
closure B (see Table I). In all cases, the 
resonant frequency is raised well above 
that of an equivalent rectangular port, 
even taking the most favorable value of 
R for comparison. In those few cases 
where complex porting would be felt to 
be necessary or desirable, one must re- 

(Continued on page 60) 
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Notes on the Cathodyne 
Phase -Splitter 

ALBERT PREISMAN 

Performance of the split -load circuit has often been questioned by designers 
and constructors. The author shows why most of the doubts are unfounded. 

THE SPLIT -PHASE CIRCUIT Of Fig. 1 is 
quite commonly used to drive a push - 
pull output stage, and has several in- 

teresting features. It is stated in various 
texts that the impedance seen looking 
into the plate circuit is different from 
that looking into the cathode circuit, yet 
for equal loads, the output voltages and 
frequency response are identical. It 
would appear that the cathode circuit, 
having the lower apparent source im- 
pedance, would have the better high - 
frequency response when both outputs 
are shunted by equal (and inevitable) 
circuit capacitances. In fact, some peo- 
ple think that this type of circuit is in- 
herently unbalanced at the higher fre- 
quencies, whereas in actuality it is just 
as well balanced at the high frequencies 
as it is at the low frequencies, provided 
the two output load impedances are at 
all times equal. 

The impedance looking into plate ter- 
minal A, (exclusive of ZL), is 

Zop= rp +(1 +µ)ZK (1) 
where rp is the plate resistance of the 
tube and p. is its amplification factor. 
The impedance looking into cathode ter- 
minal AK, (exclusive of ZK) is 

rp +ZL 
ZoK= I+pi (2) 

616 St. Andrews Lane, Silver Spring, 
Md. 

AP 

Elk 

Fig. 1. Basic phase -splitter circuit. 

22 

It is evident that ZoK, for reasonable 
values of ZL, is much less than rp, and 
Zop is greater than rp by the amount of 
(1 + µ)ZK. In spite of this, the regula- 
tion of both portions of the circuit are 
the same, so long as ZK = ZL. For ex- 
ample, if ZK and ZL each are represented 
by a resistance paralleled by a capaci- 
tance, their high -frequency responses are 
the same, (as stated above), in spite of 
the fact that one is driven by a high - 
impedance source and the other by a low - 
impedance source. 

The apparent paradox can be ex- 
plained if we formulate the gain ex- 
pression for either terminal Ap or A K. 
Let the applied grid signal voltage be e and let it develop output voltages 
ELK across ZK and ELI, across ZL, where 
at first we do not assume ZK = ZL. The 
net voltage between the grid and cathode 
is ep. where 

ep=e° - ELK (3) 
The equivalent voltage in the plate cir- 
cuit is µep, and it causes a current ip to 
to flow through ZK, rp of the tube, and 
ZL. Hence, by a simple application of 
Ohm's law, we have 

ip =Rep/ [rp+ZK +ZL] (4) 

Current ip, in flowing through ZK, sets 
up the voltage 

ELK =isZK (5) 
and in flowing through ZL, sets up the 
voltage 

ELp =iPZL (6) 
If we substitute Eq. (5) in Eq. (3), 

and then Eq. (4) for the value of ip, we 
obtain, after some algebraic manipula- 
tion : 

rp +ZK+ZL 
ep 

-e° rp+ (1+pi)Z +ZLJ (7) 

Eq. (7) can now be substituted in Eq. 
(4) to obtain: 

ip = plea/ [ rp + (1 + pi) Zic + ZL] (8) 

which, when substituted in Eqs. (5) and 
(6), yields finally 

ELK = µe°ZK/ [ rp + (1 + pi) ZK + ZL ] (9) 
and 

ELp = pie,ZL /[rp + (1+ µ)ZK + ZL] (10) 

Elp=Elk=Ph * 

z 
.p+(l+P) z +2 

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit for 
cathode output. 

If we now impose the phase -splitter 
condition that ZK = ZL = Z, we obtain: 
ELK = ELP 

= µe,Z /[rp+ (1+ R)Z + Z] (11) 

Equivalent Circuit 

Equation (11) can be represented by 
the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2. 
The output voltage across Z is the frac- 
tion of the apparent generated voltage 
µe, that Z is of the total circuit imped- 
ance. The latter consists of an apparent 
source impedance [rp+ (1 + µ)Z] that is 
greater than rp by the amount (1 + 
Note, then, that from this viewpoint, we 
have the same apparent generated volt- 
age µe, acting for either output, and the 
same apparent source impedance [rp+ 
(1 +µ)Z], rather than unequal source 
impedance as given by Eqs. (1) and (2). 

We seem to be in greater mess than 
ever. However, let us go back to Eq. (9) 
and divide numerator and denominator 
of the right side by (p. +1). We obtain: 

plate or 

pi 

ELK + 1 
e, 

ZK 

(rp+ZLl 
/ 

+ZK 
(12) pi-1 

The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 
3. It holds whether ZK is equal to Z1,, 
as in the case of the phase -splitter, or 
ZK iS not equal to ZL. Note that the 
apparent source impedance appears here 
lower than rp (for reasonable value of 
ZL) owing to the factor (IL +1) appear- 
ing in the denominator. But the appar- 
ent generated voltage is now also lower; 
it is also reduced by the factor (p +1). 

In the special case where ZK = ZL, the 
circuit of Fig. 3 becomes exactly equiva- 
lent to that of Fig. 2, so that we can say 
in this case that the internal source im- 
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pedante for the plate output terminal 
A9 of Fig. 1 is also as low provided we 
also accept a lower apparent generated 
voltage. Or, we can say that the apparent 
source impedance for this terminal is 
higher, namely [ rp + (1 +µ)Z], provided 
we also specify the higher apparent gen- 
erated voltage. When Za, = ZK, the indi- 
vidual impedances lose their separate 
identities. as do also Eqs. (9) and (10), 
whercupoll we can regard either output 
terminal as having a higher or lower 
source iulpedwlce, provided we also ad- 
just the apparent generated voltages to 
correspondingly higher or lower values. 
it is only when we permit ZK und ZL to 
be unequal that we must use Eqs. (8) 
and (9) separately rather than use Eq. 
(11) for both output voltages. 

We see, therefore, that the paradox 
is resolved if we take into account not 
only the change in source impedance but 
also the change in source -generated volt- 
age. One can compensate for the other, 
but only in the case where ZL = ZK. 
Otherwise, a variation in either imped- 
ance causes the opposite effect upon the 
output voltage of the other terminal. 

Practical Case 

For example, suppose Z,,. the plate - 
load resistor. is increased but ZK, the 
cathode resistor. is maintained constant. 
From Eq. (9) we see that ELK decreases 
because only the denominator of the 
right expression increases. At the sanie 
time, Eq. (10) shows that ELI, increases 
because the numerator of its right ex- 
pression increases faster than the de- 
nominator. The opposite effects are of 
course obtained if ZL decreases. 

On the other hand, if ZK increases, 
F.'Lm, decreases and ELK increases by the 
sauce line of argument; and vice versa 
for a decrease in ZK. We can summarize 
the effects by stating that a variation in 
either impedance causes a similar effect 
on its output voltage and an opposite 
effect on the output voltage of the other 
terminal ; for equality of impedance, the 
two output voltages are equal. 

The action described above concerning 
the difference in source impedance and 
the compensating difference in generated 
voltage can he more specifically ex- 
plained in ternis of what may be called a 
little network theorem. In (A) of Fig. 4 
we see the basic circuit. The generated 
voltage is Eo; the source impedance is 

p 

,p ZL 

4 

Zk 

'p+ZL 
Zk +1 

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit for cathode 
output. 

Eo 

EL 

i 

ZL 

Z9+ZL 
EL 

Fig. 4. Bask circuit and 
Zu; and the load impedance is Z,. The 
output voltage is 

EL= Eo7 +/ (13) 
AG a. 

just as in the case of Eqs. (9) and (10). 
If we multiply Eu by some factor m, 

divide ZL by the same factor an, increase 

Zo an amount 
\m 

- 1 
\ 

1 ZL. and substitute 

these altered values in Eq. (13), we ob- 
tain the same value EL as before. Actu- 
ally, the circuit impedance is unchanged; 

Zo 
m 1) 

Z,, + a' equals Zo + ZL, 
1a J as 

so that a physical interpretation of this 
alteration is that in ( A) of Fig. 4 we 
have tapped down on ZL at a point 
1 /mth its impedance and take off the 
voltage EL at this tap. The rest of ZL 
is then lumped with Zu to represent an 
increased source or generator impedance. 
However, at the tap the voltage would 
be 1/ ;nth its previous value; to compen- 
sate we make our generated voltage na 

times as great and thereby obtain the 
same value of EL as before. 

In the case of the phase -splitter cir- 
cuit, ZK = ZL = Z, and in this case a terni 
involving Z that is associated with the 
apparent source resistance can be shifted 
so as to become part of the load resist- 
ance or vice versa without changing the 
algebraic form of the gain expression. 
Under these conditions, we can shift 
terms so as to make them appear as part 
of the source resistance or as part of the 
load resistance, providing we compensate 
the apparent generated voltage corre- 
spondingly. The result is the same; the 
two output voltages are the saine whether 
we regard the internal impedances of the 
two output terminals as equal or un- 
equal. It is only when ZK is not equal to 
ZL that such shifting of terms is inad- 
missible, and it is then that the voltage 
regulations of the two terminals are dif- 
ferent. 

Before concluding this article, the 
writer cannot help but mention a result 
he obtained many years ago.' In using 
a vacuum -tube stage to feed a coaxial 
cable of, say, 75 ohms characteristic im- 
pedance, one can feed it from the plate 
circuit by first paralleling the rp of the 
tube by a suitable low plate -load resistor 
so as to make the apparent source im- 
pedance 75 ohms to match the cable, or 

an equivalent circuit. 
one can feed it from the cathode circuit 
by first paralleling the lower apparent 
source resistance of rp /(1 + p.) with a 

suitably higher load resistance to get the 
same apparent source resistance of 75 
Anus. 

The interesting thing is that when the 
characteristic impedance of the cable is 
matched from either point, the gain of 
the stage is the same. The advantages of 
feeding the cable from the cathode (cath- 
ode- follower stage) are that the benefits 
of inverse feedback are obtained (al- 
though amplitude distortion is not so 
serious a factor in a video amplifier), 
and more importantly from a practical 
viewpoint, the cable sheath can be placed 
at ground potential. 

In the case of the phase -splitter cir- 
cuit just analyzed, we can conclude that 
so long as the two load impedances are 
maintained equal at all frequencies of 
interest, no concern need be felt about 
the differences in apparent source im- 
pedance. The writer employed this type 
of phase -splitter back in the days when 
cathode -ray oscilloscopes had a band- 
width of 3 me at most, and could main- 
tain a flat response with such a circuit 
out to 8 mc.2 The only difficulty encoun- 
tered was that the screen signal current 
flowed through the cathode resistor but 
not through the plate load resistor, so 
that the latter had to be increased in 
value to obtain equal voltage outputs, 
but that is another story. 

The only important disadvantage of 
the phase -splitter is that its maximum 
output voltage from either load resistor 
is only half that from a single -ended 
stage of the same total load impedance, 
so that some difficulty might be obtained 
in attempting to drive some power -tube 
grids. Ordinarily, however, the maxi- 
mum output voltage is sufficient to drive 
the grids of even the larger power tubes 
used in high -fidelity audio amplifiers. 

Some readers may wonder why the two 
terms involving Z in the . denominator of 
Eq. (11) were not combined. They were 
left separate to show the same form as 
that of Eq. (13), namely, ZL /(Zo +ZL). 
Ordinarily, we would write Eq. (11) as 

ELK = ELP = Re/ (14) 

which is the form you will find in the 
handbooks and other texts. 

2 See "A wide -range video amplifier for a 
' A. Preisman, "Some notes on video am- cathode ray oscilloscope," A. Preisman, 

plifier design," RCA Rev., April, 1938. RCA Rev., April, 1939. 
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Those Crazy Mixed -up Currents 
ALMUS PRUITT 

In a jocular vein, the author presents a valid clarification of the two concepts- current 
flow and electron flow -which we utilize in analyzing electrical and electronic circuits. 

W1I ,1T WOULD YOU MAKE Of a state- 
ment to the effect that electrons 
must flow past a point at the rate 

of 6.24 million million million per sec- 
ond in order to constitute 1 ampere of 
current flowing in the opposite direc- 
tion? (Statements similar to this appear 
in current textbooks.) No, it's not the 
astronomical number 6.24 x 1018 to 
which I call attention. (Numbers like 
that are like the national debt, anyhow - 
too big for comprehension.) What both- 
ers me is the phrase, in the opposite 
direction. The textbooks tell us that 
current is electric charge in motion; 
electrons carry charge; ergo it appears 
to me that the above statement means 
we have current flowing in two opposite 
directions at once. But electrons are the 
only charge carriers mentioned; there- 
fore, to my simple mind it appears the 
only direction of current should be that 
in which the electrons flow. 

Many electronic textbooks nowadays, 

119 N. Central, Medford, Orr. 

03.) (C) 
Fig. 1. (A) Electron flow. The charge carriers are electrons or negative ions, as shown 
by the e sign. (B) Conventional current flow. The charge carriers are (hypothetically) 
positive ions, as shown by the ® sign. (C) Here both types of current flow in the elec- 

trolyte, but only electrons can flow in the resistor. 

while acknowledging that negative 
charges, such as those carried by elec- 
trons, actually do travel from the nega- 
tive to the positive terminals of a load, 
(A) in Fig. 1, nevertheless bow to con- 
vention with remarks about current 
being considered as flowing in the direc- 
tion which positive charges would take, 
i.e., from positive to negative in the 
load, as in (B) of Fig. 1. In this they 
commit two grave errors, in my opinion : 

one, they are apt to give the impression 
that current and electron flow are two 
distinct things, whereas they are the 
sanie; and, two, they require positive 

charge carriers, i.e., positive ions, to 
travel through any kind of load, whereas 
this is impossible if the load is a solid. 
A positive ion is an atom which has lost 
one or more of its electrons. In a solid 
the position of an atom is fixed, aside 
from minor vibratory or displacement 
movements; therefore positive ions can- 
not flow in solids. As for liquids and 
gases, even there positive ions do not or- 
dinarily constitute the predominant 
charge carriers, i.e., there are as many, 
or more, negative carriers as positive. 

Free Grid, writing in Wireless World, 
March, 1954, expressed the contretemps 

One anomaly arising from the current vs. electron concept -how does current (represented by the runners travel from left 
to right on a stream of electrons (automobiles( which is travelling from right to left? 
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Fig. 2. D.c. circuit of a vacuum -tube am- 
plifier stage, showing conventional cur- 
rent flow as adopted by many textbooks. 
Questions: How can positive charge 
carriers flow through metallic conductors 
from the + terminal of the battery to the 
plate of the tube and from the cathode 
to the terminal of the battery? Grant- 
ing such flow possible, what happens 
inside the tube, where it is known that 
practically all current flows from cathode 

to anode in the form of electrons? 

delightfully in the following excerpt 
from his "Alice in Solidconductorland ": 

"But nobody is blind now," protested 
Alice. "Of course not, child," said the 
Duchess chidingly, "but out of respect 
for my great -grandfather's memory we 
still like to pretend he was right even 
though it gets us into all sorts of difficul- 
ties, so when soldiers are moving from B 
to A we always pretend that troops are 
moving from A to B even though troops 
don't really move; at any rate not in 
Solidconductorland in which we live." 

(For soldiers read electrons. For 
troops read positive ions.) 

Benjamin Franklin seems to have 
started the confusion some two hundred 
years ago when he advanced his "single - 
fluid" theory of electricity, in which he 
proposed that a vitreously electrified 
body be regarded as positively electrified 
and a resinously electrified body as 
negatively electrified. He proposed to as- 
sign the algebraic signs + and to the 
two kinds of electrification. Although 
Franklin stated that the decision as to 
which body was positive and which nega- 
tive was tentative (actually it couldn't 
be more than a mere guess at that time), 
the world ignored such uncertainty. (Un- 
certainty was regarded as a sign of 
weakness then, and still is, by nearly all 
but scientists.) 

(A) 

What Franklin was driving at, al- 
though he didn't know how to put it so 
simply then, is that if a glass rod is 
rubbed with silk, say, the glass will ac- 
quire excess charge (Franklin's fluid) at 
the expense of the silk. Only it turned 
out that the excess charge is on the silk, 
not the glass. We know now that some 
of the electrons of the surface atoms of 
the glass are captured (rubbed off, as it 
were) by the silk. 

Even though Franklin made a poor 
guess, he deserves credit for being on 
the right track. He perceived that what 
one substance lost the other gained -a 
big step forward then. He had a 50 -50 
chance of being right about the excess 
charge; it was his and our misfortune 
that he called "heads" and it came up 
"tails." 

Franklin's theory soon gained wide ac- 
ceptance, along with the view that any 
discharge must be from positive to nega- 
tive, which seemed logical at the time, 
given the assumption of excess charge at 
the positive electrode and deficit charge 
at the negative electrode. It remained for 
the development of vacuum tube theory, 
back in the early part of the present cen- 
tury, to raise the first strong doubts; but 
by that time the positive charge direc- 
tion of current flow was so strongly en- 
trenched among textbooks, and authori- 
ties found it so painful to uproot, that 
it took a new generation, disgusted with 
trying to follow a current from the posi- 
tive plate to the negative cathode of a 
vacuum tube, to rebel against the non- 
sense. 

Fate of this Convention 

Today it appears to Inc that the con- 
vention is well on the way to oblivion. 
in spite of its retention (often with an 
apology) in many textbooks, and in spite 
of views such as L. B. Arguimbeau's, who 
states in his "Vacuum Tube Circuits" 
(Wiley, 1948) : "United States Navy 
training courses made a commendable 
effort to do away with the convention, 
but the result was not a happy one." 

Even if there have been unhappy re- 
sults (mostly as a result of trying to 
mix the teachings of the older and the 

(13) Ce) 
Fig. 3. (A) Electron flow in the d.c. circuit of an n -p -n transistor. Note the opposing 
arrowheads beside the emitter. (B) Electron flow in the d.c. circuit of a p -n -p transistor; 
again note the opposing arrowheads beside the emitter. (C) Electron flow outside 

a p -n -p transistor; hole flow inside. See text. 

Fig. 4. Standard sem'conductor symbols, 
upper row, may be changed as in the 
lower row, in order to avoid anomalies. 

up -to -date textbooks), one might argue 
in rebuttal that the results of adhering 
to convention are apt to be far unhap- 
pier. See Fig. 2. Furthermore, unhappy 
or not, the Navy seems to be sticking by 
its guns with regard to scuttling the con- 
vention. I have a copy of "Physics for 
Electronics Technicians," Navy Training 
Courses, NavPers 10095, published 1951, 
which strongly supports electron flow 
direction, stating, p. 252 : "It has been 
the experience of the Navy that training 
is simplified when electron flow is used 
whenever currents are studied." Fur- 
thermore, John F. Rider Publisher has 
recently brought out a series of text- 
books based on U.S. Navy training pro- 
grams which consistently follow the di- 
rection of electron flow. Dr. White, of 
the University of California and the 
Continental Classroom TV series on 
physics, does likewise, as does RCA's 
"Transistor Fundamentals and Applica- 
tions," published 1958. The Encyclopedia 
Brittanica in its article on Electricity 
gives some cogent arguments against 
what it calls the "false convention." 

But even if the convention is on the 
way out, it appears we are stuck, per- 
haps for ages to come, with some of its 
unfortunate consequences. 

For example, when the time came to 
establish the polarity of electron charge, 
it had to be negative, because Franklin 
had called the charge on the glass rod 
positive. So it came to pass that we have 
a positive charge resulting from a lack 
of something, to wit, one or more elec- 
trons. It would appear much better usage 
to term the excess charge positive and 
the deficit charge negative. Thus the 
charge of an electron would be called 
positive. 

Alas, it's too late now. It's like the 
standard typewriter keyboard. It's very 
easy to design a much better one, but 
with millions of the standard models in 
use, it simply isn't feasible to make the 
change. Even a child, it seems, would not 
put often -used letters, such as a, e, r, s, 
and t, under the left hand, with letter a 
under the left little finger, and seldom - 
used letters, such as j, k, p, and y, under 
the right hand, with letter j, of all let- 
ters, given the place of honor under the 
right index finger, central row. This sug- 
gests that the original designer may have 
been a left -handed, arthritic hunt -and- 
pecker with missing index fingers. 

(Continued on page 67) 
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New Microphone Has Unique 
Directivity 

HAROLD S. MAWBY 

Theory, construction, and applications of a new type of microphone which 
combines the unfamiliar "line" design with the well known pressure -gradient 
principle to provide a high degree of directivity in a unit of practical size. 

'r tit RECENT PAST, public address 
-Fund specialists and home recordists 
have had a wide and varied choice 

of microphones available to satisfy their 
heeds. Besides the variations in fre- 
quency response characteristics and the 
variations in appearance, they also have 
had a choice of directional characteristics 
to assist them in solving basic sound 
problems. When acoustics are favorable, 
a nondirectional microphone has been 
the typical choice. When acoustical prob- 
lems presented themselves, the choice of 
a directional microphone was indicated. 
This choice may have been dictated by a 
desire to reduce reverberation, feedback, 
or unwanted signals (noise). 

One limitation, however, has been that 
there were but two types of directional 
microphones easily available. (For the 
purposes of this discussion, we will 
ignore such esoteric types as parabolic, 
nutchinegun, and so on, which are not 
generally used or available.) The two 
pickup patterns available were the bi- 
directional and the cardioid types. In 
addition, some microphones were classi- 
fied as "semidirectional" having a pat- 
tern which at higher frequencies ap- 
proaches but does not achieve the 
cardioid polar pattern. 

Unfortunately, some sound problems 
cannot be solved by use of these two 
types of microphones. The bidirectional 
microphones attenuate 'noise" at the 
sides but not at the back. The cardioid 
microphones attenuate sound arriving at 
the back but sound arriving at the side 
is reduced only 6 db. Where noise prob- 
lems are severe, or acoustics or feedback 
problems are bad, it is desirable to at- 
tenuate sound arriving at both the sides 
and the back of the microphone. This 
basic problem stimulated the design of 
the new Electro -Voice Model 644 Sound 
Spot microphone. 

The design objectives for this micro- 
phone were most stringent. Primary was 

Project Engineer, Microphone Division, 
Electro- Voice, Inc. 
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a need for a microphone with increased 
directivity. Since the 644 was to be used 
at greater distances than normally en- 
countered, additional sensitivity was also 
required. Since the microphone was in- 
tended for public address and semi -pro- 
fessional recording, it had to be ex- 
tremely rugged, moderate in size and 
weight, and relatively insensitive to wind. 
These objectives had to be achieved with- 
out degradation of on -axis frequency 
response range or uniformity. Finally 
these goals had to be met in a micro- 
phone whose cost was not prohibitive. 

In order to explain how these design 
objectives have been met with the Sound 
Spot microphone, it is necessary to re- 
view methods of determining directivity 
as well as the types of presentation of 
performance normally encountered. In 
addition, we will explain the function of 

The Electro -Voice Model 644 "Sound 
Spot" microphone, a combination of line 

and pressure -gradient units. 

the "slotted- tube" or "line" method of 
achieving the unique directivity. 

Polar Patterns 

The common method of expressing di- 
rectivity of a microphone is to utilize u 
polar pattern. This chart shows the sen- 
sitivity (in db) of the microphone at any 
angle in a plane, relative to the sensitiv- 
ity on axis. This polar pattern will be 
uniform for any plane normal to the 
major axis of the microphone if the 
microphone is physically symmetrical. 
Asymmetrical microphones will exhibit 
various polar patterns depending on the 
plane chosen. Conventionally the pattern 
shown is of the plane through the micro- 
phone's major axis when the microphone 
is upright and pointed at the sound 
source. 
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A symmetrical nondirectional micro- 
phone will respond over the greater part 
of its frequency range equally at any 
angle to the axis of the microphone and 
has a three -dimensional polar- response 
pattern similar to (B) in Fig. 1. The 
polar pattern for this microphone usu- 
ally is shown in one plane as in (A). 
This plane pattern is the shaded slice 
shown in the three -dimensional polar 
pattern. It shows the response in one 
plane of the microphone at any angle 
from the 0 -deg. reference, which is the 
front of the microphone. 

Common cardioid and bidirectional 
microphones would have two -dimensional 
and three -dimensional polar patterns as 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

In normal use, if a nondirectional mi- 
crophone were used in the actual sound 
reinforcement situation such as shown in 
Fig. 4, there would be no appreciable 
sound reflection from the surroundings 
which would cause excessive reverbera- 
tion. The sound will be dispersed into 
the audience and the trees with no ap- 
preciable reflecting surfaces in the vicin- 
ity. Sound traveling directly from the 
speaker system will, of course cause some 
degree of feedback, depending on the re- 
quired gain of the system. 

If, on the other hand, the nondirec- 
tional microphone were used in a room 
such as shown in Fig. 5, there would be 
considerable reflection of sound energy 
from the hard walls -much as an echo 
would be heard in such a room. Most of 
this reflected energy reaches the micro- 
phone from the rear and sides and is 
again amplified. 

Depending on the gain of the system, 
the reflected energy adds various degrees 
of "color" to the reproduced sound. If 
this reflected energy reduces intelligibil- 
ity or produces feedback oscillation, a 
directional microphone that attenuates 
sound pickup from the sides and rear is 
needed. In both the outdoor and in- 
door system independent sound sources 
(noise) from the rear and sides must 
also be considered. Audience noise can be 
a serious problem in the enclosed room. 

The poorer the room acoustics, the 
more effective the directional microphone 
must be in rejecting reproduced sound. 
reflected sound energy, and unwanted 
sound or noise sources. 

Directional Efficiency 

The directional efficiency, or the "di- 
rectivity index" should be considered to 
provide another method of comparing 
directional microphones. The ratio of 
energy response of a directional micro- 
phone as compared to a nondirectional 
microphone, all directions being equally 
probable, is termed the directional effi- 
ciency.' 

F. Olson, "Elements of Acoustical 
Engineering." New York: D. Van Noatrand 
and Company, Inc., 1957, p. 331. 
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Fig. 1. (A) Usual method of showing polar response is the picture of the slice through 
the sphere (B), which is a three -dimensional representation of the sound pick -up of 

a nondirectional microphone. 

Fig. 2. (A) Polar pattern of a bidirectional microphone looking down along the Y 

axis of (B), which is the equivalent three -dimensional representatiton of the sound 
pick -up. 
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Fig. 3. (A) Polar pattern, and (B) three -dimensional picture of the sound pick -up of 
a cardioid microphone. 
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Mathematically this can be expressed 
as: 

t 
Directional efficiency =4a fP(Q)duQ 

0 

where: 

f (Q) = ratio of the voltage output 
for incidence at the angle Q 
to that for Q =0 °, and 

duQ = element of solid angle at the 
angle Q. 

Look again at the three dimensional 
polar response patterns in Figs. 1, 2 
and 3. Imagine sound coming from all 
directions to each of these microphones 
and you can better visualize by compar- 
ing the relative volumes of the figures, 
the total energy output for each of the 
various directional patterns. 

The directivity index for the polar 
pattern shapes shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 
3 are: 

Nondirectional 1.00 
Bidirectional 0.33 
Cardioid 0.33 

Keep in mind the lower the directivity 
index the more random sound energy is 
rejected. 

Working Distance 

When you hear someone say, "This 
microphone can be worked at twice the 
distance!" what he is saying is that a 
particular directional microphone can be 
used at twice the distance at which a 
reference microphone can be used suc- 
cessfully. The basic reference is usually 
a nondirectional microphone. 

This makes sense. Each microphone 
has a certain directivity index which is 
defined as its discrimination against 
random and sound sources. If the rever- 
beration and unwanted noise off the 

Fig. 6. Directivity 
index vs. fre- 

quency curves. 

major axis and behind the microphone 
is attenuated to a great degree due to 
the characteristics of the microphone, 
then the gain of the amplifier can be in- 
creased. Thus, the desired sound sources 
in front of the microphone do not have 
to be as high in sound output, or con- 
versely, the sound source would not have 
to be as close to the microphone in order 
to have the same level in audio output 
at the speakers. 

The accepted acoustical signal -to -noise 
ratio for a directional microphone is 
higher than for a nondirectional micro- 
phone under typical conditions. This is 
where the signal arrives on the major 
axis while the noise is of random direc- 
tion. 

There are always special cases, but a 
general method of figuring the working 
distance for a directional microphone is 
as follows: 

1 
1Vdo 

- x N/Directivity index 
W al 

where 

Wd = working distance for a directional 
microphone, and 

1Vdo = working distance for a nondiree- 
tional microphone 

The directivity index used must be so 
chosen that it represents the microphone 
over the frequency range to be used. 

Thus a cardioid can be worked: 

WdC= >Wdo= 1.7xWdo 
V.33 

= 1.7 times the distance a nondirec- 
tional microphone could be used. 

The Sound Spot directivity index com- 
pared to other high quality eardioid di- 
rectional microphones is shown in Fig. 6. 
Based on a random sound field the lower 
directivity index of the Sound Spot mi- 
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Fig. 7. Diagram 
of simple line 

microphone. 

erophone allows it to be worked at a 
greater distance than other high quality 
unidirectional microphones. 

Polar Pattern and Directivity Index 

Even though a microphone has a low 
directivity index there will be situations 
in which placement of the microphone 
may not allow one to take full advan- 
tage of the directivity due to the polar 
response of the microphone. 

For example, take the particular fre- 
quency at which the polar pattern of a 
microphone is bidirectional as shown at 
(A) in Fig. 2. This results in a direc- 
tivity index of 0.33, which was previously 
defined for sound arriving from all di- 
rections. In the case of reflections or 
noise directed to the back of the micro- 
phone, the sound pickup is as good at 
the back as at the front. If the un- 
wanted sound arrives at the rear of the 
mierophone, the acoustical signal -to- 
noise ratio would be low. In some cases 
the microphone could be reoriented 90 
deg. so that the unwanted noise source 
is at the sides of the microphone. In 
comparison, a cardioid microphone which 
also has a directivity index of 0.33, but 
a polar pattern as at (A) in Fig. 3, will 
pick up a minimum of the energy coming 
toward the rear of the microphone. 

It is not uncommon for the polar pat- 
tern of a microphone to change over the 
frequency range. A microphone is usually 
designed to give as uniform a polar pat- 
tern as possible over most of its useful 
frequency range. As can be seen from 
Fig. 6, however, greater directivity is 
usually achieved as frequency rises. In 
addition, some microphones may exhibit 
a bidirectional pattern in one frequency 
range and a cardioid pattern in another 
frequency range. 

Thus, a knowledge of the shape of the 
polar pattern at various frequencies 
along with the directivity index is quite 
useful for solving difficult sound pickup 
problems. 

"Sound Spot" Construction and Operation 

The Sound Spot is a combination line 
microphone and pressure gradient micro- 
phone. Each principle will be discussed 
separately and then the resultant com- 
bination will he shown. 

A "line" microphone depends upon 
wave interference for its directivity' and 
thus must have dimensions comparable to 
one wavelength at the frequencies con- 
cerned. The first -order pressure -gradient 
microphone which is also used here de- 
pends on the difference in pressure be- 
tween two points and, as will be shown 
later, involves dimensions shorter than 
the wavelength of the freqeuncies con- 
sidered. 

These two basic principles are used in 
making a highly directional microphone, 

(Continued on page 49) 
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STEREO TUNER AFT -12 
Ever since its debut on the market, PIONEER's model AFT-II 

stereo tuner, a tuner capable of reception of AM -FM 

stereophonic broadcasts, has enjoyed immense popularity 
among stereo enthusiasts. Now for those who wish to go 

a step further in stereophonic sound, PIONEER has develop- 
ed the model AFT -12 tuner, a tuner capable of reception 
of stereophonic broadcasts using two AM channels, in ad- 

dition to AM FM stereophonic broadcasts. 

The AFT -12 is comprised of two independent tuner circuits, 

one an AM-Broadcast /AM- shortwave circuit and the other 
an AM- Broadcast /FM circuit. Therefore, by operating both 
of these circuits together, it is possible to receive stereo- 
phonic broadcasts being transmitted using either two AM 
channels, or an AM channel and an FM channel. 

The tuner capacitors are equipped with heavy flywheels 
to ensure smooth tuning, while with the use of a new type 
'magic eye' tuning indicator a 6G-E12 type tube), tuning 
has been greatly simplified. 

Assemble a stereophonic sound system now -using a 

PIONEER AFT -12 tuner unit in conjunction with a PIONEER 

SM.R150 or SM -C800 stereophonic amplifier. 

ENORMOUS OUTPUT AT LOW DISTORTION !! 

STEREO AMPLIFIER SM -C800 
Power Output: 90 (45W x 2) watts (peak) 
Inputs: TAPE, PHONO (MAGNETIC & CRYSTAL), RADIO, 

MIC., AUX. 

5 Otowacho 6- chome, Bunkyoku, Tokyo, Japon FU 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Tubes: 10 tubes plus 4 germanium diodes 
Tuners: 

Channel 1; AM medium wave and AM shortwave 
Channel 2; AM medium wave and FM 

Power Supply: AC 117 & 100 volts, 50 -60 cycles 

Dimensions: 15,,;(W) x 9`slH) x 4' 2ID) inch 

Weight: 15.4 lbs. 

A VERSATILE AMPLIFIER THAT CAN BE USED IN THREE 

DIFFERENT WAYS STEREO AMPLIFIER SM -R150 
Power Output: 15 (7.5W x 21 watts 
Inputs: PHOTO (,MAGNETIC & CRYSTAL , TAPE, AUX. 

KUIN ELECTRIC, TOKYO, JAPAN 
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Maintaining Frequency Response 
in Recorders 

If you are not satisfied with the frequency response you are getting from your tape re- 
corder, this article may tell you why and it may also tell you what you can do to correct it. 

HERMAN BURSTEIN 

The high -frequency bias current fed 
to the record head, if applied in suffi- 
cient quantity, causes the head to behave 
in the manner of an erase head. This is 
shown in Fig. 9, which represents the 
variation in output of a record -playback 
head operated at 7.5 ips at 1000 and at 
30,000 cps as bias current is varied in 
magnitude. At first the recorded level 
goes up with an increase in bias, but 
eventually the level goes down as bias is 
increased further. By comparing the 
curves for 1000 and 10,000 cps, it may 
be seen that the level goes down faster 
at higher frequencies. 

The effect of bias current upon fre- 
quency response can be observed more 
directly in Fig. 10, which shows the un- 
equalized response of a record -play- 
back head at two values of bias current. 

$80 Twin Lane E., Wantagh, N.Y. 

Fig. 9. Variation of output with bias cur- 
rent at 10,000 and 1000 cps for a rec- 
ord- playback head operating at 7.5 ips. 
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Fig. 10. Unequalized response of a rec- 
ord- playback head at 7.5 ips for two dif- 

ferent values of bias current. 

At the larger bias current, the drop in 
treble response is considerably greater. 

The reason that the higher frequen- 
cies are more susceptible to an increase 
in bias current is that such frequencies, 
when recorded on the tape, do not pene- 
trate the tape as deeply as do the lower 
frequencies. Therefore the upper fre- 
quencies are more easily erased by the 
alternating magnetic field due to the bias 
current in the record head. 

One of the simplest measures that can 
be taken to improve high -frequency re- 
sponse is to decrease bias current or, 
from a different point of view, to pre - 
%ent bias current from exceeding the 
value specified by the manufacturer of 
the tape machine or of the record head. 
In fact, in the attempt to maintain full - 
range response at 3.75 ips, appreciably 

smaller amounts of bias current are 
often used than at 7.5 ips. 

The better tape machines often con- 
tain a control (variable resistor or vari- 
able capacitor) that permits one to ad- 
just readily the amount of bias current 
fed to the record head. In other ma- 
chines, however, it is necessary to change 
the value of a component -resistor or 
capacitor -in the circuit supplying the 
bias. In either case, measuring bias cur- 
rent and adjusting it is a procedure re- 
quiring technical competence and suit- 
able instruments. While the layman is 
ordinarily not equipped to do this, it is 
well for him to be aware that deficient 
treble may be simply due to excessive 
bias rather than to something which is 
much more expensive to remedy, such as 
n playback head with a gap that is too 
wide. It can happen that one goes to 
the effort and expense of replacing a 

Fig. 11. Typical treble boost employed in 
recording on a tape machine at 7.5 ips 

with NAB playback equalization. 
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The Viking tete0ompact - 
Coo oc, 

[ O O i 

SMALLER, 

designed for 
furniture mounting. 

Big - VERY BIG - 
in stereo 
performance. 

In the Stereo -Compact, Viking offers for the first time, all the performance 
capabilities of the famous 85 deck, plus integrated stereo recording amplifiers. 
Amplifiers are the equivalent of the new RA72 Record Amplifiers, with 

VU -meter level indicators and "hot- spot" erase and record bias peaking adjust- 
ments. Front of panel selector provides for selection of stereo, monaural, or 
sound -on -sound (cross channel) recording modes. 

The Stereo -Compact provides amplifiers for recording only. Utilizes the 

music system stereo preamplifier for playback and monitoring during recording. 
Available in quarter -track recording model with exclusive wide -gap record 

head and short -gap play heads. (Ask for the Viking Stereo -Compact RMQ.) 
Available with half -track erase and record heads and short -gap quarter - 

track play heads. (Ask for the Stereo -Compact ESQ.) 
Both models employ high performance laminated heads and feature head 

shift for use with either half -track or quarter -track tapes. 

The perfect memory for your music system. Sold through high fidelity dealers.* 

ng OF MINNEAPOLIS 
9600 Aldrich Avenue South, Minneapolis 20, Minnesota 
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playback head, only to find that the 
fault lay in too much bias. 

One must guard against excessive re- 
duction of bias in order to achieve the 
desired treble response. The penalty for 
too little bias is excessive distortion. 
And the increase in distortion is quite 
sharp as one reduces bias. It can easily 
happen that in the effort to extend treble 
response by a relatively moderate 
amount, say from 12,000 to 15,000 cps, 
one decreases bias to an extent which 
results in a severe increase in distortion. 
More about this in the next article. 

One can partly or completely avoid 
an increase in distortion by reducing the 
recording level, but then one has less 
recorded signal on the tape, and this 
means a reduced signal -to -noise ratio in 
playback. In sum, the effort to extend 
frequency response by decreasing bias 
involves an increase in distortion or a 
reduction in signal -to -noise ratio or a 
combination of the two. On the other 
hand, it is quite possible that for acci- 
dental reasons bias current is above the 
level consistent with reasonably low dis- 
tortion and a satisfactory signal to noise 
ratio. In such cases, particularly at 
speeds of 7.5 ips and less, it is im- 
portant that bias he reduced to its 
proper value. 

Record Equalization 

In recording there are two kinds of 
magnetic losses which become increas- 
ingly severe as frequency rises. One of 
these has already been described -the 
loss due to bias current in the record 
head. The other, known as demagnetiza- 
tion loss, refers to the fact that as fre- 
quency goes up the equivalent bar mag- 
nets recorded on the tape grow shorter, 
with the consequence that the opposite 
poles of each magnet are closer and 
therefore tend to cancel each other to 
a greater extent. 

Altogether, the recording losses re- 
quire a great deal of treble boost in 
order to make it possible to achieve re- 
sponse out of 12,000 cps or beyond. Fig- 
ure 11 indicates how much treble boost 
is necessary by showing the typical 
treble equalization for a machine oper- 

Fig. 13. Playback 
curves that have 
been used at 3.75 

ips. 
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sting at 7.5 ips and designed to yield a 
relatively flat response when playback 
equalization conforms to the NAB (for- 
merly NARTB) curve. With such a 
large amount of boost required, it may 
be realized that anything which prevents 
correct operation of the treble boost cir- 
cuit-a faulty resistor, capacitor, induc- 
tor, or other component -can deal a 
severe blow to treble response. 

In some tape machines, especially the 
ones of semi -professional and profes- 
sional quality, the amount of record 
treble boost can be controlled, within 
limits. Accordingly, as one adjusts bias 
current or as one changes to a different 
kind of tape with different high -fre- 
quency characteristics, one can make a 
compensating change in treble boost. In 
most home machines, however, there is 
no such adjustment. Unless precision 
components have been employed in the 
treble boost circuit, it may be necessary 
to replace a component in order to 
achieve treble response as flat as pos- 
sible. It sometimes happens that there is 
a peak in treble response -usually in 
the region of about 6000 to 10,000 cps - 
which may be great enough to warrant 
removal through a change in the equali- 
zation circuit. Conversely, treble re- 
sponse may be deficient due to a com- 
ponent that is too far from design value. 
All in all, variable treble equalization 
in recording is a desirable feature in a 
machine to be operated by the audiofan 
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Fig. 12. NAB (for- 
m e r l y NARTB) 
playback equali- 

zation. 

who is meticulous about flat frequency 
response. 

As tape speed is changed, the required 
amount of treble boost and the frequency 
(turnover) at which boost commences 
also change. In many tape machines, 
treble boost is automatically changed as 
speed is changed. In others, however, 
particularly those with external tape 
amplifiers, the equalization change must 
be made manually. It is quite easy for 
the recordist to forget to make this 
change when shifting speeds. If he has 
been recording at 7.5 ips and then goes 
to 3.75 ips without changing equaliza- 
tion, the result is deficient treble in the 
signal recorded on the tape. If he goes 
from 3.75 ips to 7.5 ips without chang- 
ing equalization, then excessive treble is 
the result. 

Some tape machines contain no pro- 
vision for changing record equalization 
when shifting from one speed to an- 
other. Accordingly, inadequate frequency 
response is achieved at one speed or the 
other, unless a compromise equalization 
is used, which produces less than the best 
results at both speeds. 

Playback Equalization 

Figure 12 shuts; the NAB equaliza- 
tion that is standard for playback at 
15 ips and virtually, though unofficially, 
standard for 7.5 ips as well. Figure 13 
shows the two playback equalization 
curves that have been most commonly 
employed at 3.75 ips, although some 
tape machines have used the NAB curve 
at this speed. At the time of writing it 
appeared that curve (A) in Fig. 13 
would become standard for 3.75 ips, al- 
though there is no assurance about this. 
In view of the uncertainties about play- 
back equalization at 3.75 ips, the follow- 
ing discussion will be conducted in terms 
of the 7.5 ips speed, for which there 
seems to be little dispute, if any, about 
playback equalization. 

When playing most 7.5 -ips commer- 
cial recorded tapes, relatively flat re- 
sponse will be obtained if the tape ma- 
chine provides NAB equalization. But 
to this day a substantial number of 
home machines provide different equali- 
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zation, typically that if curve (A) in 
Fig. 14, which the manufacturers often 
call NAB equalization even though it is 
not. If playback equalization is that of 
curve (A), the result will be too much 
treble and not enough bass, as shown by 
curve (B). This frequency imbalance 
can be more or less compensated through 
bass boost and treble cut elsewhere in 
the audio system. 

A certain number of home machines 
employ so -called half -and -half equaliza- 
tion, as in Fig. 15, whereby half the re- 
quired bass boost is supplied in record- 
ing and the other half in playback; 
similarly, treble boost is equally divided 
between recording and playback. When 
playing a commercial recorded tape, 
there will again be a thinness in the bass 
region, probably to a greater extent than 
with machines using the playback curve 
of Fig. 14. Moreover, there will be ex- 
cessive treble, because half- and -half 
equalization provides treble boost in 
playback, whereas such boost (except 
to compensate playback head deficien- 
cies) is not called for under NAB 
equalization. 

All in all, the individual who wishes 
to play commercial recorded tapes is 
well- advised to ascertain that the ma- 
chine he owns or plans to purchase pro- 
vides accurate NAB equalization. As 
previously indicated, a number of tape 
machines or tape amplifiers that adver- 

Fig. 14. Effect of 
improper play- 
back equalization 
upon frequency 

response. 

tise NAB equalization fall short of the 
mark. Some say simply nothing on the 
subject. If one already has a machine 
that deviates appreciably from the NAB 
curve, it is quite simple for a qualified 
technician to make the necessary circuit 
change, often requiring replacement of 
only one component. However, in doing 
so, one upsets the record -playback fre- 
quency response of the machine in ques- 
tion, meaning that the record equaliza- 
tion must also be altered to achieve flat 

As with record equalization, the tape 
machine may or may not provide for 
automatic change in playback equaliza- 
tion when changing from one speed to 
another. The comments in the preceding 
section on this problem apply here as 
well. However, the problem is less seri- 
ous in playback. If a tape is played with 
the wrong equalization, one can correct 
the error; a new start can be made if 
desired. But if a tape has been recorded 
with wrong equalization, circumstances 
often do not permit the error to be re- 
trieved, as when taping a program off 
the air. 

In a number of tape machines and 
tape amplifiers, the treble drop above 
1000 cps is less than shown in Figs. 12 
and 13. The reason is to compensate for 
the falling response of the playback 
head in the upper range due to gap 
width. Modern heads, however, with ex- 
tremely fine gaps on the order of .0001 
in., generally do not require such com- 
pensation. By and large, the best pro- 
cedure is to obtain a tape machine or 
tape amplifier with correct playback 
equalization and then compensate such 
deficiencies as may occur by means of 
the tone controls in the audio system. 

TUNER O 
TAPE OUTPUT JACK 

Cto 
-0 FEEDING SIGNALS 

TO A TAPE RECORDER) NO O 

TAPED FOLLOWING STAGES OF p 
THE CONTROL AMPLIFIER 

AUXO O 
MAGNETIC 

PHONO 

1 

INNi 
JACKS 

PREAMP 

SIGNAL SOURCE 
SELECTOR SWITCH 

Fig. 16 Method employed in some control amplifiers for 
directly to a tape recorder. 

response when playing recordings made 
on the machine. Since the record equali- 
zation curve is a more complex affair 
than the playback one, it may be time - 
consuming and expensive to have record 
equalization adjusted accurately. What 
one can do instead is to have a switch 
installed, permitting one to use either 
the machine's original playback equali- 
zation or NAB equalization. 
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Fig. 15. Example 
of "half- and -half" 
equalization em- 
ployed in some 
tape recorders for 
both record and 

playback. 

feeding incoming signals 

Cables 

High- frequency losses can be due to 
the cables between the tape machine and 
the rest of the audio system. Let us first 
consider the cable that carries the signal 
from the rest of the audio system to the 
tape machine for recording purposes. 

In a number of control amplifiers or 
integrated amplifiers, the incoming sig- 
nal is fed directly to the tape recorder, 
as illustrated in Fig. 16. If the signal 
source has a low impedance -for exam- 
ple, when a tuner has a cathode -follower 
output -a substantial run of cable be- 
tween the control amplifier or integrated 
amplifier and the tape recorder will have 
no consequential effects upon treble re- 
sponse. On the other hand, if the signal 
source has a high impedance, then under 
the arrangement of Fig. 16 high -fre- 
quency response can be seriously af- 
fected by more than two or three feet 
of cable between the amplifier and the 
tape recorder. 

To prevent the capacitance of the 
cable between the amplifier and the tape 
recorder's input jack from having a 
deleterious effect upon frequency re- 
sponse, sonic amplifiers feed the tape 
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INPUT LEVEL SETS 

JACK, 
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o- 
PREAMP 

LEVEL SET 

AMPLIFICATION 
,TAGE 

SELECTOR 

SWITCH 

TAPE -0 OUTPUT 
JACK 

FOLLOWING STAGES OF 
THE CONTROL AMPLIFIER 

Fig. 17. A second method used in some control amplifiers to feed a tape 

recorder from a cathode follower (or 
other low- impedance circuit), as in Fig. 
17. Under these conditions a long cable 
has no appreciable effect. 

The audiofan should ascertain whether 
the signal presented to the tape recorder 
comes from a low- impedance source - 
supplied by either the signal source 
(tuner, TV, etc.) or the amplifier -or 
whether it comes from a high -impedance 
source. In the latter case, he should 
make special effort to keep the cable to 
the recorder as short as possible, no 
more than three feet, and he should use 
low- capacitance cable. 

The same kind of problem exists with 
respect to the cable leading from the 
output of the tape machine to the input 
of the control amplifier or integrated 
amplifier. Some tape machines have a 
low- impedance output, so that cable 
length, within reason, does not matter. 
But a number of home machines have 
high -impedance outputs, and here it is 
necessary to be careful about cable 
length. 

The most serious problem, perhaps, 
occurs when a cable is run directly from 
the tape head to the control amplifier or 
integrated amplifier, there to undergo 
preamplification and equalization. This 
is the case when the audiofan is inter- 
ested only in playing tapes, not in re- 
cording them, and therefore purchases 
a tape transport without electronics. In 
this situation, more than a foot or two 
of cable can significantly affect treble re- 
sponse. 

Kind of Tape Used 

Treble response tends to vary some- 
what with the brand of tape used and 
with the kind of tape within the brand. 
Depending upon the formulation of the 
magnetic coating on the tape and the 
thickness of the coating, treble response 
may vary a few db at the upper end of 
the audio range. 

The thinner tapes tend to have an ad- 
vantage over standard tapes with respect 
to treble response. At the middle and 
low frequencies, the amplitude of the 
recorded signal increases somewhat with 
coating thickness. But the higher fre- 
quencies, which are recorded closer to 
the surface of the tape, are less affected 
by thickness of the coating. Therefore 
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recorder. 

when the tape has a thin coating, as in 
the case of long -play and double -play 
tapes, response at low and middle fre- 
quencies is reduced in comparison with 
standard tape. In other words, high - 
frequency response, relatively speaking, 
is increased. 

The thinner tapes tend to be more 
limp and therefore conform more easily 
to the contour of the playback head, as- 
suring close contact between the tape 
and the head and thereby maximizing 
treble response. At 15,000 cps at the 
3.75 ips speed, differences of as much as 
5 db in response have been noted as the 
result of using thin tapes. 

It has been pointed out that an in- 
crease in bias current results in a reduc- 
tion in treble response. However, the 
extent to which treble response is af- 
fected by a slight increase in bias tends 
to vary somewhat among tapes. In other 
words, some tapes are less critical than 
others in terms of setting bias current 
to the correct operating value. 

Location of the Tape Output Jack 

In many or most monophonic control 
amplifiers, the tape- output jack is lo- 
cated ahead of the tone controls so that 
the setting of the latter has no effect 
upon the frequency balance of the tape 
recording. In other ampliers, however, 
particularly stereophonic ones, the tape - 
output jack is located after the tone 
contols, and frequency balance of the 
tape recordings depends upon how one 
sets the bass and treble controls (and 
possibly upon the setting of treble and 
bass filters as well). Quite possibly, ex- 
cessive or deficient bass or treble in a 

Fig. 18. Effect of 
a peak in room 
acoustics upon 
record - playback 

response. 

recorded tape can be traced to the fact 
that recording did not take place with 
the tone controls in flat position. More- 
over, the error tends to be compounded 
in playback. To illustrate, assume one 
normally turns up the bass control to a 
substantial degree to compensate for 
speaker and /or room acoustics. Con- 
sequently, a good deal of bass boost gets 
onto the tape. But if the bass control is 
left untouched in playback, then the 
repetition of bass boost can become ob- 
jectionable. 

On the other hand, location of the 
tone controls (and filters) ahead of the 
tape- output jack has a decided advan- 
tage. It permits one to restore frequency 
balance prior to recording program ma- 
terial on tape. Thus a substantial num- 
ber of phonograph records have exces- 
sive treble in order to impart a false 
illusion of high fidelity, so- called. By 
turning down the treble when recording, 
one comes closer to a tape with natural 
balance. In addition, reduction of ex- 
cessive treble tends to reduce distortion 
in recording. To take another illustra- 
tion, AM reception is usually deficient 
in the high frequencies. Accordingly, 
one can boost the treble to achieve or 
approach natural frequency balance 
when recording a tape. 

On the whole, location of the tape - 
output jack after the tone controls 
seem to be the more advantageous posi- 
tion. But this is an advantage only so 
long as the operator remembers to ad- 
just these controls from the viewpoint 
of recording a tape rather than from 
the viewpoint of what sounds good at 
the moment over the loudspeaker. To 
make this point clear, assume that one 
wishes to record a tape while listening 
at low level to an FM program. Pleasant 
listening may require a substantial 
amount of bass boost to compensate for 
the apparent loss of bass at low volume. 
At the same time, it may be undesirable 
to have bass boost appear in the signal 
reenrded on the tape. 

Microphone and Room Characteristics 

When recording through a micro - 
(Continued on page 61) 
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AMPLIFIER - PREAM 

... KKK/,{O Ngw w,Cauvv POWER nM..,i.,ew - 

Check the specs- compare it for sensible price! 

Start into stereo at the 100 -watt peak. The Altec 353A is popular for a reason -it delivers the best specs 
at a realistic price. 100 watts peak, 50 watts rms continuous, 25 watts nominal per channel, stereo or 
mono. 2 or 3 channel stereo, dual mike inputs, 14 stereo or mono outputs, 6 stereo or mono inputs. Sim- 
plified controls handle 13 separate conditions. Response: 20- 20,000 cps at 25 watts, ±0.5 db; 10-30,C00 cps 
at 1 watt. Feedback type equalization brings distortion to 1% THD at 25 watts 100 cps, each channel. 
Low noise level, and too many desirable specs to mention here. With cabinet, just $225.00. 

355 
MONO AMP -PREAMP 

No peer in its price class. 
20 -watt output, 20-22,000 
cps frequency range, 7 in- 

puts, 3- position scratch filter and rumble filter, 4 volume 
controls, separate power switch, adapts to stereo, fea- 
tures eyeletted printed circuitry. Less cabinet, $111.00. 

308A FM TUNER 

with wide slide -rule dial, 
automatic lock -on frequency 

control. 3 IF stages for clear station separation, between - 

station silencing, stereo multiplex adaptor, FCC radia- 
tion certification, low metal cabinet with platinum pink 
or gold panel. With cabinet, just $120. 307A FM TUNER 
duplicates 308A except for slide -rule dial. Less cabinet, 
only $99.00. 

A® ALTEC LANSING 
1515 S. Manchester Ave.. 

345A 
STEREO POWER 
AMPLIFIER 

Packs two 100 watt peak 
channels in one package, 
60 watt rms continuous, stereo or mono. Flexible controls 
for 9 separate stereo or mono conditions. Response: 
±1.0 db 10- 100,000 cps. $270.00. 

306A AM -FM TUNER 

features shielded 6 gang 
condenser, chassis -mounted for perfect grounding; 
stable, long -lived dry rectifier. Exceeds FCC radiation 
requirements. AM section features 3 IF stages, providing 
maximum band -width with very sharp skirt attenuation. 
FM section features Foster -Seeley (Armstrong) detector, 
"Cascode" low -noise mixer stage, 2 limiter stages. Less 
cabinet, $199.50. 

CORPORATION Write Dept. AD -4D for free catalogue 
Anaheim, Calif. 161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, New York 

A Subsidiary of Ling -Altec Electronics, Inc. 
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MONAURAL 
CONSOLE 
OWNER! 
Why don't you 
relegate that relic 
to the attic and 
get into stereo with 
the Pilot "602 "? 

GET I1'TO 

WITH THE 

MONAURAL 
COMPONENT 
OWNER! 
You'll never perfectly 
match that collection 
of equipment. 
Give it to a deserving 
friend and get into 
stereo with the 
Pilot "602 ". 

MONAURAL 
EAVES- 
DROPPER! 
Stop listening 
with one ear. 

Get a Pilot "602" 
stereo system 
of your own. 

STEREC 

. 1 ,...,, ,,,,,,.111,,,, ,.,,,,11,,, 
o io 30 30 

FM TUNING MASTER VOLUME 

It's a stereo FM /AM tuner... it's 

a stereo preamplifier ... it's a 30 

watt stereo amplifier... it's no 

larger than a tuner... it's only 

239.95... it's at all Pilot dealers. 

Only Pilot 
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STEREO BALANCE BASS TREBLE INPUT SELECTOR AM TLr` 

TUNER: FM; 1. Low noise triode RF stage. 2. Triode 
converter. 3. 2 high gain IF stages plus 1 limiter. 4. Pre- 
cision tuning indicator. 5. Temperature compensated 
oscillator for drift-free operation. 6. Sensitivity -2 uy 

for 20 db of quieting on 300 ohm antenna. 7. Range 88 

to 108 mc. 8. Meets FCC radiation requirements. AM; 
1. Tuned RF stage. 2. High gain, double tuned IF stage. 
3. Rotatable ferrite loopstick antenna. 4. External an- 

tenna connection. 5. Precision tuning indicator. 6. AM 

Phase Switch. 7. Sensitivity 3 uy for 1 volt DC at de- 

tector. 8. Range -535 to 1680 kc. PREAMPLIFIER: 1. 11 

Front Panel Controls- Master Volume /Power, Automatic 
Shutoff, Loudness, Stereo Balance, Dual TroLoK Tone 

Controls (Bass Channel A, Bass Channel B, Treble Channel 
A, Treble Channel B), eight position Input Selector, FM 

Tuning, AM Tuning. 2. Inputs -2 pair of non -shorting in- 

could 

puts for permanent simultaneous connection of Multiplex 
adapter, tape recorder or TV sound -1 pair of low level 
inputs for turntable or changer. 3. Outputs: 4- Channel 
A Tape, Channel B Tape, Multiplex 1 and Multiplex 2. 

4. Impedances -tape output: for signals introduced at 
phono input jacks, output impedance is 400 ohms at 20 

kc enabling use of long cables with capacities up to 7,000 
mrnfd. When using high level input Multiplex or Tape: 

the tape output impedance is determined by the impe- 
dance of the signal source. Input Impedance: Magnetic 
phono- 47,000 ohms. Multiplex - 100,000 ohms. Tape re- 
corder - 100,000 ohms. 5. Treble Boost: 10 db at 20 kc. 

Treble Cut 17 db at 20 kc. 6. Bass Boost: 15 db at 20 

cycles. Bass Cut: 24 db at 20 cycles.AMPLIFIER SECTION: 
1. Exclusive Pilot Feature-Simpli-Matic Test Panel al- 
lows you to test for output tube balance using your 

speaker system as the balance indicator ... no external 
meters required. 2. Power output: 30 watts total. 15 

watts per channel. DC Balance Controls for minimum low 

frequency distortion. 3. Frequency response: 20- 20,000 

cycles, ± 1 db. 4. Hum and Noise: completely inaudible 

(80 db below full output). 5. Harmonic distortion: 1% (l' 
full power. 6. Power requirement: 170 watts, 105 -120 

volts, 60 cycles AC. 7. Sensitivity: phono -3 millivolts. 
Multiplex -110 millivolts. Tape recorder -110 millivolts. 
8. Speaker Impedance: Channels A and B -4, 8 or 16 

ohms. 9. Simultaneous Stereo and Mono operation with 
Pilot Stereo Plus output. Can also be used for 3 speaker 

"Curtain of Sound" Stereo...No additional amplifier re- 

quired. 10. 16 tubes, 1 tuning indicator, 4 silicon diode 

power rectifiers, 3 Germanium diodes. 11. 51h" high X 

14W8" wide X 1134" deep. 12. 25 pounds. 

Ave Built 'l'he 602 °! N 
FOUNDED 1919 PILOT RADIO CORPORATION, 37 -04 36th STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY, 1, N. Y. 
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at least within the area in which I mostly 
deal. That is my receipt of review material 
on records. 

In the long haul, this index has been 
astonishingly faithful to trends that are 
now, in the past, well enough known to all 
of us. It has nicely reflected the growth of 
LP and it forecast the death of the classi- 
cal 45 with deadly accuracy. (I did get 
them, for awhile.) It, too, cannot really be 
falsified, for even though one company 
may, for a while, deliberately flood the 
reviewers (and the market) with quantities 
of a given new product, other companies 
may hold off, thereby pointing to the true 
situation ever so graphically. 

Look, then, at tape with this Reviewers' 
Index in mind. I'm not sure when I first 
received an actual commercial "pre-re- 
corded" tape (monophonic) for review, but 
there were a few of them back, I guess, in 
1955 and a modestly growing handful in 
1956. Livingstone, RCA Victor, Webcor 
(now Concertape), several others; this was 

clearly a small but growing business with, 
equally significantly, a number of big labels 
staying out. Then when... stereo tape ap- 
peared, a boomlet started: 

First, as my review records clearly indi- 
cate, the stereo tape boomlet was sustained 
almost entirely by RCA Victor. I got box 
after box of gorgeous 2 -track stereo tapes 
for review, unsolicited. The prices printed 
on them were outrageously high and I 
couldn't believe that people really were 
buying them -a Tchaikowsky Symphony 
for a mere $19, say. Nevertheless, the tapes 
kept coming, and gradually other major 
outfits started mailing tapes too. When 
Columbia chimed in, reluctantly to be sure, 
my indicator said that the stereo boom was 
getting off the ground even at the prevail- 
ingly high prices. Mercury, Westminster, 
Vox, virtually all the important companies 
in my area, came along with review tapes, 
and the picture was really clear. 

Yes, virtually all these tapes duplicated 
a mono disc of the same performance. But 
the stereo alternative was something special 
and concrete, adding emphasis to tape's 
own inherent superiority. And so we re- 
viewers got a good sampling of them in 
addition to the same music on discs. For 
awhile. 

But -when the stereo disc appeared, the 
tape review copies stopped overnight! 
Never, according to my review index, did a 
boom die more suddenly and absolutely. 
Finis. 

I still treasure several sad RCA Victor 
press mailings to reviewers, a line of type 
in the middle of a blank white page, stat- 
ing that for the month of X there would be 
no new stereo tapes. Finally even these 
stopped coming. For the record, RCA kept 
its library nominally available and, for the 
record, also managed to issue about one 
"new" tape every three months. Stereo tape 
was still officially alive, but you'd never 
know it. 

Two years ago come this June, the RCA 
cartridge bowed. One year ago this Juno, 
it bowed again. How about review copies 
of RCA -type cartridge stereo tapes? 

Well, the straws in the wind have been 
very, very positive. I have not ever been 
sent any RCA -type cartridge for review! 
Not one. Yes, last summer I personally 
asked for and was sent a batch of seven 
or eight RCA Victor cartridges, to try on 
the RCA player. I had no complaint to 
make about them and, indeed, found them 
remarkably good, in direct comparison to 
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their corresponding LP stereo versions, on 
disc. I took the trouble to make several AB 
comparisons (though I can't do that sort 
of thing very often in the hurly -burly of 
thousands of record releases per year) and 
I found that on the whole the RCA cart- 
ridge rated a bit above the RCA LP of 
the same stereo recording, notably in what 
seemed to be a wider dynamic range. So far so good. 

The only trouble is that there have been 
no cartridge review copies since. None from 
RCA. None from anybody else. Significant? 

I agree that, on specific occasions, with 
specific companies, there can well be minor 
misunderstandings. You'll remember that 
in stereo disc's first months I ran into ex- 
actly that, with RCA itself -I got only a 
handful of stereo discs from the company, 
merely due to an assumption by RCA that 
I would ask for stereo if I wanted it and 
an assumption by me that I would get 
stereo automatically. But, you see, that in 
itself was symptomatic of the situation at 
that time, soon after stereo disc had got 
under way. 

Since then, of course, I have received 
thousands of stereo discs and -significantly 
again -I get them mostly automatically, 
without asking. But no stereo tape cart- 
ridges. 

I don't even know (not being a record 
shopper) whether you folks can go out to 
your local record store and shop for RCA - 
type tape stereo cartridges. But I don't 
need to know. I have my own barometer for 
success, and I doubt if it can be disputed 
very far, one way or the other. Not for 
long, anyhow. 

A year ago, for instance, London Rec- 
ords sent out enormous numbers of stereo 
discs for review -sixty or so in a single 
month. RCA, too, had a brave display of 
large numbers of stereo tape cartridges on 
view at last year's Hi -Fi shows, as you'll 
remember. But London is still sending out 
huge numbers of stereo discs for review - 
preposterously large numbers. It may be a 
big promotion stunt, but it clearly, by this 
time, must have general validity, taken 
along with the lesser but still large num- 
bers of review items in stereo disc sent out 
by everybody else. 

How does 4 -track reel -to -reel tape at 7% 
ips, stock up in this deadly scale I have 
devised I How about review copies? 

Well, to this moment I have received 
only a handful of 4 -track tapes, no more. 

I am aware that several large companies 
have been releasing them and I am sure 
that the 4 -track reel -to -reel system is on the 
road to a modest success, sparked by United 
Stereo Tapes. I know, too, that a great 
many of the 4- trackers are out of my area, 
in mood music, jazz, and show tunes. 

The indications are perfectly clear, I 
would suggest. Disc is still far ahead. Tape 
is still, alas in a state of man -made con- 
fusion. And all of tape's horses and all of 
tape's men (notably the hard -working mem- 
bers of MRIA, the new Magnetic Recording 
Industry Association) have not yet been 
able to hoist tape off the commercial 
ground, in any form. So far, anyhow. 

Please, do not take this as a criticism of 
tape itself nor even of the ardent develop- 
ers and promoters who have worked for so 
long towards its hoped -for big success. It 
is natural and understandable that those 
who are working in tape should do their 
best to promote it, to make the most of 
its present successes and its future poten- 

tialities. That is part of the job -for with- 
out optimism nobody will get anywhere at 
all. They are quite right- potentially. Tape 
still has vast potential. 

But until the vexing matter of the tape 
magazine, or cartridge, or whatever -you- 
may- call -it is settled, positively or nega- 
tively, tape is going to go right on flounder- 
ing. If C in does not introduce its newer, 
smaller, slower, narrower tape device, then 
reel -to -reel 4 -track has a good chance for a 
continued, if somewhat limited, success as 
a useful adjunct to the colossus, disc. If 
the new and revolutionary system does ap- 
pear, the situation could be turned inside 
out and upside down all over again with 
possibilities for just about anything. 

As for RCA's own cartridge, it was a noble attempt (or anyhow a vigorous at- tempt) in what still seems to me a basi- 
cally valid area and a right direction. 

If it is dead, its death was not entirely 
in vain and by no means without useful 
consequences in the larger future of tape. It did try to meet the biggest difficulty 
that exists with home tape, that tape 
moved by hand is inherently limited in market potential and can never by any 
chance reach the enormously varied and 
responsive market that belongs now to the 
disc. That is the clincher in tape and until 
somebody meets the problem head -on, tape 
is going to stay in a secondary position. 

Lovely Month of June 
If somebody does make a big try, I'd 

predict the lovely month of June as an ex- 
cellent time in which to keep eyes and ears 
open for radical developments- always as- 
suming they haven't occurred earlier. 

June is the time to get married. The 
weather's fine and summer is just ahead. It's also the time to launch major com- 
mercial developments. Nice weather for press conferences and there are three long 
months afterward in which to get produc- 
tion and distribution under way and roll- 
ing. Is that important! 

Finish up your development all winter 
long, behind the scenes. (Announce it to 
the trade, or "leak" it here and there, if de- 
sirable.) Set the birthpangs for June and 
throw your big press parties, for news- 
papers and mags. Sweat hard all summer 
and launch the big advertising push in 
September -then hope like fury to get out 
the goods in time for Xmas. That's the 
standard launching time -sequence, wishful - 
thought -about by most promoters, anyhow. 
And for the publie, the big moment is al- 
ways that June announcement. 

The LP record was announced in June, 
1948. (A few were actually sold by Christ- 
mas time, as I remember.) The stereo disc 
was launched in June, 1958. The RCA tape 
cartridge first appeared that same June 
and then was launched all over again in 
June, 1959. 

(2) FOR BETTER OR WORSE 
If you ever took a course in philosophy, 

you may recollect a fancy term that, at a 
certain youthful age, strikes many students 
as a wonderfully silly yet rather fascinat- 
ing idea -the Egocentric Predicament. I 
took my bit of official philosophy many 
years ago, but I always remember that 
term and I still enjoy the implication. It 
is that if you get literal- minded and f ol- 

(Continued on page 64) 
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LI . S. PAT E N T 2 7 75 3 0 9 There are hundreds of United States 
Patents on loudspeakers. Most of them 

relate to minor improvements; a few have changed the face of the speaker industry. 

AR's patent on the acoustic suspension speaker system has had far -reaching effects. A very large number 
of speakers has been produced under the patent by AR and its licensees, and speaker design in general 
has been given a new direction. In our opinion this patent has proved to be the most significant 
issued in the speaker field since 1932, when Thuras was awarded a patent on the bass -reflex enclosure. 

The basic idea of the acoustic suspension system is that the speaker works against an elastic pillow of 
air sealed into the cabinet instead of against mechanical springs of its own. This design makes possible 
vastly improved bass reproduction (particularly from the point of view of lowered distortion), and 
simultaneously dictates small cabinet size. 

The acoustic suspension principle is now used in four AR models -the AR -1, AR -2, AR -2a, and 
AR -3, priced from $89 to $225. We invite you to listen to these speakers at your dealer's, or, if you 
live near New York City, at the AR Music Room in Grand Central Terminal. 

Literature on AR speakers is available for the asking. 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC. 24 Thorndike Street Cambridge 41, Massachusetts 
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EQUI PMENT 

PROfI 
SHERWOOD MODEL S -4400 
STEREO PREAMP /36 -WATT 
AMPLIFIER 

One of the problems in converting to 
stereo -and there are many who have not 
yet done so but are still considering how 
they may do it sensibly and economically - 
is what to do with already existing hi -fi 
equipment. Anyone who has already had 
any experience with stereo agrees that the 
use of two separate monophonic preampli- 
fiers and two separate power amplifiers - 
while it may work perfectly when every- 
thing is in proper adjustment -is not the 
ideal solution. After a few hours of trying 
to achieve a suitable balance of sound out- 
puts without a digital computer to indicate 
how the settings should be made is likely to 
conclude that this is far from the correct 
operating procedure. Even with a stereo 
adapter or coupling unit, operation is still 
somewhat complicated. 

Similarly, anyone who has any experi- 
ence with stereo reproduction realizes that 
regardless of whether the two power ampli- 
fiers are absolutely identical and the speak- 
ers as alike as two peas in a pod, the 
control must be vested in a single unit. 
But, says the potential stereofan, what do 
I do with my present power amplifier? The 
answer is, of course, to use it, along with 
your present loudspeaker. Simply get an- 
other speaker which you can connect di- 
rectly to the Sherwood S -4400, and connect 
the second -channel output of the S -4400 to 
your present amplifier and speaker, connect 
up the source equipment and you have 
stereo. 

One of the more logical approaches, in 
our opinion, to conversion is to change a 
present mono preamp to a stereo unit, 
whatever the power amplifier situation may 
be. This involves, of course, the disposal of 
an existing preamp unit. But the head- 
aches encountered in trying to keep two 
separate preamps balanced -with the need 
for using two hands to change volume, for 
example -certainly rule against a separate 
control for each channel. In order to 
achieve a fair amount of convenience in 
operation with a similarly fair compromise 
with economics, the logical approach is in 
a hybrid type of amplifier such as the 
Sherwood S -4400. 

This unit combines a more or less con- 
ventional stereo preamp with a 36 -watt 

monophonic power amplifier at somewhat 
lower cost than an equivalent stereo pre- 
amp plus a power amplifier, both of which 
are sure to be needed, in one form or an- 
other. The power amplifier is fed from the 
channel 1 preamp, while the existing am- 
plifier is connected to the channel 2 output. 
In effect, therefore, one winds up with a 
complete stereo amplifier. 

The S -4400 consists of two preamp sec- 
tions in the usual stereo arrangement - 
ganged controls, similar circuitry, and so 
on -and the single power amplifier. Each 
section consists of a preamplifier compris- 
ing the two halves of two 12AX7's separated 
by a passive equalization networks. This is 
followed by two additional 12AX7 halves 
as Baxandall -type tone -control amplifiers 
and half of a 12DW7 as the preamp output 
stage. Channel 1 feeds directly into the 
output amplifier, which consists of a 7199 
triode- pentode amplifier and phase splitter 
followed by an output stage consisting of 
four 7189/6BQ5/EL84's in a push -pull 
parallel output stage. The two control sec- 
tions are not identical in arrangement, but 
they are in performance. 

Among the interesting features of this 
amplifier are the provision for adjusting 
phono input level, low- frequency response 
(rumble filter), high -frequency response 
(scratch filter), loudspeaker phase, pres- 
ence, loudness /volume, and for the usual 

tone controls. The phono /tape -head pre- 
amp stages operate with d.c. on their heat- 
ers, and adequate filtering keeps the hum 
and noise to a satisfactorily low level. 

The external appearance of the unit is 
pictured in Fig. 1. The upper three buttons 
at the left control scratch, rumble, and 
presence filters, while the lower one is the 
phono level potentiometer which adjusts 
for different pickup outputs. The left side 
switch is the tape monitor control and the 
right switch is the loudness /volume selec- 
tor. The knobs, from left to right, are the 
selector switch, balance control -the knob 
being moved in or out to reverse loud- 
speaker phase -bass and treble tone con- 
trols, volume /loudness control, and function 
switch. At the far right are two pairs of 
indicator lights- each pair consisting of 
an amber and a green section. The upper 
pair indicate the source -channel 1 or 
channel 2- feeding the left loudspeaker, 
while the lower pair indicate the source 
feeding the right loudspeaker. These indi- 
cators are controlled by the function switch. 

The bass and treble controls are friction - 
coupled for the two channels; normally 
they both turn simultaneously, yet they 
may be moved separately for individual 
control of the channels. On the rear apron 
are two convenience outlets -one "hot" and 
the other switched -the power fuse, input 
and output phono jacks, and the output 
tube balance control. On the top of the 
chassis is a switch which connects the cath- 
ode return of the output stages to one side 
of a heater winding for balancing the d.c. 
bias to the tubes. With both pairs of tubes 
returning to ground through an a.c. wind- 
ing, a minimum of hum will be heard in 
the loudspeakers when the biases are ad- 
justed so the gain of the two sides of the 
push -pull amplifier are adjusted to the 
same gain, which is the optimum operating 
condition. 

Another useful and attractive feature is 
the provision for converting the tape -head 
input position to an additional phono input 
simply by cutting four well indicated jump- 
ers under the chassis. This operation 
changes the equalization of the tape -head 
position to that required for RIAA phono. 
Another pair of jumpers is provided across 
series capacitors in the main phono inputs. 
With magnetic pickups the jumpers are 
left in place -for ceramic or crystal pick- 

Fig. 1. Sherwood Model S -4400 stereo preamp with a single 36 -watt power amplifier. 
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General Electric VR -22 Stereo 

Cartridge Superior in the four 
vital areas 

Stop to think for a moment of all the jobs required of a stereo 
cartridge: It must track, with utmost precision, in not one but 
two directions. It must separate the two stereo channels in- 
scribed in a single record groove. It must perform smoothly in 
mid -range and at both ends of the audible frequency spectrum. 
And it must do all these things without producing noticeable hum 
or noise. Only a fantastically sensitive and precise instrument 
like the General Electric VR -22 can do all these jobs successfully. 

General Electric's VR -22 is superior in the four vital areas of 
stereo cartridge performance: (1) Compliance -It tracks precisely, 
without the least trace of stiffness. (2) Channel separation -Up 

GENERAL 
AUDIO APRIL, 1960 

to 28 db for maximum stereo effect. (3) Response- Smooth and 
flat for superior sound from 20 to 20,000 cycles (VR- 22 -5), 20 to 
17,000 cycles (VR-22-7). (4) Freedom from hum -The VR -22 is 

triple -shielded against stray currents. 

VR-22-5 with .5 mil diamond 
stylus for professional qual- 
ity tone arms, $27.95'. 
VR -22 -7 with .7 mil diamond 
stylus for professional arms 
and record changers, $24.95`. 
Both are excellent for mono- 
phonic records, too. TM -2G 
Tone Arm -designed for use 
with General Electric stereo 
cartridges as an integrated 
pickup system, $29.95 *. 

General Electric Co., Audio Products Section, Auburn, N. Y. 

Monufacturer's suggested resole prices. 
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ups the jumpers are cut to provide the cor- 
rect equalization and pickup termination. 
Still another feature is the provision of a 
strap on the output terminal strip which 
may be removed to introduce a small 
amount of current feedback which reduces 
the damping factor from the normal value 
of 10 to the value of 2 for those speaker 
installations which perform better with re- 
duced damping. For ease in selecting input 
and output phono jacks, they are color 
coded to indicate typical circuit level and 
application. 

Performance 

Maximum sensitivity was measured at 
1.75 my at the phono jack with the phono 
level control at maximum, and at 0.17 volts 
at the high -level inputs, both for the rated 
36 -watt output. Intermodulation distortion 
was measured at less than 0.2 per cent up 
to 10 watts, 1 per cent at 25 watts, and 2 
per cent at 39 watts. Harmonic distortion 
was measured at 0.5 per cent at 36 watts, 
and under IHFM measurement standards 
the Music Power Output (for short dura- 
tion) measured 1 per cent distortion at 51 
watts. 

The rumble filter provides a 12- db -per- 
octave rolloff beginning at around 100 cps 
and down 3 db at 80 cps, while the scratch 
filter provides a fairly sharp cutoff begin- 
ning at 5200 cps and sloping downward at 
12 db per octave. The presence filter - 
which is handy for filling in with certain 
types of loudspeakers which appear to be 
deficient in the middle- frequency range - 
introduces a 6 db boost at approximately 
3000 cps, the slope being quite gradual and 
beginning at 500 cps and returning to flat 
at around 16,000 cps. 

Even though this unit is extremely com- 
pact, measuring only 4 in. high, 14 in. 
wide, and 10 in. deep, it packs quite a 
wallop. Listening quality is pleasant, and 
worked with another amplifier of equal 
quality for the second channel is perfectly 
capable of providing satisfactory perform- 
ance together with thoroughly adequate 
control for a stereo system. D -24 

PACO 40 -WATT STEREO 
PREAMP- AMPLIFIER KIT 

In many respects, the audiofan can ob- 
tain the greatest value for the money by 
assembling kits for the equipment he wants 
-not because the factory -built equipment 
is not good value, but simply because the 
many hours of labor required for the as- 
sembly can be furnished by the kit buyer 
rather than being paid for in money. 
Therefore, if the audiofan can put together 
a kit satisfactorily, he is in the position of 
working for the manufacturer for whatever 
number of hours is required to assemble 
the kit, and he is remunerated -in the form 
of a saving in cost -for his labor. The 
PACO SA -40 was assembled by our assist- 
ant editor in -she says -27 hours, and 
aside from a couple of overlooked solder 
joints, it worked right off. 

This unit consists of two identical chan- 
nels employing a total of three 12AX7's, 
two 7199's, and four 7189's. It provides two 
inputs for phono, one each for tape head 
and microphone, and three for high level 
sources such as tuners or tape amplifiers. 

- = rt9f.w, _.... 
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Fig. 2. PACO stereo preamplifier /dual 20 -watt power amplifier combination assem- 
bled from a kit. 

There are right and left outputs for tape 
recorder, a separate output for the lef t- 
channel preamp for feeding an external 
power amplifier, and switching facilities 
for feeding the right -channel preamp sec- 
tion into both output amplifiers when used 
with an additional power amplifier. Switch- 
ing is provided to change equalization from 
7f to 31 ips for tape and from RIAA to 
European curves for records, for introduc- 
ing a loudness contour to the volume con- 
trols, and for selecting either or both of 
two separate stereo speaker systems from 
the front panel. The input selector switch 
chooses the desired source and corrects 
equalization for each ; the mode switch pro- 
vides two positions for balancing the chan- 
nels =each being separately fed from the 
left channel input -a monophonic position 
which connects the two input channels to- 
gether, stereo, stereo reverse, and two sepa- 
rate mono inputs from either of the input 
channels. Separate tone controls are pro- 
vided for the two channels, and the usual 
balance and loudness (or volume) controls 
are provided. The unit is 51 in. high, 15i 
in. wide, and 111 in. deep, and weighs 25 
pounds. 

With 318 separate steps in the assembly, 
it is quite obvious that there is a lot of 
work in assembling this unit. The instruc- 
tions and diagrams are clear, and only in a 
few instances did our operative suggest 
that there might be some minor changes in 
the order in which certain of the operations 
should be performed for greater simplicity 
in the construction. However, when the job 
was done, it was quite professional in ap- 
pearance, which is as good a sign as any 
that the instructions are adequate. 

Performance 

Proof of the construction appeared in the 
measurements, which fulfilled the specifica- 
tions exceptionally well. Frequency re- 
sponse for all equalization positions fell 
within ± 2 db, measured at an output of 1 

watt. Rated power output is 20 watts per 
channel, and measured intermodulation dis- 
tortion was below 1 per cent up to 20 watts, 
reaching 2 per cent at 23 watts. The use 
of silicon rectifiers in the plate supply 
makes possible a music power output of 
26 watts at 1 per cent harmonic distortion. 

For the rated output of 20 watts per 
channel, the input signal at the phono jack 
was measured at 4.8 millivolts, and on the 
high -level inputs at 0.69 volts. The rumble 
filter provided a 6 -db- per -octave rolloff be- 
low 60 cps, and the tone control ranges 
measured at 16, + 17 db at 50 cps (re- 
ferred to 1000 cps) and 18, + 16 db at 
10,000 cps. 

Hum and noise figures range from 82 
db on the high -level inputs, to 69 db on 
phono and 66 db on tape, all figures being 
weighted in accordance with IHFM Stand- 
ards. 

The tape output level for feeding a re- 
corder measured 1.9 volts with the indi- 
cated input signals for 20 -watt output per 
channel, and are not affected by volume 
or tone controls. The damping factor is in- 
dicated in the specifications as 22, which 
is borne out by the measurement of an out- 
put impedance of 0.7 ohm on the 16 -ohm 
tap. 

The panel is finished in a satin gold 
color, and is slanted backward slightly for 
ease of viewing; the external case is fin- 
ished in satin gold and black. For optimum 
ventilation the case stands off the support- 
ing surface by about 1 in., allowing free 
circulation of air under the unit and 
through the holes in the bottom. 

After several hours of operation, the 
amplifier is warm, but does not overheat, 
and the case does not become too hot to be 
touched with comfort. It would appear 
that if the audiofan has the time to as- 
semble this amplifier he will end up with a 
unit which will give him excellent perform- 
ance at a reasonable price. The switching 
provided for speaker selection is in itself 
very desirable for many installations, and 
its general flexibility of control should ap- 
real to most users. D -25 

"lt was just like the tapes." 
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THE UNIVERSAL URGE 
TO MAKE MUSIC... 

The drive to create, perform, and re- 

produce music is common to all men 

...a drive so basic that when a man 

cannot find an instrument to suit 
him, he makes his own. 

Providing the opportunity to assemble 

a music reproduction system with 
components chosen to meet an indi- 
vidual's own standards is the high 

fidelity industry's reason for being. 

A continuing source of satisfaction to 
us is the observation that a majority 
of the gifted perceptive ultimately 
choose a loudspeaker system pre- 
cision- crafted by James B. Lansing 
Sound, Inc. 

Write for your free copy of our new 

catalog, SC -507, and the name of 
your JBL Audio Specialist. 
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RECORD REVUE 
Edward Tatnall Canby * 

iz`s /!; 

PAIRS 
Stravinsky: The Rite of Spring 
(a) London Symphony, Goossens 

Everest SDBR 3047 stereo 
(b) Philharmonia Orch., Markevitch 

Angel 535549 stereo 
Not surprising. considering the orchestras, 

that these two have a congenial similarity of 
style -both are excellent musically, fierce but 
not ugly except as the music demands it, both 
played with remarkable verve and accuracy 
by the two groups of British musicians. 
Markevitch, out of France and born Russian. 
is closest to the music; but the generally nn- 
tierce Mr. Goossens does an astonishingly 
similar Job of well -controlled musical hysteria. 
Both of these are musically far ahead of such 
hard -as -nails versions as the Dorati- Mercury 
hi -fl spectacular of awhile back. 

Angel's Rite is at a grand distance -too 
distant for best impact. I'd say, Everest's is 
somewhat closer though still with a big over- 
all liveness, and Everest's is at a slightly 
higher level (or sounds so) ; the inner details 
are somewhat sharper and more clear. All in 
all, I'd hate to have to choose but for ti 
I'd pick Everest by a hair, for music, Angel, 
by another hair. 

Grieg: Piano Concerto Op. 16. Franck: 
Vars. Symphoniques. Litolff: Scherzo. Clif- 
ford Curzon; London Philharmonic, Boult. 

London CS 6157 stereo 
Grieg: Piano Concerto, Op. 16. Schu- 
mann: Piano Concerto, Op. 54. Solomon; 
Philharmonia Orch., Menges. 

Capitol SG 7191 stereo 
British competition again- indeed, from the 

two biggest, Decca and E.M.I. The London 
recording is the most massive in sound and 
will appeal most immediately to hi -fl lovers. 
But to my mind, the Solomon- Philharmonin 
Grieg Is musically far superior and plenty 
good enough in the hi fi, as well. London's 
Curzon & Co. go in for the big dramatics that, 
in this day, tend to make the Grieg music 
merely seem more dated than it is -a false 
emphasis, again and again, too unctuous, 
without enough musical conviction to shape 
the unction into proper expression. Same 
goes for the Franck in the reverse -a lovely 
piece that is too perfumed here, and yet 
somehow heavy -handed too. I didn't like it. 

Solomon's Grieg (and the Philharmonla's) 
is lighter, more even, more straightforward 
and much more believable as music. I am 
sure that all who listen to the music os 
music -not mere hi -fi -will enjoy this disc. 
And the always-difficult Schumann concerto 
on the reverse benefits from the same sort of 
treatment. It comes off wonderfully well. 

Handel: The Water Music 
(a) Philomusica of London, Thurston Dart. 

L'Oiseau -Lyre SOL 60010 stereo 
(b) Amsterdam Concertgeboew, Van Bei- 
num. Epic BC 1016 stereo 

"780 Greenwich St., New York 14, N. Y. 
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Handel: Water Music, Royal Fireworks 
Music (suites) Vienna State Opera Orch., 
Prohaska, Appia. Vanguard SRV 115SD 
stereo 

There was a time when "The Water Music" 
meant, purely and simply, the familiar suite 
originally concocted by Sir Hamilton Harty, 
all six movements of it (or other copyright - 
free imitation thereof). But the real Water 
Music was smaller in number of instruments, 
much larger in terms of length ; sources differ 
but the respectable average is around twenty 
movements altogether. The "extra" music has 
been getting around lately. Two out of these 
three recordings have it. 

The only one of these that attempts to give 
approximately the original scoring, unar- 
ranged (even this is somewhat problematical) 
Is the Oiseau -Lyre stereo with the excellent 
Mr. Dart, who has done a splendidly musical 
job with many restored antiques. He divvies 
the Water Music into three sections (suites) 
in F, G, and D, conjectures that maybe the 
middle section was played Indoors for the 
king while he supped on land and the last 
and most brilliant part on the river going 
home -fast, for it is short. (But the existing 
accounts say the whole music was played 
"three times over".) Anyhow, it's a good di- 
vision and the really small orchestra, with 
Handel's own horns, trumpets, oboes for color 
and an occasional accompanying harpsichord, 
sounds refreshingly lovely to my ears. It is 
done up in a big, comfortably live recording - 
an unbeatable sonic combination. 

The Amsterdam orchestra plays the com- 
plete Water Music-most of the whole -in 
an arrangement for large orchestra not un- 
like the familiar Harty one. But here the dl- 
rectors, recording and musical, play a trick 
that is increasingly popular today, having 
your small- orchestra cake and eating it too. 
That is, they contrive to give a small- orches- 
tra sound to their big orchestra. You hear 
the harpsichord accompaniment ; many in- 
struments seem close and intimate, like 
Baroque chamber music, and yet the orches- 
tra as a whole is large and symphonic. In- 
teresting and perhaps necessary if you are 
to use a big "name" orchestra, and it makes 
for a satisfactory in- between version of the 
Water Music in long form. 

Vanguard's two short suites. Water and 
Fire, are for out -and -out big orchestra, in 
arrangements roughly like the familiar ones 
we usually hear -Harty and Beecham. Yet 
even here a small -group effect is approached, 
in still another way, via close -up groupings 
of soloists, concerto -grosso style. In the Fire 
suite, thus, there apparently is a string quar- 
tet that alternates with the whole string 
orchestra. (It's just as loud, but is recorded 
close -up.) Though with different conductors, 
these two suites both tend towards a fast de- 
livery and no leisure for schmaltzy effects. 

Dvorak: Symphony #5 ( "New World "). 
(a) Vienna State Opera Orch., Golsch- 
mann. 

Vanguard SRV 114 -SD stereo 

(b) Columbia Symphony, Bruno Walter. 
Columbia MS 6066 stereo 

Vanguard's "New World" is the newer and 

cheaper (a low -price special demo) -but, for 
once, it seems to me the company has not 
used good judgment. At a higher price, the 
l'olumbia version is far superior, from be- 
ginning to end. 

The trouble is, apparently, in the Vanguard 
conductor, Vladimir Golschmann -who re- 
cently left the somewhat insular Saint Louis 
orchestra after a quarter century there. 
Golschmann, as I quickly found out when I 
was in Saint Louis some years ago, is a con- 
servative "natural" for Franco -Russian music 
of almost any sort, and sure death to German 
music and its relatives. I heard a IIaydn 
symphony under his direction that left me 
horrified. Dvorak, alas, is in the negative 
zone of Golschmann's musical vision. This 
performance simply rings false to me in every 
line, missing the wonderful sense of the music 
most painfully -and this with a Viennese 
orchestra, too! He must really have put over 
his own ideas with a vengeance. 

Bruno Walter may sound a wee bit old 
fashioned and soft- hearted, but to him Dvorak 
is second nature ; his version is heart -warm- 
ingly "right." Not many conductors can hit 
it off with this symphony nowadays -it's usu- 
ally over -dramatized, underdone on the vital 
lyric side, Dvorak's beat. Try Walter -his 
recipe is good 

Debussy: Images for Orchestra (Rondes 
de Printemps, Gigues, Iberia). 
(a) New York Philharmonic, Bernstein. 

Columbia MS 6097 stereo 
(b) Boston Symphony, Munch. 

RCA Victor LSC 2282 stereo 
Released only a few months apart (Co- 

lumbia's is the more recent), these make an 
interesting comparison. The three big works 
haven't often been heard all at once -"Iberia," 
in three movements on its own, is usually 
heard separately ; the other two, a move- 
ment apiece, are mostly side- tracked. But the 
whole set fits perfectly on an LP -if not on 
a concert program. One more victory for re- 
corded music! 

The Bernstein version is more poignant, 
with greater emphasis on details of melody 
and color ; the recording goes well with this -it is close -up, in the new Columbia manner, 
bringing out much interesting detail playing, 
accenting the beauty of the complex orches- 
trations (not all by Debussy : his friend 
Andr'e Caplet did most of the job). On the 
other hand, the RCA performance with Munch, 
an impeccable Frenchman himself, is all 
formal perfection, recorded at a greater dis- 
tance and with the larger shapes and effects 
brought out, both musically and in the re- 
cording. 

The Boston playing is superior in many 
ways, with better ensemble, more precision 
and more polish. The effect is superb ; Boston 
outplays New York. But Bernstein's "heart" 
1s an asset in terms of warmth. 

Though none of the commentators seem to 
know it, "Gigues" is based on at least one 
familiar Scots tune, "Well May the Keel 
Row " -I used to sing it in grade school. The 
other jigs are presumably Scots too, by the 
sound of them, and we have thus a French - 
style Scots Rhapsody -es "Iberia" is a 
Spanish Rhapsody. "Rondes de Printemps," 
the remaining piece, is based on French folk 
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the highest standard 

in high fidelity... 

AL HIRT SMTNI'IN' 

DIXIE 
Amer[a's 

Greatest 

Trumpet 

Artist 

AL HIRT-. -' 
al Dan, Pier 600 in N.. a...,, 

11. 

Fin 
AL HIRT . America's newest 

and greatest trumpet find! 
Spontaneous and exciting 

trumpet mastery with original 
and unique interpretations of 

such great numbers as "Birth of 
the Blues," "Basin Street Blues." 
"After You've Gone," "Stardust. 
"Tiger Rag," and "I Can't Get 

Started With You.' 
Vol, 1 AFLP 1877 /AFSD 5877, 
Vol. 2 AFLP 1878 /AFSD 5878. 
Vol. 3 AFLP 1926 /AFSD 5926. 

DIXIELAND BANJO .. . 

featuring Dave Wierbach and 

his Dixieland Band playing 

'Limehouse Blues," "Chinatown," 

and "Alabamy Bound," etc. 

AFLP 1910 /AFS0 5910 

AUDIO FIDELITY. AFLP 
1330 

A Net Nog r. The My OId ..mdy Mw 

DIXIELAND BANJO 
DAVE WIEBBAfH 

SATCHMO PLAYS KING OLIVER 
Louis Armstrong plays jazz favorites born in the early 1900's 

... immortal classics that have withstood the test of time ... 
music that is as vibrantly alive today as the day it was 

written. Satchmo played all the selections 
in this album with King Oliver, and, many of the 

selections were written by King Oliver himself. 
Listen now to Louis Armstrong play such classics as: 

"Saint James Infirmary," "Frankie & 

Johnny," "Jelly Roll Blues," "Big Butter & Egg Man," 
"Hot Time In The Old Town Tonight," 

"I Ain't Got Nobody," Dr. Jazz," "Drop That Sack," and 
others. AFLP 1930 /AFSD 5930 

THE HAPPY SOUND OF RAGTIME ... HARRY BREUER. 
The startling and exciting sounds of genuine Ragtime in 

effervescent rhythm played in the authentic happy 
manner of mallet virtuoso Harry Breuer. Selections include: 

"Temptation Rag," "Bugle Call Rag," "12th Street Rag," 
and "Dill Pickles." AFLP 1912 /AFSD 5912 

Suggested list prices.. MONAURAL AFLP $5.95 
STEREO AFSD $6.95 

i _a7 

CARME N HALL CONCERT 

PIANO RAGTIME . . . 

DUKES OF DIXIELAND 
New Orleans ... 
storyville . . , high 
steppin' music with 
the plunking piano, 
whompin' tuba and 
sliding trombones. 
Selections include: 
"Tiger Rag," 
"Original Dixieland 
One Step," and 

Kansas City Stomp." 
AFLP 1928/AFSD 5928 

CARNEGIE HALL 
CONCERT of the 
phenomenal DUKES 
OF DIXIELAND!!! 
Selections include: 
"Muskrat Ramble." 
"Royal Garden Blues," 
and "Moritat." 
AFLP 1918 /AFSD 5918 

A UD/O 

FIDELITY 

RECORDS... 
LEADER IN THE FIELD OF 
TRADITIONAL AMERICAN 
DIXIELAND JAZZ 
proudly present the finest jazz albums ever 

recorded ... performed by the finest jazz 

artists in the world. Carefully selected material, 

representative of the truly great jazz of 

this decade, brilliantly recorded to bring you 

the utmost in high fidelity reproduction. 

Unforgetable performances reproduced with 

presence and clarity never before achieved. 

Truly great jazz, dramatically and artfully 

showcased on the finest recordings 

available today. 

DEPARTMENT A 4 
770 Eleventh A , New York 19, N. Y. 

Please send me your FREE complete illustrated catalogs and 
technical data. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 
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from England... 
where the finest is a tradition 

Model SL 71 

Stereo Two 
Speaker 
System 

40- 20,000 cps 
complete. 

$89.95 
Audio Net 

é.-fL 

Stereophonic 
High - Fidelity 

by Beam Echo 

Model SPA 21 -50 -watt Stereo High Fi- 
delity "3 -D" Amplifier. $229.95 Audio 
Net 

Model SPA 11 -30 -watt Stereo 
High Fidelity "3D" Amplifier. 
6149.95 Audio Net 

Model DL 7 -35 Basic 50 -watt Amp- 
lifier (100 watts peak). With 2 
units; 100 -watt stereo with SP 21; 
200 watts peak stereo. $159.95 
Audio Net 

Model SP 21 Stereophonic -Mono- 
phonic Pre -Amplifier Control Unit. 
;159.95 Audio Net 

0,.` . .. .- sw _... 
v -v 

w 

Model BM611- Deluxe Automatic 
FM -AM Tuner. B tubes plus rectifier; 
magic eye; neon balancing; illuminated 
panel. $149.95 Audio Net 

traditionally the finest! -and very likely the 
only sound reproducing equipment to represent 

a lifetime investment in timeless listening 
enjoyment. The rewards of owning Beam -Echo 

are many; among them the knowledge 
that yours is -and will remain -the best 

quality stereophonic -high fidelity ever produced. 

1 YEAR FULL WARRANTY ON ALL COMPONENTS; 
TUBES 90 DAYS. 

Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies. 

BEAM -ECHO INTERNATIONAL, LTD., Dept. A -4 
820 Greenwich St, New York 14, N.Y. 

PLEASE SEND ME FREE CATALOG 
AND NAME OF NEAREST DEALER. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone_State 

tunee and Is thus, clearly, a home -style evo- 
cation, to match the others. Odd that nobody 
ever seems to see this. 

Ravel: Mother Goose Suite; Alborada del 
Gracioso; La Valse. Whittemore and 
Lowe, duo -pianists. 

Capitol SP8513 stereo 

Ravel: Ma Mere L'Oye; Alborada del 
Gracioso; Pavane pour une Infante De- 
funte; Rapsodie Espagnole. Cento Soli 
Orch. of Paris, Argenta. 

Omega OML 1032 stereo 
One of the astonishlog things about much 

of Ravel's music is that It exists equally ln 
two forms, for piano (or two pianos) and for 
orchestra -and in every such case, each ver- 
sion seems born and bred for its own medium 
alone, whether orchestra or piano. Most of u 
(except pianists) know the orchestral ver 
stone best ; whichever form you know, the 
other is bound to amaze you. No other com- 
poser I can think of has hit this peculiar re- 
lationship between piano and orchestra. 

The Whittemore and Lowe disc is a fasci- 
nating stereo, one piano on each side of your 
living room (and this is one record NOT to 
use a "third" or center channel upon !). They 
have a fine sense for Ravel and their team- 
work is impeccable -"La Valse" is really 
extraordinarily in the seldom -heard two -piano 
version. Some of the music is one -piano, ar- 
ranged for two, but the expansion is felicitous 
and in style. 

Ataulfo Argenta made some spectacular 
stereos before he died; his best work was in 
French and Spanish music and this is a 
splendidly alive and intense Ravel recording, 
complementing the above in several of the 
works. 

Chopin: Waltzes. (Complete). 
(a) Alfred Cortot (1934). 

Angel COLH 32 
(b) Malcuzynski (1959). 

Angel 535726 ste:eo 
Angel purveys both of these recordings, 

made all of 25 years apart, and Angel has 
obligingly spaced the two sets out identically 
on the pair of discs -even the separation 
bands are the same. The company thus invites 
comparisons, between a top Chopin pianist of 
today and one of the great figures of the 
early part of the century, and I heartily 
recommend the same -I spent literally days 
on these two records, so interesting did I find 
then. 

Malcuzynski is perhaps the ideal pianist 
for the Chopin waltzes today. His versions 
are poetic, imaginative, free in rhythm, never 
hard or ugly but full of power ; the piano is 
huge and full, somewhat hard in Its louder 
sounds but lovely most of the time in its 
reverberant stereo form. You will not find 
better Chopin today (nor better recording) 
than this. 

Cortot, whose prime was in the early days 
of the century, is a greater pianist but a more 
eccentric one-or so he seems today. He is 
a fabulous showman, in the manner of his 
time ; he takes breathtaking liberties with the 
music, as no one would dare to do now, but 
carries them off (even the wrong notes) with 
a drive and lightness that Is the product of 
an interpretative genius, no less. (See last 
month). 

Mozart: Serenades #11 and #12, K. 
375, 388. Everest Woodwind Octet, 
Newell Jenkins. 

Everest SDBR 3042 stereo 

Mozart: Serenade #11, K. 275. 
Beethoven: Octet in E Flat Op. 103 
(1792 ?). Conservatory Professors Cham- 
ber Society of Prague. 

Vanguard VSD 2043 stereo 

These two record in ge. overlapping in a 
Mozart Serenade, oddly span both the Iron 
Curtain and the Alps -for Newell Jenkins, 
who spent some ten years mainly in Italy, 
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conducts Mozart in a brisk, elegant, trans- 
parent manner out of the Italy of the 
eighteenth century, his specialty, whereas the 
Professors at Prague play their Mozart and 
Beethoven in a fully Austro- German style, 
right in the Germanic tradition, Iron Curtain 
or no. (Mozart has been a top favorite in 
Prague since his own days in the city, where 
his operas had their greatest success.) 

I Ilke the Jenkins lightness and dispatch 
and Everest's recording too ; but I suspect 
that the more juicy, slightly more romanth 
Prague Mozart will please more listeners - 
they really play wonderfully expressively. 
these Professors. And do I hear a Vanguard 
original, i.e., taken down by Vanguard itself 
in Prague? The big, warm licences is tin 
sort that Vanguard records so well to Vienna 
and elsewhere. Lovely. Everest has its Octet 
closer and drier, in line with the playing. 

The Beethoven Octet is a surprise, a very 
pleasant early piece, expertly and expressively 
written in non- boisterous style. JE 

MORE SPECIALTIES 
Thunder on Blue Ridge (Sounds of Steam 
Railroading, Vol. 3). 

O Winston Link stereo 
Another Link steam railroad record -need 

more be said ! This one is in stereo, too, 
which adds a certain something to the Link 
technique, imparting a fine spatial sense to 
the whistle duets between distant trains 
echoing through the mountains, dramatizing 
the long approach (to the left) of a laboring 
titan and its passage nearby (and off to the 
right), then on into the distance. There's a 
reasonable minimum, too, of what I call the 
U -turn effect -sound coming straight at you 
from speaker A, then straight away in speaker 
B after a quick 180 -degree turn. 

The big thing about Link, aside front super 
fi and beautiful photographs of the very 
sound you hear, is his excellent and original 
sense of Imaginative drama. His aren't just 
any old engines and trains; they are particu- 
lar trains, on particular days, at particular 
places, and the whole sequence is described in 
enthusiastic prose on the album cover, so 
that you can follow exactly what happens. 
Moreover, Link knows one unique trick - 
keep the sound running. His trains run con- 
secutively for minutes and minutes, building 
marvelously dramatic tension as some huge, 
putting monster approaches from the far, far 
distance until it passes, then moves on, on. 
on, back to silence. 

There's always a trick effect in a Link 
record, natural and unrehearsed ; in the last. 
it was "Silent Night" played on a peaceful 
small -town church carillon, drowned out by 
the roar of the Christmas eve express going 
through -in this new record the stunt is n 

distant cow, bellowing sadly in answer to the 
long wail of a steam whistle. Poignant touch. 
and pure Link -ese! 

The wonderfully silent plastic surfaces on 
these records have much to do with the ap- 

pealing effect of very distant trains, whistles. 
sounds of nature such as crickets, the low 
murmer of casual voices off in the back- 
ground. Link builds in a huge dynamic range, 
thanks to the capability for extreme low -level 
sound and the complete absence of recorded 
hum and rumble. 

Address: O. Winston Link Railway Prods. 
58 East 34th St., New York 16. 

Noh (Two major Noh dramas). Players 
of the Komparu and Kanze schools of 
Noh, Tokyo. Caedmon TC 2019 (2) 

So you're intrigued by oriental art, you like 
Chinese tea and Japanese dancing -you think 
you'd like to get to know more about Japanese 
traditional drama? Here you are, my friends. 
but beware. East may be meeting West right 
and left, in these days of cultural interchange, 
but it takes more than .a bit of fuzzy good 
will to bring on an understanding of such in- 
credible traditions as this, the Noh play of 
Japan. 

Noh is a continuously active tradition 
going back 600 years or so, carefully pre- 
served in full -time schools of study, the 
newest of which dates from the seventeenth 
century. Noh, if I am right, is in part written 
down, via a kind of suggestion- notation, re- 
lated to the early European neumes for our 
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It's the Thorens TD -134 -one hi -fi bar- 
gain that's really a bargain. 

Buy a Thorens TD -134, and you get 
the matchless Swiss -precision crafts- 
manship that make the superb Thorens 
TD -124 turntable the talk of hi -fi circles, 
here and abroad. Your dealer invites you 
to examine the mirror- finished, precision 
machining that contributes so much to 
the smooth -running, low- rumble charac- 
teristics of all TD- series turntables. 

You save with an integral, built -in, 
high- performance tone -arm that has 

TD -134, $59.95 net. Optional base, S6.00 

tracking ability and distortion charac- 
teristics to equal those of much more 
costly separate arms. 

Last but not least, TD -134, like all the 
TD family of fine turntables, is backed 
by the Thorens one -year guarantee . . . 

a feature that gives you confidence in 
your decision to buy any Thorens turn- 
table. 

See the TD -134 at your franchised 
Thorens dealer's today, and, while you're 
there, get acquainted with all the fabu- 
lous TD turntables. You won't regret it. 

0.4 

Guaranteed for one full year. 
Sold only through carefully selected franchised dealers. 

THORE5 N 
SWISS MADE PRODUCTS 
HI -FI COMPONENTS . LIGHTERS 
SPRING -POWERED SHAVERS 
MUSIC BOXES 
NEW HYDE PARK, NEW YORK 
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mixing controls 

N EWCOMB 
PRESENTS MODEL SM -310, WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED PORTABLE 

STEREO TAPE RECORDER 
Virtually a studio in a suitcase, the Newcomb SM -310 combines all the features 
wanted by professional and enthusiast in a compact stereo tape recorder. Each 
channel has two inputs, each input its own mixing control. There is a lighted re- 
cording level meter for each channel, and these are arranged pointer -to- pointer 
for instant comparison. All pre- amplification needed for recording and playback 
is built in. You may monitor through Brush binaural headphones while recording. 
Afour -digit counter pinpoints tape position. Precious tape is handled with extra- 
ordinary gentleness. A single, powerful, cool running, fully synchronous motor 
drives the transport. Tape movement is controlled through a joystick that is com- 
pletely logical in its operation. The SM -310 is a half track, two channel, two speed 
machine for either stereo or monophonic recording and playback. The SM -310 -4 is 
a quarter track model. On both you will find a 
ganged volume control for outputs and a bal- 
ance control to adjust playback levels when 
needed. A new, portable, two channel power 
amplifier for use with Newcomb tape recorders 
is now in production. 
For the complete story of the most wanted tape 
machine on the market, write for Bulletin No. SM -4. 
NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO., Department T -4 
6824 Lexington Avenue, Hollywood 38, California 
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music. But most of the tradition is passed on 
by long study, eye to eye and ear to ear. 
Every detail is precisely worked out, rela- 
tively unchangeably, the sort of formal art 
that the East has long held to be the essence 
of continuing culture. 

So -what do we hear. under these In- 
spiring auspices? Well, I'l1 have to be crude. 
Your first impression is likely to be that you 
are listening to a herd of dreadfully dis- 
tressed cows, locked up in a barn unmilked. 
Lowings and wailing, hiccups, wheezes, groans 
galore. A shrill flute plays, not one note "in 
tune," sliding up and down in pitch in a 
seasick fashion. Somebody idly chops wood 
in the background -a set of percussion in- 
struments. You become aware that some of 
the groans are evidently words; there is a 
chorus. Throughout the "action" other per- 
formers keep sounding as though suddenly 
kicked in the stomach, or stabbed in the vital 
organs -a kind of horribly eloquent grunt, 
straight out of the TV westerns (but there, 
the villain grunts once and falls dead.) 

Dancing takes place (according to the ac- 
companying booklet). Words are replaced by 
an endless series of strange, heaving ex- 
clamations, ceyough, eeeyough, and, faster, 
YO, yo yo. I kept mumbling to myself, irre- 
verently, "and a bottle of rum." A wild 
screetch of agony lets loose in the back- 
ground. Notes say it is Boy Dancer remark- 
ing "The white Chrysanthem -dew." More cow - 
grunts from the chorus. saying (notes), "The 
dew of the flowers dripping day by day In 
how many thousand years Will it have grown 
into a pool ?" 

No disrespect intended, mind you. I'm only 
pointing out that what is clearly an inspir- 
ing and timeless artistic preoccupation for 
the Japanese in the know (Noll), is for us 
incredibly, entirely meaningless. 

No, not even the vaguely pleasurable ex- 
citement that you'll surely arrive at, after 
awhile here, is to be called genuine apprecia- 
tion. Remember the Siamese ( ?) who thought 
the best part of a Western symphony was 
the tuning -up sounds at the beginning? 

2 Contemporary Composers. (Alec Wil- 
der: Suite for Brass Quintet. Hammond: 
Quintet for Brass.) New York Brass Quin- 
tet. Golden Crest CR 4017 

This is a sincere and well -meaning record 
from start to finish, but the music is re- 
markably unimportant and it's hard to figure 
who is supposed to be the intended listener, 
unless other brass playera. 

The trouble is that the music doesn't focus 
on anything much, except perhaps fancy brass 
playing (which it does very well) ; its 
neither this nor that, has a bit of almost 
anything, says not very much in far too 
many musical words. 

This is a typical phenomenon of our age of 
musical confusion and overspecialization, I'm 
sorry to say. What is music fort- that's the 
question now, and it has replaced the old 
one, what is music about? If you're after 
brass music for the edification and exercise 
of brass players. this is lt, decidely -it is 
beautifully written, hard to play but effective 
in ternis of brass technique; the players are 
good and they enjoy themselves, obviously. 
But why should I listen -why should you? 

The Alec Wilder piece 1s the more musically 
interesting to me. because though Mr. Wilder 
doesn't eyer quite seem to be able to find 
himself, outside of the commercial music 
medium, he does have a gift for simple 
melody and he does, somehow, radiate in all 
his music a personal sincerity that comes 
through in spite of the dismal cliches and 
hackneyed harmonies that he occasionally 
promotes. The Wilder is hardly "great" 
music (and who wants great music all the 
time -good music is more important, most 
of the time) : but it is listenable and very 
simply enjoyable on a minor level. 

The other piece is less good, for my ear, 
because it is more skillful, much slicker, 
longer, and practically soulless. I itched to 
turn it off, long before the end; it just irri- 
tates me, all this polished and smooth brass 
playing. signifying virtually nothing. Sorry 
-you can always try it to see whether you 
feel otherwise and, indeed, I suggest you do. 
Should be interesting. 

(Continued on page 66) 
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MICROPHONE 
page 28) 

yet keeping it moderate in size and 
weight. 

The Line Microphone 

A simple line microphone is shown in 
Fig. 7. A series of openings in a tube 
shown as #1, #2, #3, and so on are on 
the major axis of the microphone. There 
is an acoustical resistance, made of cloth, 
over each opening. This cloth is adjusted 
so that a given sound entering each open- 
ing in turn will produce an identical 
sound pressure at the diaphragm. At 
one end of the tube is a diaphragm, 
voice coil, and magnet as shown. Behind 
the diaphragm are openings covered with 

acoustical resistance ra. The pickup tubs 
is terminated at the diaphragm in an 
acoustical impedance which minimizes 
the acoustical energy being reflected 
back down the tube. 

To understand the operation of a line 
microphone, imagine a wave front of 
sound pressure traveling along the major 
axis of the microphone. A change in 
pressure at the first opening causes r 
wave front to travel down the inside of 
the tube toward the generating element 
at the same velocity as the wave front on 
the outside. In like manner, when the 
wave front causes an increment of sound 
energy to pass through #2 opening it is 

in phase with the pressure front that has 
traveled from #1 opening inside the 
tube. This condition is identical at each 
opening. 

Continuing down the tube the sound 

Fig. 8. Line microphone in a plane -wove 
sound field. 

pressure at #9 opening is in phase with 
that on the inside of the tube. This gives 
a maxmum resultant pressure at the gen- 
erating element when sound originates 
from the angle 4, = 0 deg. 

Uniform finished products depend on uniform parts. 

In this vat, KLH blends its own unique formulae for cone material. 

KLH molds its own speaker cones. 

KLH cones are uniform. KLH speaker systems are uniform. 

Research and Development Corp. Cambridge, Massachusetts 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

INFORMATION 
Not so long ago the mahatmas of hi 0 

were solemnly preaching anent loud- 
speaker enclosures that "the bigger the 
box, the better the sound." Since the 
advent of etereo, this catch -phrase to no 
longer heard. The reason, obviously. is 
purely commercial. The monaural market 
was able to swallow one big box, but the 
etereo market couldn't swallow two. 

Since necessity is the mother of In- 
vention, this situation created a galaxy 
of new geniuses. Though they had never 
thought of It before etereo, or even said 
It couldn't be done, there suddenly ap- 
peared a rash of small boxee, even 
"shelf- size," all with the most astonish- 
ing attributes. They were "even better" 
than their big brothers. Actually. they 
were nothing more than smaller versions 
of the same old bass- reflexes and folded - horns with their Inevitable boom and 
distortion. 

Some time before this stereo -forced 
miniaturization, an entirely new, defini- 
tive and compact loudspeaker enclosure 
was invented . an invention of such 
outstanding novelty and merit that 
fifteen claims . all that were asked 

. were allowed by the Patent Office. 
Equally valuable foreign patents were 
also granted. The principle was in- 
genious, logical and scientific, and should 
appeal at once to anyone who has per- 
ception enough to grasp the idea. 

The best loudspeaker enclosure is, 
obviously, the totally enclosed cabinet 
because it is entirely neutral and neither 
adds to, nor takes from, speaker perform- 
ance. Unfortunately, it muet be large 
(20 cubic feet) or the enclosed air acts 
as a cushion upon cone movement, 
thereby impairing reproduction. The Bradford Baffle, by its patented pressure 
relief valve, eliminates this air pres- 
sure, and can, therefore, be made com- 
pact . only a few inches larger than the speaker itself . without sacrific- 
ing any of the performance values in- herent in the large Infinite baffle. Fur- 
thermore, there is no cabinet resonance, 
boom or distortion. For these reasons, 
the Bradford Bailie was and is the only compact cabinet fully equal to, or better than, the large enclosures, either 
before or after stereo. 

Totally enclosed "acoustic suspension" 
systems have become popular. The Brad- ford Baffle was the original "acoustic 
suspension," only better, for the degree 
of "suspension" is automatically self - adjusting. 

The Bradford Baffle is made in two 
sizes ... one for 8s, 10e, and one for 12e 
and 15s, in all popular hardwoods, 
priced from $34.50 to $69.50. Made and 
finished better than most expensive, 
custom furniture. 

Sold separately, for only $85.00, is the Bakers Ultra 12" speaker. For those 
who appreciate natural facsimile Instead 
of calculated artificiality, this Is the 
finest speaker ever made. Its superiority 
is accomplished by ingenious cone de- 
sign, plastic foam surround, 18,000 gauss 
magnet, and other exclusive features, 
without which ultimate reproduction is 
impossible. 

If you love music, unalloyed ; If boom 
and distortion shock your nervous sys- 
tem ; and if you have ever stopped to 
wonder how the "bigger the box, the 
better the sound" advocates can now 
promote "shelf -size," bass -reflexes and 
folded -horns that are "even better than 
ever," write for literature. Bradford 
Audio Corporation, 27 East 38th St., 
New York 16, N. Y. 

Advertisement 
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Now, imagine sound energy traveling 
in a plane wave as shown in Fig. 8, ap- 
proaching the microphone 90 deg. off the 
major axis. Also assume L (length of line 
or tube) _A, the wavelength at the fre- 
quency we are observing. 

At the same instant of time sound will 

Fig. 9. Diagram of angle of incidence 
of 90 deg. 

73 1 

6,2 

PHASE LAG / i D. 9,5,1 

8,4 
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE -180° 

Fig. 10. Diagram of angle of incidence 
of 180 deg. 

enter all openings along the tube in 
phase, but each increment of sound pres- 
sure has to travel a different path length 
to reach the diaphragm. Sound entering 
#1 would be one wavelength behind that 
entering #9, and thus be in phase with 
that at #9 as shown in the vector dia- 
gram in Fig. 9. (One revolution clock- 
wise represents a phase lag of 360 deg. 
or one wavelength.) 

Consider #2 and #6 on the diagram. 
They cancel each other because they are 
separated by one -half wavelength. Com- 
paring the phase of the sound entering 
hole #3 with #7 and #4 with #8, it 
can be seen all will cancel leaving a mini- 
mum pressure to affect the generating 
element. 

Now consider the case of sound enter- 
ing from the rear of the microphone 
using the same frequency as before 
where ), = L. Sound enters hole #9 and 
in addition travels on to hole #5, enters, 
and travels back down the inside of the 
tube to #9 making a total path length 
equal to a wavelength or a 360 -deg lag, 
as marked on the diagram in Fig. 10. 

A similar effect occurs at opening #3; 
sound travels 3 /4l from #9 to #3 on 
the outside of the tube and then 3 /4x 
back to #9 on the inside of the tube, 
giving a vector in position shown in 
Fig. 10. 

If there were an infinite number of 
holes or a slot along the tube would give 

Fig. 11. Polar patterns for line microphones having various values of LÌ.. 

Fig. 12. Frequency 
vs. wavelength of 

sound in air. 
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Fig. 13. Simple pressure -gradient micro 
phone. 

vectors on the diagram which would all 
cancel just as in the ease for the angle of 
incidence of 4 = 90 deg. 

An equation which expresses the ratio 
of the output of a line microphone, such 
as the one discussed, at an angle 4 to 
the output for ß = O as follows' : 

Sin- (L -L cos 45) 

Re- 

(1 -Leos fs) 

where L= effective length of line 
microphone 

40= angle of incident sound 
). = wave length of sound at 

the observed frequency 
The polar pattern of a line microphone 
for various values of line length L com- 
pared to wavelength of sound is shown 
in Fig. 11, and it is seen that for a fixed 
length of line or tube the pattern be- 
comes sharper as the frequency in- 
creases. 

From the chart of Fig. 12 the sound 
wavelength )< for a given frequency can 
be found using air as a medium of trans- 
mission. 

Consider the line microphone one foot 
long -L =1 foot. The polar pattern at 
1130 cps would be as shown at (C) in 
Fig. 13 because L/. =1. At X = 4 feet 
or 283 cps the microphone response 
would be nearly equal in all directions 
as shown at (A). The directivity in the 
100 -cps range is important for a direc- 
tional microphone in order to reject pos- 
sible reverberation pickup. Thus, this 
1 -ft. line microphone would be objec- 
tionable in the frequency range of 100- 
400 cps because of poor directivity. 

The solution to this problem is simple. 
Extend the line of the microphone to a 
little more than 51/2 feet and a pattern as 
at (B) in Fig. 11 would be obtained at 
100 cps. Or, better yet, make the line 11 
feet long and obtain a polar pattern as 
shown at (C) at 100 cps. This results in 
a very narrow acceptance angle at high 
frequencies in addition to cumbersome 
length and weight. 

The Sound Spot keeps the microphone 
length reasonably short by using an ef- 
fective line microphone of one foot in 
length and adding a pressure gradient 
microphone to give a cardioid p:ilar pat- 

' Ibid, p. 323. 

(Continued on page 71) 

YOU be the judge of knight- kitröval ue 
FREE examination privilege 
More and more people are find- 
ing out how easy it is to build 
exciting Knight -Kits, how satis- 
fying they are to own, and how 
much they save. 

If you haven't yet enjoyed the 
experience and fun of building 
and owning a Knight -Kit, we in- 
vite you to take advantage of our 
free examination offer Order 
any Knight -Kit. Examine it on 

build your own stereo hi-fi. 

arrival. Inspect the quality of the 
components, the circuitry, the 
easy -assembly manual. We're so 
confident you'll want the kit, we 
can make this offer: If you're not 
COMPLETELY SATISFIED just re- 
turn the kit for full refund. 

Order a Knight -Kit now. Know 
the thrill of the most satisfying 
build -your -own experience. 

.. save up to 50% 

Model 
Y -774J 

,:- -,. ! 
knight -kit Deluxe 40 -Watt Stereo Amplifier Kit 
Features: Full 40 watts of clean stereo sound Two fully integrated, 
built -in preamps Exceptional control versatility Single knob channel 

only balance and separate dual concentric tone controls for each channel 
Full -frequency range center channel output for 3- speaker stereo 

system Exclusive printed circuit switches for easy assembly 
Outputs for stereo tape recording Beautiful case in Cordovan gray 

$5 down vinyl, bonded to steel; Desert Beige and Sand Gold extruded aluminum 
escutcheon; 41íL x 151/2 x 111/ <" Shpg. wt., 23 lbs. 

$7950 

Model 
Y -731J Features: Separate FM and AM tuning sections, with moving -bar 

"magic eye" tuning indicator for each Dynamic Sideband Regulation 
only (DSR) on FM for purest, distortion -free reception Sectionalized 

construction for easy addition of "built -in" multiplex 2` /a µv sensitivity 
Double limiter -discriminator FM circuit -adjustable AFC Precisely 

aligned RF and IF transformers in FM section Styling matches 
40watt amplifier above; 41/4 x 151 x 161/4" Shpg. wt., 23 lbs. 

knight -kit Deluxe FM -AM Stereo Tuner Kit 

$8750 

$5 down 

New Easy Terms: 
Only $5 down (or less) 
on orders up to $200. 
Up to 24 months to pay. 

SEND POR MEW 
ALLIED CATALOG 

See the complete Knight -Kit 
hi -fi component line, includ- 
ing scores of amplifiers, 
tuners and speaker sys- 
tems. For everything in 
buildyour -own hi -fi, for 
everything in Electronics, 
get the 1960 Allied Catalog. 
Send for FREE copy today. 

order from 

ALLIED RADIO 
ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 53 -D 

!00 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 

Ship the following Knight -Kits. O Y -7741 Y -7311 

= enclosed. 

Send FREE 1960 Catalog featuring Knight -Kds. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State_ 
L -J 
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CHARLES A. 

STEREOPHONIC 
Louis Armstrong: Sotchmo Ploys King 
Oliver 

Audio Fidelity Stereo AFSD5930 
Like everyone else who Is celebrating a sixtieth birthday this year, the indefatigable 

Louis Armstrong has lived through his share 
of ups and downs. Although his measure of 
commercial success follows an upward curve 
as majestically as one of his trumpet climaxes, 
faithful collectors of his recorded output plot 
his course according to a number of artistic 
peaks. The first came at an early age, shortly 
after he packed his horn in a straw suitcase, 
left New Orleans in his twenty -second year 
and went to join King Oliver in Chicago. To- 
gether they made jazz history, projecting the exciting cornet breaks and exacting unison 
passages that serve to this day as models of 
New Orleans style. 

It was a creative period during which the 
youthful Armstrong gained the impetus to 
develop as a soloist, strike out on his own 
and eventually attain his present eminence as 
jazz ambassador to the world. Oliver had a slight inkling of this future rise to fame 
when he remarked, "I never could nor will 
play the cornet Louis does, but as long as he's with me, he can't hurt me." It was a combination of bad luck and ail health that hurt Oliver, who died in 1938 while working 
as a poolroom attendant in Georgia. No 
wonder Armstrong is a health faddist whom 
nothing seems to hurt, not even the grinding 
treadmill of countless one -nighters. But once 
set, his repertoire is likely to remain un- 
changed until all possibilities of exploiting it 
are exhausted. 

The high points in Armstrong's recorded 
career usually coincide with the times when 
be renews his material. By calling on the 
resources acquired as a youth, he consistently 
shows an ability to transform the tawdriest 
popular song. And the rarest treats are In 
store when he picks works that are as much 
a part of him as the air he breathes. Such 
were the results when George Avakian pre- 
vailed upon him to dedicate albums to W. C. Handy and Fats Waller. A similar occasion 
arose last fall, at Radio Recorders Studio in 
Hollywood, when the band was resting from 
the road and could enjoy assimilating the 
tunes of Oliver and his ern. The leader was 
busy taping a television show with Bing 
Crosby, a performer who always brings out 
the beet in Louis. as attested by the superb 
form shown on both the telecast and the 
dozen tunes here. 

No attempt is made to recreate original 
recordings, and if Armstrong says that Oliver 
might have played My Old Kentucky home, 
who is there to question his authority? Be- 
sides the Creole Jazz Band would be incom- 
plete without the Dodds brothers. Danny 
Barcelona provides dramatic drum breaks 
during the leader's vocal on Big Butter and 
Egg Man, and should not be ignored in the 
search for an heir to the throne of the late 
Sidney Catlett. If be ever takes the trouble 
to learn Baby Dodds' shimmy bent, his posi- 

MT The Parkway, Mamaroneck, N. Y. 
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ROBERTSON 
non among select company should be assured. 
He joins melodic Inventiveness and the punch 
required behind the driving trumpet solos, as 
it is, tucking in any loose ends with a shim- 
mering cymbal accent. Aided by bassist Mort Herbert, he brings a certain amount of rhyth- 
mic subtlety to a role which could easily be- 
come an exhibition of tricks. 

Billy Kyle is the lone accompanist to Louis 
on Frankie and Johnny, playing a background 
redolent of honky -tonks at the turn of the century. On Panama, his piano refrain sparkles with the gaiety of a Mardi Gras parade. Beside him marches Trummy Young. 
whose gutty trombone adds to the heat of Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight. But the atar of the supporting cast is Peanuts Hucko. 
a clarinetist who finally comes Into his own with glorious ensemble work and a perfect 
underlining of vocals. 

Armstrong devotees are well informed as to 
the changes wrought In his style during the transition from playing second horn to Oliver 
and a billing as the world's greatest Jazz trumpeter. Because he recalls the style used 
for each tune in its pristine state, the most important period in his development is neatly 
summarized, beginning with Drop That Sack. 
This popular adaptation of an old work song 
is phrased in the raggy, archaic manner of the men who preceded Louis. Nowhere is the 
debt to Bunk Johnson, Kid Howard, and others among his teachers more touchingly 
acknowledged than in the brisk, staccato en- semble passages. 

From this starting point, successive steps 
in his gradual break with the older way of playing can be detected on such tunes as Chimes Blues, Dr. Jazz, and Jelly Roll Blues. 
The fully fledged improvisor, who influenced 
so many musicians and changed the course of 
Jazz, is heard on St. James Infirmary, and I Ain't Got Nobody. They represent Louis at the height of his powers and are charged with the electric excitement he turns on to transfix 
n theater crowd. With characteristic vocals 
sprinkled throughout, including a scat chorus 
or two, the mixture blends the new and tradi- 
tional in a delightful survey of the crucial 
years in an astonishing career. 

Louis never sounded better in the studio. 
Stereo arrays the front line in correct march- 
ing order and aligns the rhythm men in 
depth. It was somewhat unsettling to hear 
hint finish a chores fortissimo, on previous 
recordings, to he followed by the piano at 
the same level. The use of the "l1í8" micro- 
phone technique spaces everyone properly 
without interfering with the ensemble voice. 
Armstrong's debut on this label is auspicious 
and his second appearance, with the Dukes of 
Dixieland, is due shortly. Their first session 

'together, which was announced as in the 
works, is being remade because of difficulties 
only a legal mind could fathom. 

Ahmed Abdul -Malik: East Meets West 
RCA Victor Stereo LSP2015 

In a second program aivued at melding 
Oriental and American music, Ahmed Abdul - 
Malik enlists a greater amount of Jazz talent 
in his cause with agreeable results. Johnny 
Griffin, tenor sax, and drummer Al Harewood 
are veterans of the first safari, having ven- 

tured across the desert sands to prepare a 
way for future caravans. Gathered at the oasis to greet them are Ahmed Yetman, a master of the 72- string kanoon, violinist 
Nairn Karacand, and a pair of darabekn drummers. Besides alternating on bass viol and oud, Abdul -Malik acts as benevolent guide and host, directing the newcomers to proper places in the solo order and maintaining strict discipline lest a cutting contest ensue. 

Lee Morgan, who is the first speaker for Jazz, unleashes a fiery trumpet salute that might easily start a revolution in cooler climes. After a vocal peace offering chanted 
by Jarkarawan Nasseur, the festivities pro- 
ceed smoothly, with Benny Colson and Jerome Richardson providing atmospheric touches. while trombonist Curtis Fuller contents him- self by playing the blues. As for the fine bass sound. ask any engineer experienced with the leader's tone what a Joy- it is to record. Ray Hall and Bernard Keville strike a nice bal- ance between the Western horns and the more delicate Eastern strings. As one who has ef- fected a rapprochement between different cul- tures, perhaps Abdul -Malik can find a couple of balalaika players for Duke Ellington and Louis Armstrong. It might help them to breach the Iron Curtain and tour Russia. If not, the State Department should try to get the pres- ent group through. 

Jon Hendricks: A Good Git- Together 
World Pacific Stereo 1283 

Called in San Francisco at Fugasi Hall, this meeting pretty well defies ordinary de- scriptive terms -to be believed, it must be heard. Congregated there under the minister- ing eye of Jon Hendricks are such devoted family units as the three Montgomery broth- ers, the Adderley pair, and Norwood Piondex- ter, the leader's own soul brother as previ- ously acknowledged on the tune Little Pony. The opening ceremony consists of the number Hendricks sang with Lambert and Ross to bring on the acts at the last Montgomery Jazz Festival, Everything Started in the house of the Lord, providing a firm foundation for what turns out to be a combined vocal and instrumental jam session. Nearly everything that happens is completely spontaneous, de- spite passages prepared in advance by pianist Gildo Mahones, who also roughed out a pre- liminary sketch of The Shouter. Hendricks makes up the title tune on the spot, and re- calls two of the hits he wrote for Louts Jor- dan. Next to actually being there in person, stereo is the only way to listen to the as- semblage and the excitement it generates. Even producer Bill Perkins beats a tambou- rine during the group singing. 

Sir Charles Thompson and The Swing 
Organ Columbia Stereo CS8205 

When there are too few big hands around to satisfy even sidemen, the number of frustrated hand leaders is bound to be large. Sir Charles Thompson, a great admirer of the Basle band, would be perfectly content as Its pianist, let alone lead. As both posts are already filled by the Count, he channels his Impulses through the Hammond organ, sublimating them thor- oughly by playing like the whole Basie band. Aiding in this admirable project are J. C. Heard on drums, Aaron Bell, bass, Perry France, tenor sax, and Rudy Rutherford, clarinet. Also a piano and spare organ, as Thompson utilizes three instruments without resort to multiple recording. If he practices any trickery, it is in making the whole thing seem deceptively easy. The people who manu- facture electronic organs have a floe promo- tional opportunity for instruction folios, which might actually make it easy, If prepared by the likes of Jackie Davis, Shirley Scott, Jimmy Smith. and Sir Charles in particular. 
April Love, I Get A Kick Out Of You, Lady In Red, and other standards are swung lightly, but seven original tunes are written to bring out the voice of a full band. The two horns 

blend well within the organ, and Thompson 
finds stops for the trombone sound of Dickle 
Wells or the shout of Jimmy Rushing on the 
blues. While tickling the piano with one hand, he nudges out organ chords that neither 
Hammond nor any other company can pro- 
vide through automatic devices. They should encourage Sir Charles to reveal a few of his 
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secrets. The stereo effects are brilliantly con- 
ceived, due to both the placement of instru- 
ments and their use in conjuring up Basie 
riffs and section work. Plenty of bass, too. 

Jimmy Rushing: Rushing Lullabies 
Columbia Stereo CS8196 

Joe Williams: Everyday I Have The Blues 
Roulette Stereo SR52033 

Delving back into shared memories, these 
veteran blues singers chance to come up with 
totally different title lists. In fact, Rushing 
seems to have anticipated the rival effort by 
writing One Evening, a spirited finish to 
Everyday. Aside from Did You Ever, another 
blues fresh from his pen, the tunes have been 
in and out of his program for years. But some 
lie has never recorded and all are stereo firsts. 
Little Jimmy directs the accompanying group 
himself, calling on soloists, and furnishing a 
shining example of how to swing. Most of the 
early problems of bringing a voice, an organ, 
and other instruments together in stereo are 
solved in this instance, with Sir Charles 
Thompson providing a firm organ foundation 
to support solos by Buddy Tate, tenor sax ; 

Ray Bryant, piano ; Skeeter Best, guitar ; 

Gene Ramey, bass, and Jo Jones, drums. 
Joe Williams engages in a remake of eleven 

favorites for stereo and his latest label affilia- 
tion. Thad Jones and Frank Foster have re- 
furbished the arrangements, and Al Grey 
wields his trombone with fierce abandon 
throughout. His muted responses are growled 
In a manner which spurs the singer to new 
heights. Included are Big Bill Broonzy's Just 
A Dream, Pete Johnson's Cherry Red, and 
Bushings' Good Morning Blues. Count Basie 
leads his band from the piano on this one, 
but his spirit is present on both. 

Duke Ellington: Festival Session 
Columbia Stereo CS8200 

Just before sailing on a European lour, 
Duke Ellington tied a full summer of festival 
activities into a neat package, including all 
the new works introduced during the season 
and a few from former years. Due to the ad- 
vance preparation and shouted instructions 
from the lender, the session was wrapped up 
in the space of one morning. The annual bout 
between Paul Gonzalves and tenor sax is now 
given a full production, with the whole or- 
chestra cheering the contenders on Copout 
Extension. The battle scene shifts to Sam 
Woodyard and Jimmy Johnson. who engage to 
a stereo drum duel refereed by the Duke. 

After the smoke clears away, the band set- 
tles down to a study of tactics on Idiom '59, 
which begins with a soulful clarinet passage 
by Russell Procope and gathers momentum 
through three stages until everyone is in 
action. Clark Terry, Britt Woodman, Jimmy 
Hamilton and Gonzalves don space helmets 
on Launching Pad, piloting the rocket ship 
bearing the rest of the crew to Duke's own 
private planet. Terry returns for his trumpet 
part on Perdido, and Johnny Hodges recalls 
Things Ain't What They Used To Be. Among 
his travels, Ellington has evidently given some 
thought to stereo, fortifying the two drum- 
mers with bassists Jimmy Woode and Joe 
Benjamin, as well as sharpening the contrast 
between sections for excellent results all 
around. 

Jacques Loussier: Play Bach 
London Stereo PS188 

Dave Brubeck: Time Out 
Columbia Stereo CS8192 

Ever since Bach was first swung by Alec 
Templeton in the Thirties, his music has in- 
trigued jazz pianists, some studying him for 
form and others turning his familiar phrases 
Into clichés. Just how much it has become a 
part of the language of modern jazz is de- 
tailed in a syllabus provided by Jacques 
Loussier, a young Frenchman who sums up 
the situation once and for all. After this, 
there can be no excuse for not recognizing 
Bach when some newly discovered genius 
borrows from him in the middle of an im- 
provisation. With a rhythmic assist from 
bassist Pierre Michelot and Christian Garros 
on drums, Loussier probes eight of the mas- 
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ter's piano pieces with dexterous fingers, let- 
ting the clichés fall where they may. They 
seen glad to be back home, while the trio 
sounds best on the Toccata, which so far has 
escaped being ransacked to any great extent. 
The piano is beautifully recorded, and the 
stereo picture compact. 

Dave Brubeck likes to toy with musical 
forms from any geographical location as well 
as the classics. Ile picks up n fair quota of 
worn devices on the way, Just as alto saxist 
Paul Desmond is apt to throw in a wade or 
two, even though they are soon discarded. On 
the present experiment with unusual time 
signatures, drummer ,hoe Morello allows 
neither time nur opportunity to indulge in 
such luxuries. The quartet is kept as busy 
as a cat on a hot tin roof, a simile which 
might be used to title one of seven originals. 
If the listener wants to be any less busy, he 
had better forget about rhythmic variation 
and regard the tunes as a Turkish -flavored 
blues, a couple of waltzes, and some up- 
tempo numbers. Caught in a crossfire from 

Morello and bassist Eugene Wright, Brubeck 
has no such easy out and tights his way clear 
by pianisitc prowess alone. At least, he never 
stands still and stereo helps to keep up with 
him. 

Art Farmer: The Aztec Suite 
United Artists Stereo UAS5062 

Stan Kenton: Viva Kenton! 
Capitol Stereo SW 1305 

Chico O'Farrell arrived from Cuba in 19.48 
to study composition with Bernard Wage- 
tutor, wrote arrangements for Goodman. Ken- 
ton, and Gillespie, and later organized a band 
of his own. Now studying in Mexico. he ex- 
pects his First Symphony to be premiered in 
Havana this year. During the course of a 
short vacation, Art Farmer prevailed upon 
him to plan enough material to fill an LP. 
Once completed, it was turned over to Al 
Cohn, who conducts a studio orchestra of 
twenty -one pieces. including three Latin per- 
cussionists to assist drummer Charlie l'ersip. 

GRADO 
"Truly the world's finest..." 

Master Stereo Cartridge 

Custom Stereo Cartridge 

Micro Balance Tone Arm 

a.,.-..- 
I 

$49.50 

$32.50 

$29.95 

Skilled watchmakers working to almost unbelievable toler- 
ances, handcraft each GRADO Stereo Cartridge to a degree 
of performance which has become a universal standard of 
quality. 
Extremely low surface noise due to phenomenally wide fre- 
quency response, coupled with extremely low distortion and 
excellent channel separation, achieve uncompromising realism. 
Full bodied sound alive with delicate timbres, combined with 
wide dynamic range, will thrill you with the impact of a live 
performance. 

GRADO LABORATORIES, INC. 
4614 Seventh Ave., Brooklyn 20, N. Y.- Export- Simontrice, 25 Warren St., N.Y.C. 

The Suite, an original work which fills one 
side, Is episodic and ranges from the stately 
tread of a ceremonial procession to the wild 
abandon of an Aztec sacrificial orgy. Farmer's 
lyric trumpet style is particularly appropri- 
ate in the slower passages, which are all the 
more attractive for using rhythms not often 
heard from a battery of this type. On live 
arrangements which complete the set, the 
drummers whip up a frenzy not equalled 
since Gillespie disbanded. Included are 
t :renet's Drume, Negrifa, Heat Ware, and 
IPood'yn Yon. 

Stan Kenton. who is frequently deadly 
serious about a frivolous ballad, relaxes ou 
a Latin dance set. He even encourages unison 
band vocals, permits humorous brays from 
the trombones, and places three extra percus- 
sionists about the stereo stage. Besides dress- 
ing Kenton standards for the tropics, Gene 
Roland contributes eight colorful originals, 
allotting lively solos to Rolf Ericson, Chuck 
Mariano, and John Bonnie. Kenton should 
take such outings more often. 

Art Pepper: Modern Jazz Classics 
Contemporary Stereo S7568 

Something New, Something Blue 
Columbia Stereo CS8183 

The tcork of live young eon Anse r -a rra urge rs 
1s demonstrated on these two albums, and 
lurking in the background is a sixth, Gil 
Evans, whose successful example seems to 
have fostered the planning of both. His prac- 
tice of shaping a set of band numbers about 
one principal soloist is followed by Marty 
Pasch, who builds on the framework of 
twelve established modern Jazz standards to 
form no integrated whole. The fortunate 
choice of Art Pepper enables the project to 
maintain the desired flow of consistent Im- 
provisntton and still avoid the hazard of 
sameness entailed by stretching it over the 
length of an LP. In addition to the alto sax. 
his primary instrument. Pepper alternates on 
tenor sax, plays clarinet on Anthropology, and 
helps out as a reed section leader. More im- 
portant Is a capacity for fitting his style to 
the music, regardless of its ideologic or geo- 
graphic origins. Pasch directs the supporting 
West Coast eleven. In which Mel Lewis, Jack 
Sheldon, and Russ Freeman star, and the 
stereo is as fully integrated as the perform- 
ance. 

Credit Evans again for showing that a con- 
trasting mixture of old and new can make a 
pleasantly varied program. Four contempo- 
raries, all based in New York, take turns con- 
ducting hand -picked studio octets in a blues 
original apiece, following each with a fa- 
miliar blues in a new arrangement from their 
respective pens. Many listeners find this for- 
mat more enlightening than a diet restricted 
to a composer's latest works, especially when 
the men involved are noted for avant -garde 
tendencies. On this occasion, the foursome is 
intent on having as much fun as during an 
afternoon spent on the golf links, and no bet- 
ter place could be found to meet its members. 
Manny Albam is paired with Tin Roof Blues, 
Teo Macero with Bt. Louis Blues, Teddy 
Charles with Blues In The Night, and Bill 
Russo with Davenport Blues. All are experts 
at scoring for rich, full sound, and in stereo 
the two groups used seem larger than eight 
men. 

Bud Shank: Latin Contrasts 
World Pacific Stereo 1281 

Dave Pell: The Big Small Bands 
Capitol Stereo ST1309 

Bud Shank and Laurindo Almeida present 
an encore to their previous album together, 
"Holiday in Brazil," ranging further afield on 
this occasion in the search for thematic ma- 
terial. Of ten tunes, all arranged by Almeida. 
seven are originals which they brought back 
to develop through relaxed and unstudied im- 
provisations. The light, airy melodies contain 
both a gentle lyric quality and bits of humor. 
Alternating on flute and alto sax, Shank 
matches the tone and volume of his instru- 
ment to Almeida's unampllfied guitar, enabling 
their sound to meet and mesh in stereo. 
Clinch Flores, on drums, compensates for the 
lack of a Latin percussionist, and his rhyth- 
mic companion iv Gary P.-a,,,.k. As before, 
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jazz and classical elements are joined in a 
curious mixture suitable for serious listening 
or a quiet mood. 

Dave Pell employs a total of twenty -three 
musicians to recreate the sounds of a dozen 
historic small bands. none of which was as 
subdued as the quartet just considered. Be- 
cause of the intent to duplicate the originals 
down to the exact intonation and expression 
of the soloists, each man on the list is essen- 
tial to the project. No more than eleven are 
in action at once, but the liner assigns each 
specialist a number so that substitutions can 
be readily discerned. Cootie Williams, Bud 
Freeman, and the late Lester Young among 
others are not on the list, but their sound is 
on the record. Among the groups picked are 
those of John Kirby, Raymond Scott, Miles 
Davis, and Gerry Mulligan. with or without 
stereo, the sound is bound to be an Improve- 
ment over the originals. 

Andre Previn: King Size 
Contemporary Stereo S7570 

Every so often Andre Previa gathers up 
the members of his trio, leaves a busy Hol- 
lywood schedule of composing and arranging 
behind, and goes on tour to play in jazz clubs 
about the country. A brief survey of his 
career on the excellent liner notes reveals 
much about Previa and why be feels this ac- 
tivity is necessary to his development as a 
jazz pianist. Ile tells how his classical train- 
ing was a detriment to his jazz work at one 
time "because I was too much concerned with 
flawless technique and with getting around 
the piano titan I was with playing ideas." 
His thoughts on the problem of making jazz 
more than a hobby, albeit a lucrative one, and 
pursuing at the same time a profession that 
includes nearly thirty classical concerts a 
season, are engrossing reading. But for the 
answers, both Previa and the listener must 
turn to the contents of the album, recorded 
after the trio had enjoyed a period of renewal 
on the rond. 

Among a quartet of ballads are two blues 
of the sort that come only at the end of a 
long evening spent pleasing the customers and 
satisfying requests. They are full of the re- 
lease musicians find in the blues and contain 
probing solos from Red Mitchell, on bass, 
backed up by drummer Frankie Capp. Previn 
keeps them going for about ten minutes apiece, 
while engineer Howard Holzer captures a fine 
after -hours sound. 

tarty Elgart: Saratoga 
RCA Victor LSP2166 

Lightning always strikes twice, according 
to the old adage. but not a cloud darkened 
the horizon when Larry Elgart accepted an 
assignment to extract a dance set from the 
Harold Arlen and Johnny Mercer musical. So 
perhaps it was a case of adding insult to in- 
jury- that stranded the band, close to the 
show's locale, in a snowdrift at Junius Point, 
New York, during a blizzard shortly after the 
album was released. Anyhow, now that the 
production's fate is sealed, anything salvaged 
from the score will be due to Elgart and the 
efforts of his arrangers, John Murtaugh and 
Ernie Wilkins. Also the wordless vocal effects 
of Carol Sloane are an improvement on the 
original lyrics in llave You Heard, Saratoga, 
and Goose Never Be A Peacock. There is the 
always elegant Elgart sound, the tunes should 
mellow with age, and confirmed addicts of 
show albums will find it a more agreeable 
souvenir than the one prepared by the origi- 
nal Broadway cast. 

Henry Mancini: The Mancini Touch 
RCA Victor Stereo LSP2101 

Viewers of the "Peter Gunn" series can take 
this opportunity to catch a glimpse of the 
composer of its jazz background music in a 
different setting. Having left the homely pre- 
cincts of Mother's for the nonce, Henry Man- 
cini is ensconced in a hotel ballroom exclusive 
enough to afford twenty string players on the 
premises. Also in the orchestra are four 
French horns, four trombones, two solo wood- 
winds and a rhythm section. Mancini employs 
the unusual instrumentation to dispense soft 
swing at danceable tempos, adapting to this 
treatment such suitable jazz standards as 
Snowfall, Bijou, Trov'lin' Light, and Like 
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Practical Applications of A C Amplifiers 

Amplifiers have e in some 
a:, This latest edition in Tung -Sot's stimulating and highly informative sine~ 

is devoted to a vital analysis of the critical roles AC Amp 

of the most important industrial electronic circuits. in Issue 
ui . 

y 
e 

benefit from crisp discussions of vibration analysis equipment . sp special 

capacciitanceeprobe 
circuits. You' 

audio 

ll J scoverhow they work rand the im - u 

tant jobs they assume to industry. 

You'll learn: 

1 

How electronics measures all-important liquid levels remotely 

in one of the most ingenious ways 
seise 

How Hartley oscillators help to keep liquid levels at very pr 

heights automatically? 

Why pure frequency" control signal transmission lets you 

telemeter perhaps 60 or 100 different channels of information on 

the some telephone cable? is? 

What the real significance of vibration analysis equipment 

How this equipment operates? 

How amplifiers are instrumental in checking the "dynamic 

balance" of rotating machinery, like motors or generators? Why 
h, 

without this critical check, high -speed rotation could make e 

machinery "fly apart"' 

You'll get answers to these and many 

other important questions. Ten big 

nations help give real depth to your un- 

derstanding of AC amplifier applications. 

Like every other issue in Tung -Sot's ex- 

citing, much -talked -about series, this lat- 

est is expressly gored to the serviceman 

or the technically- minded person plan- 

ning a servicing career in the rapidly grog - 

ing industrial electronics field. You'll 
u 

glad to add this issue to yo per 

library of Tung -Sol Tips. It's crammed 

full of information that's aimed to help 

you in your lob Write today foryotil COPY' 

Back issues still available... 
but going very fast 

1'1) get a full understanding of the material in this issue, you 
should have some awareness of the operation of ac amplifiers, 
thyratrons or photoelectric tubes, for example. These were all the 
subjects of careful analysis in preceding issues of Tips. And they'll 
also serve as the springboard for discussions in issues of Tips 
that'll be coming up very soon. You can still get copies of these 
back issues. But supply is limited. So get your request in now. 
Back issues avàilable: (1) Semiconductor Rectifiers; (2) Gas - 
filled Rectifiers; (3) Theory of Thyratron Operation; (4) Practi- 
cal Applications of Thyratrons; (5) Photoelectric Theory and 
Operations; (6) AC Amplifiers. Specify which you would need 
to complete your Tung -Sol Tips library. 

TUNG-SOL 
TUNG -SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. J. 

SALES OFFICES: Atlanta, Ga.; Columbus, Ohio; Culver City, 
Calif.; Dallas, Texas; Denver, Colo.; Detroit, Mich.; Irvington, 
N. J. Melrose Park, Ill.; Newark, N. J.; Philadelphia, Pa.; 
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l'oo'p. Any fanciful modern touch is kept 
front the strings, which form a deep cushion 
for the brass, and four originals call forth 
his favorite walking bass. Bob Bain's guitar 
and Vic Feldmnan's marimba are well displayed 
In stereo, as recorded by Al Schmitt at Vic- 
tor's Music Center of the World in Holly- 
wood. 

MONOPHONIC 
Bob Wilber: The Music of Sidney Bechet 

Classic Editions CJ5 

A particularly warm and moving tribute i- 
paid here to Sidney Becket, the famed New 
Orleans veteran who died in France last year. 
Bob Wilber, a musician uniquely fitted to 
carry out the project, heads a superb septet 
and provides new arrangements of eleven of 
his late friend's compositions as a small token 
of his esteem. He devotes ample liner notes 
to the story of their long relationship which 
began with the purchase of a record while he 
was still a youth living in Scarsdale, New 
York, grew closer when he became a pupil of 
the master, and culminated in their playing 
soprano sax duets on the stand together. 
With these qualifications, Wilber might easily 
step into his mentor's shoes and duplicate his 
recorded solos. Such is not the intent at this 
session, happily, and he neglected to bring a 
soprano sax to the studio, playing instead 
clarinet, tenor sax, and bass clarinet. 

A good share of Bechets tunes were limited 
to his virtuoso displays. Because he liked to 
solo and played many instruments, RCA Vic- 
tor picked him to make what was billed as 
the first commercial release of a multiple re- 
cording on which one person accounted for all 
the band parts. Other tunes were fragments 
used as a base for brilliant improvisations. 
Georgia Cabin, for instance, developed from 
a strain of Lonesome Road. They were so 
much Bechet's private property that not many 
other musicians performed them. Until Wilber 
took them in hand, most were fated for obli- 
vion. While respecting the identity of each 
tune as well as the Becket spirit, lie succeeds 
in producing works that are suitable for many 
small groups playing today. No wonder the 
soprano sax is omitted. 

The melodies cover a variety of moods and 
the players are eminently capable. Dick Cary, 
a substitute at the last minute for Buck 
Clayton, is on trumpet, Vie Dickinson on 
trombone, and guitarist Barry Galbraith 
moves up to become a voice in the front line. 
The rhythm section consists of pianist Dick 
Wellstood, bassist Leonard Gaskin, and drum- 
mer Bobby Donaldson. An offshoot of Music 
Minus One, the label is used to designate re- 
leases not containing the company's usual 
instrumental material. The same care Is be- 
stowed on the planning and preparation, how- 
ever, and Dave 1Linock is the engineer. 

Workin' With The Miles Davis Quintet 
Prestige PRLP7166 

As the third album gleaned from the twen- 
ty- four titles recorded by the Miles Davis 
Quintet of 1956 -7, in a historic two -part ses- 
sion, this production lives up to the standards 
set on the others and carries its own recom- 
mendation. Something for admirers of each 
of the group's several aspects is included, 
with the leader moving gingerly through soft, 
muted choruses on It Never Entered My Mind. 
Slightly more hardy is Brubeck's In Your 
Own Sweet Way, while his trumpet 
voice emerges in full potency on Half Nelson, 
and n new version of Four. What is reputed 
to be the first trio appearance in the studio 
by lied Garland occurs on Ahmad's Blues, 
now finally released after the pianist has five 
LP's to his credit. Needless to say, consider- 
ably more piano is played than the title's 
namesake usually offers, although Paul Cham- 
bers roves through a bowed bass solo. 

Informal readings of the group's theme, 
complete with drum rolls from Philly Joe 
Jones, close out each side, and John Coltrane 
expands the material into a throbbing blues 
opus for tenor sax. The unison ending looks 
back to a New Orleans ensemble as it might 
play Down By The Riverside, and forward 
to the current gospel trend. The Quintet's 
timeless quality, which others are still trying 
to capture, makes the recording sound freshly 
minted. 

J 
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surface mounting. Non -resonant Fiber- 
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Shirley Scott: Shirley Ploys The Duke 
Prestige 7163 

One supreme test of the jazz artist who 
lays claim to an original style is the musk 
of Duke Ellington. All the composer's tunes 
are tailored to fit bis band as a whole and the 
individual members in particular. Each of his 
recordings becomes a reference point by which 
future performances are judged. In meeting 
the challenge, Shirley Scott gives more at- 
tention to obtaining a full orchestral sound 
than before, adapting a number of Ellington's 
tonal colors to the organ. At the same time 
she develops the melodies at length in char- 
acteristic single line solos, and retains ber 

own pizzicato effects and other Identifying 
patterns. Her approach is bright and feminine 
on /n A Mellotone, becomes brisk and mascu- 
line on C Jam Blues, and swings all the way. 
She engages a piano in brief conversations 
with the organ on several of the eight num- 
bers, but the comments of bassist George 

Duvivier are more to the point. Arthur Edge - 
hill is on drums. Altogether the organist's 
best effort, and a stereo version should be 

fort btom i n g. 

The Mastersounds In Concert 
World Pacific WP1269 

The Wes Montgomery Trio 
Riverside RLP12 -310 

During a tour of the college circuit last 
spring, The Mastersounds alighted at Pasa- 
denn Junior College long enough to be re- 

corded for the first time before a "live" audi- 
ence. Playing one of their typical concert 
programs, they specialize in jazz tunes of 
proven appeal and their delivery is of the 
sort to command attention. Like Brubeck and 
a few other modernists. they know how to 
hold the interest of n group of younger listen- 
ers and still not play down to it. Among the 
chief attractions are the lyric sounds Buddy 
Montgomery's mallets elicit from the vibes. 
the tasteful solos of pianist Richie Crabtree, 
and the closely integrated support of drum- 
mer Benny Barth and Monk Montgomery on 

electric bass. 
The most profitable moments spent in a 

recording studio by The Mastersounds were 
undoubtedly those occasions when a third 
Montgomery sat in on guitar, raising a ques- 
tion as to why be was not made a perma- 
nent member. Well, it seems that brother 
Wes is kept close to the hometown of In- 
dianapolis by a family that includes six chi! 
dren. There he holds two jobs, working regu 
lar hours at the Turf Bar, and playing after 
hours nt the Missile Room. If his first LP 
falls short of the high expectation which 
awaited it, the blame may be attributed to 
the length of time taken to reach the after - 
hours spot. Those who are patient will be re- 

warded by Montgomery's own Missile Blues, 
and Jingles. Other guitarists and musicians 
rather than casual listeners are likely to be 

fascinated by his unusual chording on stand- 
ards. Melvin Rhyne. on electric organ, and 
drummer Patti Parker complete the trio. 

The Exciting Artistry of Will Holt 
Elektra EKL1 B1 

Since disk jockeys and Bobby Darin man- 
aged to usurp Mack The Knife, many listeners 
have closed their ears to the Kurt Weill song. 
A few hardy souls may be enticed into letting 
Will Holt prove it need not be delivered in a 

monotonous bellow over a bumpy. repetitious 
beat. News of his performance may even 
spread front this source to persons sworn to 
turn elsewhere at the first gleam of shark's 
teeth, convincing them that the work can be 

enjoyed once more. Nestling among four other 
Weill songs, it glistens with the gemlike qual- 
ity of the composer's original intent. Holt. 
singing in German and English, also brings a 

high polish to Bilbao, Alabama Sony, Kano- 
nett, and Sailor's Tango. Let's hope they never 
acquire the tarnish needed to make them 
popular on the air waves. Although known as 

an accomplished folk singer, Holt works skill- 
fully in a number of metiers, programming 
/ Lore Paris, and When The World Was 
Young. Especially good are the seldom heard 
Eagle And Me, and Broadway Is A Tame 
street. Carl Lynch is an imaginative ac- 
companist on guitar. JE 
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FOR LASTING ECONOMY 
Precision design and rugged construction to meet the exacting, 
professional requirements of the broadcast industry assure long, 
trouble -free life for true economy. 

Consistently high performance and virtually trouble -free operation 
of the Ampex 351 have established it as the first choice of not only 
broadcasters, but educators, professional recording studios, research 
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Actual case histories document the fact that Ampex, on a cost -per- 
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for new comprehensive catalog 2031. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
Sherwood Stereo Tuner. Any form of 
present or projected stereo reception is 
possible with the new Model S -2200 tuner 
recently introduced by Sherwood Elec- 
tronic Laboratories, Inc., 4300 N. Califor- 
nia Ave., Chicago It, Ill. Consisting of separate AM and FM tuners on a single 
chassis for AM -FM stereo, or monophonic, 
operation, the tuner also is equipped to accept an internal plug -in adapter for FM 
multiplex. The model AMX multiplex 
adapter is available as an accessory. Two 

MAY 
MN. 71.11.11 

"acro- beam" tuning lamps assure critical tuning on both AM and FM. FM sensitiv- 
ity is 0.95 microvolt for 20 db quieting. 
AM section permits selection of either a 
15 -kc audio bandwidth for wide -range re- ception or a 5 -kc bandwidth for sharp 
selectivity. A filter traps out 10 -kc inter - 
station whistle without reducing audio re- sponse more than 3.0 db at 8 kc. Precision 
dial calibration on both FM and AM al- 
lows tuning accuracy of 1.0 per cent, eliminating the need for a separate log- ging scale. The S -2200 is distinctively styled to match Sherwood amplifiers. 

D -1 

Impedance Meter. The Vierling Model 
Z -800 direct- reading impedance meter per- 
mits the direct measurement of the abso- 
lute values of any apparent resistance in 
the range from 0.3 ohm to 1.0 megohm. It is readable to 3.0 megohms. The meas- 
uring frequency is 800 cps. Impedance 
readings may easily be transposed into capacitance and inductance values. It is furthermore possible to use the Z -800 as a 800 -cps test oscillator with an internal 

resistance which Is at all times small 
when compared with the impedance value 
of the range chosen. Due to its high order 
of accuracy and the wide range it covers, 
this simple direct- reading instrument can 
replace many time -consuming and corn- 
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plicated :1_.. ,.ur,in,ut s. l'urtlua.- 
ntore, since it is quite small, and inde- 
pendent of outside power, its use is not restricted to the laboratory or work bench, 
but will find application in installation 
projects and other portable uses. Gotham 
Audio Corporation, 2 W. 46th St., New 
York 36, N.Y. D-2 

Andax Tweeter. Most recent addition to the new line of Audax loudspeakers is a 
cone -type tweeter with frequency range of 3000 to 18,000 cps. Designated 

Type A -35T, the speaker employs a hard 
paper cone with a sealed basket which conforms closely to the cone contour. 
Having a sealed acoustic rear chamber, 
it operates as a direct radiator and re- quires no horn. Features include a 2.5- 
ounce slug magnet housed in an extra - 
heavy yoke, a 4 -µf paper capacitor her- 
metically sealed in a metal containe7, and 

a perforated protective screen attached to the face. Power handling capacity is 25 watts. Manufactured by Audax, Inc., a division of the Rek -O -Kut Company, 
Corona, N.Y. D -3 

Crown Tape Recorder. Engineered to professional specifications throughout, the Crown Model 714 -C records and plays 
4 -track stereo, plays 2 -track stereo, and records and plays monophonically. It is a deluxe unit which affords three operating 
speeds and accepts 10 -in. reels. At 15 ips the frequency range of the 714 -C is 50 to 

28,000 cps ± 2.4 db; at 71 ips it is 40 to 
17,000 cps ± 2.0, and at 3% ips it is 30 to 
9000 cps ± 2.0 db. Flutter and wow are 
.06, .09, and 0.18 per cent at the three 
speeds, respectively. The unit incorporates 
three motors and includes among its fea- 
tures an automatic stop. Four microphone 
inputs are provided. The 714 -C is avail- 
able for rack mounting or in a sturdy 
leatherette- finished case for portability. 
Manufactured by Crown International, 
Elkhart, Ind. D -4 

Matched Microphones. Introduced for 
recording, Sonotone paired "Cera- 

i:,.s" are acoustically matched at the 
factory to a tolerance of 2.0 db. Plugged 

into any quality stereo recorder, the 
T10 set feeds the tape a substantially ;;t 
50- to- 13,000 cps signal at an output level 
of - 62 db. The heart of every Ceramike 
is a rugged, rubber- encased ceramic trans- ducer which is immune to extremes of both temperature and humidity. Con- trolled response is assured by an all -metal 
damping grid of a new design. The one - 
piece die -cast metal case is designed for 
easy hand use. For table and floor use 
there are matching stands. Sonotone Cor- 
poration, Elmsford, N.Y. D -8 

Damping Pelt. Known as audio felt, this is an ideal vibration- damping mate- 
rial for speaker -system enclosures, and 
for isolating amplifier chassis, changers 
and turntables from acoustic feedback. 
According to the Huff report (Armo, Au- 
gust, 1959), recently made to the Felt As- 
sociation, felt is generally 50 per cent 
more effective than other materials in 
clamping the entire frequency range from 

50 to 15,000 cps. Audio felt is manufac- 
tured by the American Felt Company, 350 
Fifth Ave., New York 1, V.Y. It is % in. 
thick, is the company's Type F13, and is 
available direct to equipment manufactur- 
ers in bulk sheet or roll form. Through 
the Continental Felt Company, 22 W. 15th 
St., New York, N.Y., audio felt is avail- 
able to the retail trade in 1- sq -yd. kit 
packages. The Huff report on enclosure 
damping materials may be obtained by 
writing the American Felt Company, 9 
(;lenville Iload, Glenville, Conn. D -6 

Westinghouse Audio Tubes. New Type 
7591 beam -power pentodes available from 
Westinghouse electronic tube division are 
audio- frequency power- output tubes spe- 
cifically for use in audio amplifiers cap- 
able of high power output and low distor- 
tion. In push -pull application they will de- 
liver un to 45 watts with total harmonic 
distortion not exceeding 1.5 per cent. Oper- 
ting conditions for this level of perform- 
ance are: plate voltage, 450; screen voltage, 
400; grid No. 1 voltage, -21; maximum- 
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signal plate current, 72 ma per tube; 
maximum-signal screen current, 15.0 ma 
per tube; effective plate-to-plate load im- 
pedance, 6600 ohms. The 7591 operates at 
a rated screen dissipation of 3.3 watts, 

but screen dissipation of 6.0 watts is per- 
missible during periods of maximum in- 
put of speech and music signals. For more 
information, write Electronic Tube Divi- 

'nn, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 
P.O. Box 254, Elmira, N.Y. D -7 

Auto FM Tuner. Developed to bring the 
advantages of noise -free FM reception to 
car drivers, the Model FM -100 tuner oper- 
ates in any car equipped with 12 -volt bat- 
tery and negative ground. It makes use of 
the amplifier and speaker in the AM re- 
ceiver. An accessory 30 -in. FM antenna 
that bolts to the AM antenna Is available, 
though the tuner may be operated with the 
AM aerial set at 30 -ins. The tuner is com- 
pact, measuring but 2% x Fr ", 7,j irr 

81 7S fl MI IN Ile 
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and features sensitivity of 1.5 microvolts 
for 20 db quieting. Audio frequency range 
Is 20 to 20,000 cps. Circuitry includes 
a.f.c. with defeat control on front panel. 
The unit Is attached under the dash in 
most cars by means of a metal bracket re- 
quiring only two screws. It is connected 
by two leads, one to the power supply 
(battery), the other to the AM radio. 
Manufactured by Eric Engineering Com- 
pany, 1823 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, 
Calif. D-B 

Wall- Mounting Record Rack. For music 
lovers who are short on floor space, and 
long on records, this new black wrought - 
iron wall rack may well be the answer to 
the record storage problem. The "Hang 
Around" has five compartments to permit 
sorting more than 100 long- playing rec- 
ord albums into various musical cate- 
gories. Modular design permits hanging 

one rack above another, or side -by -side, as 
the record collection grows. Fully assem- 
bled, it may be fastened to any type wall, 
including wood paneling, plaster and 
brick. Made of sturdy steel -rod construc- 
tion, it measures 13 "11 x 17 "w x 10 "d. Man- 
ufactured by Leslie Creations, Lafayette 
Hill, Pa. D -9 
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3 NEW STEREO AMPLIFIERS 
FROM 

ffi H. H. SCçF 

299 
40 Watt 

Stereo Amplifier 
5209.95 

Third Channel Output, Separate Tone Controls Make 
These The Most Versatile Amplifiers You Can Buy! 

H. H. Scott's 299 Stereo Amplifier has been acclaimed "world's most versa- 

tile" by editors of all leading hi fi magazines. Like all H. H. Scott stereo 

amplifiers, it includes a third channel to give optimum realism in stereo play- 

back and a signal for driving extension speak systems. Other advanced features 

include special balancing facilities and separate tone controls on each channel 

to let you adjust for tonal differences in speakers and room acoustics. 

I. Provision for connecting two phono cartridges. 

2. D.C. Filament supply to virtually eliminate hum. 

3. Separate record scratch and rumble filters. 

4. Dual 20 watt power stages. 5. Visual signal light 

panel. 6. Stereo tape recorder output. 7. Phase 

reverse switch. b. Third channel output. 9. Com- 

pensation for direct connection o;' tape playback 
heads...1O. Special switching to use your stereo 
pickup on monophonic records. 37. Play a (none - 

.phonic source through both channels simul- 

taneously.lZ. Can be used as an electronic 

crossover. 13. Completely separate Bass and 

Treble controls on each channel. 14. Special 

balancing circuit. 15. Loudness compensation. 

Specifications: Distortion (first order difference 

tone) less than 0.3%. Frequency Response: 20 cps 

to 30,000 cps. Harmonic Distortion: -0:8% er lull 
power output. Noise and Hum: Hum better than 

80db below full power output: noise equivalent to 

10 microvolts on low level input. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
Export: Telesco International, 36 W. 40th St., N.Y.C. 

HEAR THE FABULOUS LONDONSCC.TT INTEGRATED STEREO ARM AND CARTRIDGE 

222 24 Watt Stereo Amplifier 
This budget 
priced stereo 
amplifier has 
such features as 
Third Channel 
Output and sep- 
arate tone controls usually found only in much 
more expensive equipment. It is backed by 
H. H. Scott's reputation for quality and engi- 
neering leadership. 5144.95* 

130 Stereo Preamplifier 
All the features Ink 
of the 299 plus 
many more. 
Used where it is 
desired to sepa- 
rate heat pro- 
ducing power amplifiers from control location 
or where higher power is required than avail- 
able in integrated amplifiers. $179.95 
Slightly higher West of Rockies. Accessory case extra. 

°° 

Fí° 1 I. SCOTT 
N.H. Scott, Inc..l l l Powderailt Road, Dept. A -4. Maynard, Mass. 

Rush me new catalog and complete technical spe- 
cifications on all new H. H. Scott components. 
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3 Great New Kits 
for Stereo 

by P A o 
...with the famous specially- prepared giant -size dia- 
grams and super -simple step -by -step instructions for 
fool -proof assembly and wiring. Crafted by PACO, Kit 
Division of PRECISION . 4ppararus Company, Inc., 
world- famous manufacturers of laboratory electronic 
test equipment for over a quarter of a century. 

The PACO SA -40 40 WATT STEREO PREAMP- 
AMPLIFIER The Last Preamp- Amplifier You'll Ever 
Have to Buy 

Model SA -40 -KIT, complete with gold and satin black 
cabinet. Net Price: $79.95 
Model SA-40W - FACTORY-WIRED, complete with gold 
and satin black cabinet. Net Price: $129.95 

The PACO ST -45 AM -FM STEREO TUNER A Truly 
Unusual Engineering Achievement in Stability and 
Sensitivity 
AVAILABLE THREE WAYS: 
Model ST -45 -KIT, with factory pre -aligned transform- 
ers, complete with gold and satin black cabinet. 

Net Price: $94.95 
Model ST45PA- SEMI -KIT. with both FM and AM tuner 
sections factory-wired and completely pre -aligned and 
calibrated for hairline sensitivity, complete with gold 
and satin black cabinet. Net Price: $99.95 
Model ST -45W - FACTORY -WIRED, aligned, calibrated 
and assembled, complete with gold and black satin 
cabinet. Net Price: $134.95 

_C- -- -- s -. 
The PACO ST -35 FM TUNER 
AVAILABLE THREE WAYS: 
Model ST -35 -KIT, with factory pre -aligned transform- 
ers, complete with gold and satin black cabinet. 

Net Price: $59.95 
Model ST -35PA- SEMI -KIT, with tuner section factory - 
wired and completetly pre -aligned for hairline sensi- 
tivity, complete with gold and satin black cabinet. 

Net Price: $69.95 
Model ST -35W - FACTORY -WIRED, aligned, calibrated 
and assembled, complete with gold and satin black 
cabinet. Net Price: $89.95 

NEW PACO 2 -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM SEMI -KIT 
featuring Jensen Mid -Range Woofer and Horn -Type 
Tweeter 
Model L2 -11- SEMI -KIT. with unfinished, sanded cabinet. 

Net Price: $59.95 
Model 1.2 -F- SEMI -KIT, with walnut -finished cabinet. 

Net Price: $69.95 

AVAILABLE AT LEADING ELEC- 
TRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTORS & 
WHEREVER GOOD SOUND IS SOLO. 
You'll want much more data ... 
the performance specifications 
will amaze you...write for com- 

a ®gym ELECTRONICS 
plete, illustrated brochure : 

ECTRONICS CO., INC. 
70-31 84th Street, Glendale 27, L. I., New York 
Kit Division of PRECISION Apparatus Company, Inc, 
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DESIGN CHART FOR ENCLOSURES 

(f'r'om page 6'0) 

vert to trial and error to determine the 
enclosure's resonant frequency, since 
here the available mathematics does not 
tell enough of the story. 

Referring back to Eqs. (1) and (3), 
they may be combined to give a general 
design equation : 

2150a A R° -'2 

(4) Fa 
V(L +Ao.5) 

which takes into account variations in 
port aspect ratio (or shape), within the 
limitation that it is applicable only to 
single, simple ports. This equation, with 
its exponential factors, is somewhat diffi- 
cult to use. Therefore, it has been put 
into chart form, Fig. 5, from which can 
be read off the several factors involved 
in the design. 

Use of Chart 

An example will make clear the method 
of using the chart : Supposing it is de- 
sired to match a speaker with 54 -cps 
resonance to a reflex enclosure of 8000 
cu. in. It is further desired to hold the 
port aspect at 4, and to use no duct 
other than the 3 /4 -in. thickness of the en- 
closure wall. To solve this using Fig. 5, 
follow up from 52 cps to the 8000 -cu. in. 
diagonal. Then to the left to meet the 

"4" aspect -ratio diagonal, and then up 
again to 3/4 -in. duct length. The port 
area required is read off as 24 sq. in., 
and its dimensions will be 2.45 by 9.8 in. 

Since these enclosures were built 
strictly for experimental use, with no 
thought of using any of them for mount- 
ing a speaker for actual listening, no 
attempt was trade to damp out any reso- 
nances, either by internal padding, or by 
bracing, though some of the panels were 
certainly large enough to need bracing. 
While not really pertinent to the present 
investigation, a quick check was made 
for the presence of resonances above the 
fundamental Helmholtz resonance. En- 
closure "B" used was with a 64 sq. in. 
port. Resonances were detected at 347, 
362, 390, 462, 730, 800, 810, 830, 900, 
and 980 cps, along with at least twenty 
others above 1000 cps. Several were pro- 
nounced enough to be quite objection- 
able, should they have been present in an 
enclosure intended for normal use. This 
is mentioned to emphasize what is well 
known, but apt to be forgotten at times, 
that adequate damping, both by padding 
and by solid construction, with bracing 
of large panels, can be just as important 
as the basic design of the enclosure. Æ 

Port Shape 

Symmetrical L 

id 

TABLE II 
EFFECT OF COMPLEX AND MULTIPLE PORTS 
ON RESONANCE OF REFLEX ENCLOSURE B 

Dimensions' 
Inches Area Sq. In. Aspect Ratio Measured Calculated 

Resonant F 

t/a x 153/4 
t/2 x 155/s 
1x15Ye 
2x14 
3x13 
4x 12 

3-15/16 
7-15/16 

151/s 
28 
39 
48 

Parallel Twin Slots, 
7 Y2' c.l. spacings /z x 81 /e (each) 81 /a 

" 71/4" spacing 3/4 x 81/a leach) 12 -3/16 
" 63/4" spacing 1 1/4 x 8t /e (each)20 -5/16 
Notes 
t Length of L- shaped slots is the total length of both legs. ' Aspect ratio for L slots is that for the equivalent rectangle having length of both legs of the For twin slots. is that of the rectangle formed by placing the two slots end to end. 

63 
31 
15 

7 
4 -1/3 
3 

32 
21 -2/3 
13 

78 
84 
99.5 

102 
108 
110 

86.5 
88 

110 

1 Eq. 31 

62.1 
72.4 
83.3 
94.9 

101.6 
105.9 

72.9 
79.8 
90.8 

L. 

LIGHT LISTENING 

(from page 14) 

Miss Meinert fills both channels with clever 
orchestral effects. Never at a loss for imagina- 
tive tonal ideas, this talented organist's ex- 
periments In stereo should perk up consider- 
able interest in an instrument that can do far 
more than slam out a samba. Victor's dynamic 
range here is a very realistic one. In terms of 
usable frequency response, this disc is no 
pink -tea affair. It goes right down to the 
lowest working region of the latest stereo 
pickups. 

Gianni Monese: Greetings from Italy 
Stereovox STVX 426.170 

There is nothing startling in this collection 
of Italian airs originally designed for easy 
floating over placid waters. In his second 
stereo recording for Vox. Monese is in a good 
position to satisfy the current demand for 
Italian pop material. A few recognizable fa- 
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vorites such as Santa Lucia and Chiribiri bin 
crop up as landmarks but the great percent- 
age of the medley on each side of the disc will 
have a fresh sound for American ears. The 
backbone of the arrangements consists of easy 
going strings and woodwinds with the sound 
of mandolins and accordion used for color ac- 
cents. The stereo miking is as close as they 
could arrange without abandoning the end 
players and the recording level has the inten- 
sity generally favored by Vox in their stereo 
releases. 

MONOPHONIC 
Steve and Eydie: We Got Us 

ABC -Paramount 300 
Some labels are set up to do an outstanding 

job in togetherness. ABC Paramount, with 
one of the better -known young married couples 
on its vocal roster, asked Dick Williams to 
provide special material for Mr. and Mrs. 
Steve Lawrence (she's the former Eydie 
Gorme, you know) in order to prove that two 
can sing almost as neatly as one. And they 
have a very pleasant record to show for their 
trouble. The kids (you always call them that 
until they're at least fifty) frolic their way 
through twelve duets that include the Charlap- 
Sweeney title tune, Frank Loesser's No Two 
People and Baby It'a Cold Outside, Steve 
Allen's This Could Be the Start of Somethinn. 
and Irving Berlin's Check to Cheek. 2B 

TAPE GUIDE 

(from page 84) 

phone, one is, of course, greatly de- 
pendent upon the range and smoothness 
of the particular microphone used. In 
addition, room characteristics are an 
important factor in determining fre- 
quency balance. It is possible to blame 
a microphone for faulty response when 
it is as much the room that is to blame. 

To illustrate, assume that room acous- 
tics produce a treble peak at 5000 cps 
when using a microphone that, for the 
sake of illustration, is perfectly flat 
through the audio range. This peak is 
mild enough, let us say, so that it is 
not disturbing when listening to music 
taped from a tuner, phonograph, or TV 
set. But when recording from a micro- 
phone, the peak manifests itself twice: 
once in recording and again in playback. 
Then, as illustrated in Fig. 18, the peak 
may become sufficiently severe to be- 
come objectionable. 

In similar fashion, if the room causes 
a fall -off in treble response because of 
its sound -absorbing characteristics, the 
drop may become objectionable only 
when it occurs both in recording and in 
playback. 

If the microphone has an undesirable 
peak or droop in response, it is possible 
that room characteristics may either 
compensate or not make any difference 
one way or other. However, should both 
the microphone and the room tend to 
peak or droop in the same frequency 
area, then the results can sometimes be- 
come intolerable. In other words, some 
microphones may sound bad in certain 
rooms and not in others. 

AUDIO APRIL, 1960 

TRUE BOOKCASE SIZE 

PAIRED FOR STEREO AT $110.00 

TWO -WAY SYSTEM (each enclosure has a separate 
woofer and a tweeter) 

NATURAL WOOD FINISH (not printed wood graining) 

HIGH EFFICIENCY (no more thon 10 watts per channel 
required for concert hall volume) 

The ,IGPI a4 is truly the best value in small 
loudspeakers in America today ... performance from 

below 70 cycles to 15,000 cycles; Power handling capacity 
is 12 watts continuous, impedance, 8 ohms. Small enough to 

fit in your bookcase! Only 101/2" high, 157/8" long, 117/8' deep; 
the Monte Carlo 3/4" cabinet is hand -rubbed Walnut 

finish in natural wood, and is equipped with four 
concealed plastic feet. Tweeters are mounted for right 

and left placement. Only s i to per pair ... hear the 
Frazier Monte Carlo at your dealer's... you will 

be amazed at the performance! 

Send for 

Bulletin DB 70 

Backed by the RAVER 

Reputation for Quality 

RAZIEK 
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 

2649 BRENNER DRIVE DALLAS 20, TEXAS 
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t'iow..... 
CLEVITE 'BRUSH' HI -FI HEADPHONES 

STEREO 
REPRODUCTION 
UNATTAINABLE 
WITH SPEAKERS 

Here's stereo, the way it was 
meant to be heard - the way it 
was recorded - with complete 
channel separation. 

Clevite "Brush" Hi -Fi Head- 
phones` capture all the realism - 
the living presence of stereo re- 
cordings - deliver sound repro- 
duction unparalleled with speakers. 
Uniform frequency response is ex- 
ceptionally flat to 10,000 cycles. 
Large, soft ear cushions, contoured 
for comfort, extend low frequency 
response and filter room noise for 
undisturbed private listening. Cle- 
vite "Brush" Hi -Fi Headphones can 
be installed quickly and easily in 
any stereo set with no added pre - 
amplification. Monaural models are 
also available. 

So, hear your favorite stereo 
recordings the way they were 
recorded - with complete chan- 
nel separation. See your Clevite 
"Brush" Hi -Fi Headphone dealer 
today! 

°BA -206B Headphones by Clevite 
"Brush" - famous for crystal pho- 
nograph pick -up elements, crystal 
microphone cartridges and tape re- 
cording heads. 

CLEVITE NVALCO' 
60 Franklin Street, East Orange, N. J. 

PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES RECORD CARE ACCESSORIES 
CLEVITE 'BRUSH' HI -FI HEADPHONES 

The Composer Speaks for Himself 

HAROLD LAWRENCE 

MEMOIRS HAVE PROBABLY been the most 
popular form of writing since man 
first inscribed hieroglyphics on 

papyrus rolls. Nowadays it has become al- 
most de rigueur for prominent actors, 
statesmen, military heroes, scientists, re- 
ligious leaders, and even convicted kidnap- 
pers to commit their personal experiences to 
print. Depending upon the subject's fame 
or notoriety, these accounts may combine 
elements of tragedy and self -justification. 
as in Anthony Eden's recently published 
Full Circle ( "Destiny was merciless toward 
me . "), or they may confirm our best 
impressions or worse suspicions of such a 
movie idol as Errol Flynn in his swash- 
buckling, posthumously edited autobiogra- 
phy. In terms of literary value, memoirs 
are highly variable, being written by men 
and women whose achievements are usually 
in the realm of action rather than words. 
This often makes for dull reading, but not 
to publishers. It is no secret that the latter 
will print any writer who has played a rela- 
tively important role in world affairs or 
has otherwise made a name for himself. 
The name alone is a sufficient guarantee 
that the opus will receive front-page atten- 
tion in the book review sections of the na- 
tion's leading newspapers. And with good 
reason. For the public is intensely curious 
about the personal background of histori- 
cal events, especially when it gets its infor- 
mation from the proverbial horse's mouth. 
In the process, literary shortcomings are 
forgiven. 

However, when the author happens to be 
a composer, the public tends to be far less 
indulgent. With rare exceptions, the litera- 
ture of composers (memoirs, diaries, corre- 
spondence, and autobiographical essays) is 
specialized in scope and of little interest 
to the general reader. Take Jules Massenet's 
Mes Souvenirs, an account of the musical 
career of the composer of Marron. Neither 
witty nor profound, Massenet's recollections 
of his life in the French operatic world 
are amiable enough, but they represent slim 
pickings, even for the musicologist, since 
the author was niggardly with dates and 
other factual information. 

The reverse is true of Darius Milhaud's 
Notes Without Music. There are facts in 
abundance here, as the French Provençal 
composer recites in dead pan fashion the 
principal happenings of his musical life: 
dates of composition, first performances, 
meetings with contemporary musicians, and 
important influences on his musical style. 
Milhaud's book, in short, reads like an ex- 
panded entry in Grove's Dictionary. 

Of course, the informed reader will find 
something of value in the words of every 
great composer, especially when the latter 
explores his own music. Then he invites us 

26 W. 9th St., New York 11, N. Y. 

to take an over -the -shoulder glimpse at his 
work desk as he points out some of the 
technical and esthetic factors that go into 
the creation of his musical works. 

But composers' writings need not be of 
purely technical interest: Hector Berlioz, 
for instance, possessed a genuine flair for 
verbal as well as musical expression. In his 
Memoirs, we encounter a full -fledged rep 
resentative of the Romantic age who tray 
eled extensively, wielded pistols in a Paris- 
ian revolution, and constantly battled ten- 
ors, claques, Philistines, and academicians. 
Mozart's correspondence reveals fascinat- 
ing insights into his music, his time, and 
his own personality. Beethoven's notebooks 
contain some of the most moving personal 
documents in musical history. 

For obvious reasons, most composers 
have been reluctant to pronounce judgment 
on their own music-. They may analyze n 
specific work or body of works, discuss its 
formal implications, and trace its genesis. 
But at one time or another, almost every 
composer leaves us a self- appraisal of sorts, 
ranging from a matter -of -fact statement 
to the most extravagant form of eulogy. 

Mozart was not given to self- evaluation, 
but in a letter, he proudly quoted Arch- 
duke Maximilian's opinion of his music: 
"Such people only come into the world once 
ill a hundred years." 

Unlike Mozart, who happily accepted the 
fact of his own genius, Brahms felt obliged 
to present a humbler face to the musical 
world. He loved to dismay his friends by 
uttering the most pessimistic opinions on 
each new work he produced. In a letter to 
Simrock, his publisher, be wrote of his 
Second Symphony: "The new symphony is 
so melancholy that you will not be able to 
put up with it. Never before have I penned 
anything so sorrowful, so minor -y. The 
score must be published with a black bor- 
der." Listening to a performance of one 
of his chamber works, he described his 
music as "cruelty to animals." And, once, 
summing up his output in general, Brahms 
wrote: "I know very well the place I shall 
one day have in history of music: the place 
that Cherubini once had and has today. 
That is my lot -my fate." 

Satie, on the other hand, confounded the 
public with enigmatic statements such as 
the following: "Everyone will tell you that 
I am not a musician. This is quite right. 
From the beginning of my career I immedi- 
ately ranked myself with the phonometog- 
raphers. My work is pure phonometry... 
You will see that they [my compositions] 
are inspired by no kind of musical idea. 
They are the result of scientific thought." 
And in the program notes of one of his 
concerts, Satie wrote: "The composer begs 
those who do not understand to assume an 
attitude of total submission and total in- 
feriority." 
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r 
At the request of the Central Committee 

of the Communist Party, Prokofiev came 
forth with a description of his own music 
in 1948 which tells us more about the totali- 
tarian state than the work of one of the 
greatest composers of our day: "There have 
been formalist elements in my music for 
the last fifteen or twenty years. The infec- 
tion must have been caused by contact with 
certain Western currents." 

What follows now is surely the most 
elaborate example of self -praise in the an- 
nals of musical history. It is part of an 
autobiography written by the 18th century 
Italian composer, Paisiello. Referring to 
himself in the third person, he sets down 
"some remarks on the nature of his talents, 
and on those qualities which characterized 
him. In a few words, they are fertility of 
invention, an extraordinary and happy fa- 
cility for finding subjects full of both 
nature and originality, a talent unique in 
developing them by the resources of mel- 
ody and embellishing them by interesting 
details, an arrangement always full of 
fancy and learning, a taste, grace, and 
freshness of melody, by which he has far 
surpassed all other composers (the italics 
are mine), and has been a model to all 
those who have labored after him. His com- 
position, always very simple, and divested 
of all affectation of learning, is not only 
extremely correct, but exceedingly elegant, 
and his accompaniments always clear and 
at the same time always brilliant and full 
of effect. With regard to expression, al- 
though simplicity seems to be its principal 
and ruling character, it is not less true 
that he knows perfectly how to introduce 
variety, to seize on the different methods 
of producing effect, and to pass from the 
comic, from the simple and unaffected to 
the pathetic, to the majestic, and even to 
the terrible, without losing that grace and 
elegance, from which it appears impossible 
for him to depart. . 

"He has received the homage of his age, 
and has assured to himself that of poster- 
ity." 

Perhaps a later Italian composer was 
thinking of Paisiello's orgy of self -acclaim 
when he wrote these words: "It is quite 
enough for the musical world to have put 
up with my notes for so long.... I will 
never condemn it to read my prose." Thus 
spake Giuseppe Verdi. 

NEW LITERATURE 

Triad Transformer Corporation, 4055 
Redwood Ave., Venice, Calif., is releasing 
a new catalog of electronic transformers. 
This new Industrial Catalog TR -61 offers 
specifications and prices on the complete 
Triad Industrial transformer line, plus 
more than 80 new items for audio. pulse, 
and transistor applications. Your copy 
will be mailed free upon written request. 

D -20 

Directories of Industry Inc., 2225 South- 
west Drive, Los Angeles 43, Calif., will 
mail without charge a copy of "Elec- 
tronic /Sources 1960," a comprehensive 
guide to the electronics and allied indus- 
tries in the West. Especially valuable for 
those who buy, specify, and procure for 
the electronics and missile industries, the 
book is divided into easy -to -use sections, 
and contains listings of more than 6000 manufacturers throughout the United 
States, with addresses and phone numbers 
of their main and branch offices, divi- sions, and subsidiaries. Requests for 
copies should be addressed to the atten- 
tion of Dept. M -1. D -91 

DOES 

YOUR PICKUP 4.z 
CROWD THE 

INSTRUMENTS? 

Does your stereo pickup reproduce 

each instrument in its proper per- 

spective, or does it place bass sounds 

at the ends of the concert stage while 
piling all others in the center? 

Even though your pickup may have 

good separation at lower frequencies, 
lack of phase control on midrange and 

highs can prevent true stereo effect. 

Compare the superlative ESL -C100 

GYRO /JEWEL and C99 MICRO /FLEX car- 

tridges against any other, and hear 

the striking difference phase control 
can make. For true stereo at its best, 

join the change to ESL. From $49.50 

at your dealer's; write for free details. 

1 

FOR LISTENING AT ITS BEST Electro -Sonic Laboratories, Inc. 
Dept. A 35 -54 Thirty -sixth St. Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

THE OUESTION: Do you know where you can find information about 
the current articles in magazines about microwaves, loudspeakers, television 
repairing, electronic musical instruments, traveling -wave tubes, transistor 
amplifiers, oscilloscopes, or any other electronic subject? 

THE ANSWER: 

E 
eORMERLY 

MDIOFILE 
Not a new publication, but one which for over ten years has served engineers, 
libraries, experimenters, researchers, hobbyists, radio amateurs, radio and TV 
repairmen, and anyone else connected with radio or electronics. Covers radio, 
television, electronics, and related subjects, and published bi- monthly as a 
cumulative index throughout the year, with the last issue of the year an 
Annual which may be kept as a permanent record of all electronic periodical 
literature. 

LECTRODEX -the electronic magazine index -has been expanded to in- 
clude over twenty publications in the radio and electronics fields. Sold by 
subscription only, $3.00 for one year, $5.50 for two years. Back Annual 
issues are available for the years 1947, 1948, 1949, 1951, 1952, 1953, 
1954, 1955 and 1956 at 50C per Annual. Order your subscription and 
Annuals TODAY! ! ! 

RADIO MAGAZINES, INC. 
P. 0. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y. 
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low to a logical conclusion the idea that 
the universe is meaningful to you entirely 
in ternis of what you see, feel, experience, 
you may suddenly come up with a dreadful 
thought ; that maybe the universe exists 
only inside you. Reality, so far as you can 
tell, is in your mind. The whole universe. 
That is the egocentric predicament and it 
is, of course, a predicament, because it 
paints you into a philosophic corner and 
doesn't help you a bit to figure out how 
to go about practical living. Didn't help 
me, anyhow. 

It may seem far -fetched to say that this 
thought has something to do with the 
launching of a new hi -fi product, which is 
my subject right now. There's a tenuous 
connection: I have my own favorite mod- 
ern -style problem which I'm calling the 
predicament of the One -Way Comparison. 
You've heard me talk about it before (the 
Dangling Comparative) in various ways. 
This predicament, though, is a poser for 
ninny a manufacturer who gets caught in its 
nasty linguistic snare. Squirm as he will, he 
can't get loose -not in words, anyhow. 

The predicament of the One -Way Com- 
parison is common enough. It's the jam 
you get into when you are hot to make a 
comparison in favor of one product, but 
you can't say anything against another. 
An absurdity on the face of it, for how 
can one thing be better without something 
else thereby being worse? Yet that's the 
way we want to have it, and we just can't. 
Tmpossible. 

AUDIO ETC. 
(from page 38) 

You have, for example, a fine new model 
of your product to launch -any product - 
a model that is improved in numerous re- 
spects. You are proud of it and you're all 
set to trumpet its superiority. You are pre- 
pared to point out the exact ways in which 
you have made this model better than the 
one which went before it. You itch to brag 
-and who wouldn't. But you can't. 

You can't say anything specific at all, 
because you can't afford to suggest that 
the other half of the comparison, the older 
model, is inferior. Heaven forbid! You 
just don't do that sort of thing, these days. 

And so you resort, first, to a week -kneed 
sort of promotion. You're caught in a lin- 
guistic trap and the best you can do, under 
the circumstances, is to trumpet something 
vague and woolly about the new product 
being "better than ever." Who, or what, 
is "ever "? 'hat won't sell your product. 

But this is a far more serious matter 
than you might think in many cases, due to 
a highly practical and deadly joker, the old 
product itself. More often than not, of 
course, that product has been a good one 
and it is still selling. The dealers have it on 
hand still in quantity. You can't sell it down 
anybody's river by making damaging com- 
parisons. Decidedly not. 

Now mind you, I am not talking about 
some lemon of an old model, a sorry piece 
of junk and a gyp. I mean a perfectly 
good product that has, in the normal course 
of events, been honestly surpassed by a 

new model. It has to happen some time, to 
all of us. The world does move on. Your 
new product is definitely and gratifyingly 
good -it's "better." But the old one still 
has lots of value on its own and you are 
still selling it nicely. 

So you are doubly in a fix. Not a word 
about better and worse. Even more, you 
can't so much as indicate (in so many 
words) the fact that your new model is 
new -for that might suggest that the 
earlier product was "old." Not that - 
heaven forbid ; not yet, anyhow. Not until 
the existing stocks are safely (and quite 
legitimately) sold off. 

So you shut up about all those fine new 
virtues about to be launched. How can you 
launch the new product and describe both 
of your models, without in any way imply- 
ing that one is either older or inferior to 
the other? Boy, is that a fix to be in! 
Happens all the time, of course. 

Well, there are ways to get out of this 
Doubly Comparative Predicament, and 
you'll see them everywhere. The thing to 
do is to give up on the language end en- 
tirely. You must forego any specific praise 
for the "new" model as compared to the 
"old" -which can't be of course be called 
old. You therefore issue your new product 
as a supplement, not a replacement. The 
old model continues the same (for the time 
being, anyhow), the standard, current 
mainstay of your line, as though nothing 
at all had happened. The new one is the 
extra, the superdeluxe job. 

custom matched microphones 

take guesswork out of stereo recording 

Now everyone can enjoy 

easier, better stereo 

recordings with E -V 

matched microphones... 

at no extra charge 

Model 664 
%l Dynamic Cardioid 
('. "Best for Noise Control" ; List $85.00 each 

l'1 

64 

For living, vibrant stereo reproduction of words and music, dynamically matched 
microphones are the vital key to fidelity. Electro -Voice custom matching means 
microphones are specifically engineered to equal each other in frequency response, 
polar pattern and overall sensitivity. These characteristics take the guesswork 
out of stereo recording - make microphone placement easier, give more uniform 
recording quality, offer better stereo separation, create natural sound reproduc- 
tion, yield professional results and reduce "trial and error" time. Not only are 
they matched but their smooth response, wide range, high sensitivity, ruggedness 
and reliability are the same basic features which have made E -V professional 
microphones the choice of critical recording studios, radio and television net- 
works and leading independent stations. There is no finer choice than Electro- 
Voice ... no finer microphone buy for the money. 

Model 636 
Dynamic Nondirectional 

"Widest Range ... Slim Style" 
List $72.50 each 

glecrokz 

Model 623 
Dynamic Nondirectional 

"Modern Design ... 
Budget Priced" 

List $57.00 

Model 630 
Dynamic Nondirectional 
"Rugged ... Reliable" 

List $52.50 each 

The Illustrated 
microphones are 
twin. packed for 
your recording 

convenience ... at 
no extra charge 

® For complete information write Dept. 40A, Commercial Sound Division 
ELECTRO- VOICE, INC. BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN 

better products for better sound 
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Price Words 

And, to put the whole thing on an en- 
tirely honest and legitimate footing -I 
mean it -you fix your prices so that they 
speak for you, where you can't in words. 

Prices talk neatly. You don't even sug- 
gest, by so much as a whisper of small 
print, that the lesser model is a "good 
value at the price" -for that might hint 
at the unmentionable truth, the darned 
thing is actually inferior to what am 
I saying? Do not let that thought enter a 
head, anybody's head. There is no such 
word as inferior, no such concept as less, 
worse, not as good. The new product, re- 
member, is better than "ever," but not 
better than anything more specific, espe- 
cially the worthy product which it will, no 
doubt, eventually replace. 

And so, again and again, you'll discover 
a familiar hi -fi model joined by a new and 
supplementary deluxe product of the same 
sort and same brand, at a somewhat higher 
price. You take your choice according to 
price. And you bury your head in the small 
type trying to find out what the actual 
difference is and (needless to say) whether 
the de luxe model is better than the stand- 
ard, and in what ways. 

To tell the truth, you'll probably find 
out some of the facts. There's not a thing 
directly wrong about all of this, and no 
reason at all for witholding information of 
a favorable nature. It's just the compari- 
son -any direct comparison -that is taboo. 
You can make it, but the promoter can't, 
no natter how much he may want to. 

So, you see, the quality of the specific 
differences is clearly implied by the lan- 
guage of price. You imply that the older 
model is, indeed, a bit inferior, by the fact 
that it costs somewhat less, even though 

it may sell at exactly the same price it 
always did. Not even a reduction. (In fact, 
a reduction of the price might actually 
promote a falsehood, by suggesting that the 
earlier product was not good.) Your price 
figures must speak as carefully and as ac- 
curately as the actual words you can't use. 

An honest statement via price, as per 
the hypothetical units I'm imagining here, 
would allow only for a very mild token 
reduction on the old model (still not called 
"old," remember) and a modestly higher 
price on the new, to imply clearly that this 
de luxe model is also practical, useful and 
worthwhile -which it is. Too high a price 
would imply that you were over -rating it, 
and your honesty would be questioned by 
the buyers just as definitely as though you 
had spoken out in actual words. 

After awhile, maybe in a few months or 
six or even a year, the "old" model is 
quietly retired ; stocks thin out, begin to 
get scarce, and then are no longer men- 
tioned nor available. And, at that point, 
your new model has already undergone a 
modest price reduction or maybe several, so 
that it is down in the "standard" range of 
the company's line. Meanwhile, a new, im- 
proved, superior model has been developed 
which is really hot. The old one, once new, 
is now inferior ... but it is still selling 
well and stocks are everywhere. The cycle 
begins again. 
Pickering 380 

The Pickering 380 stereo magnetic cart- 
ridge, which I've been using for some 
months now, is rapidly becoming one of 
my regular work -horses. I like it. 

This sturdy pickup, which might be char- 
acterized at the moment as the deluxe Pick- 
ering offering, uses a plug -in stylus assem- 
bly in a V- shape, the "V- Guard," where 

other current Pickerings, the 371 series, use 
a similar T- shaped slide -in stylus, called the 
"T- Guard." The two stylus assemblies, both 
for stereo, are not interchangeable of course. 
Both cartridges are now being sold, the 
380 at a slightly higher price than the 371. 

I like the solid way that the V -Guard 
stylus slides into place and the excellent 
protection offered to the stylus tip itself. I 
approve of the alternative stylus compli- 
ances offered, slightly stiffer for changers 
and relatively rough usage, more compliant 
for professional hi -fi tone arms and careful 
users, a system which is also used in the 
371 models employing the T -Guard system. 
I like, too, the trick whereby for safety you 
may slide the V -Guard stylus in upside 
down or on its side, rotated by 90 or 180 de- 
grees, with the stylus aimed out of harm's 
way. Very good when you are carrying the 
unit or moving your player, or when you 
fear the inroads of childish hands. 

But above all, I like the sound of this 
V -Guard Pickering. For my ear, it rates 
up with the very best stereo cartridges, and 
no more need be said (especially any sort 
of comparison). 

The instant you set this cartridge up, 
you'll be aware of its smooth, easy, gentle 
sound, its happy way with any old record, 
with warped discs and hissy, noisy ones, 
with damaged grooves, worn grooves, bent 
grooves and what have you. It accommo- 
dates itself beautifully to all these com- 
mon blemishes upon the fair art of record- 
ing, as well as to the sound of the very best 
discs. 

I note one specialty of the 380 that I'm 
not entirely able to account for -I merely 
listen, I don't do measurements and tests. 
It seems to track successfully at about the 
lowest stylus force of any cartridge among 
those I've so far tried. 
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I know quite well that other cartridges 
will, by test as well as claim, track at very 
low stylus forces. But there is something 
more subtle involved here. This Pickering, 
so to speak, likes to track light. It seems 
to behave at its very best when floating 
almost in free air, and it sticks to its 
grooves like a rock ... well, like a light- 
weight train to its track. There isn't the 
slightest aberration in the sound until the 
stylus actually lifts out of the groove. Some 
cartridges have strange ways of swishing, 
whistling, producing odd swirling noises, 
when stylus force is very light and /or vari- 
able (as in many a slightly warped rec- 
ord) ; not this one. To me, this is a highly 
valuable feature and though I can't explain 
it too well, I'm happy to call attention to it. 

Only one mildly less favorable observa- 

tion to be casually noted, though this, too, 
is enmeshed in the intricacies of electrical 
and magnetic circuitry and isn't easy even 
for the advanced professionals to fathom 
100 per cent. The 380 is encapsulated (a 
nasty word to pronounce, I find) in mu 
metal and is theoretically hum- proof. How- 
ever, perhaps due to a relatively high im- 
pedance ( ?), in my system I found that 
with amplifier volume wide open, there is 
somehow slightly more audible hum in the 
air than in the same situation with several 
other comparable cartridges, in the same 
a rm. 

Slightly -and at wide -open position. Who 
plays records that way? Virtually nobody, 
even with a low -sensitivity 7 -7 watt stereo 
amplifier! At normal playing volume there 
is a microscopically larger residual hum 

for the money 

circuit by 
II._ II._ Scoff- 

tubes by 

Amperex® 

about hi -fi tubes 
for hi -fi circuitry 

H. H. Scott engineers, preliminary to the design of their 
Model 299 (40 Watt) Complete Stereo Amplifier, can- 
vassed the industry for tube types offering something 
truly exceptional in the way of reliability, low distortion, 
low noise, low hum and absence of microphonics. 

As has frequently been their experience, the people at 
Scott found these qualities best exemplified by Amperex 
tubes. Thus, the tube complement of the Scott Model 299 
includes four Amperex 7189's, one Amperex ÖAR4 /GZ34, 
and two Amperex 6BL8 /ECF80's. 

These and many other Amperex 'preferred' tube types 
have proven their reliability and unique design advan- 
tages in the world's finest audio components. 

Applications engineering assistance and detailed data 
are always available to equipment manufacturers. Write: 
Amperex Electronic Corp., Special Purpose Tube Divi- 
sion, 230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, Long Island, New York. 

AMPEREX TUBES FOR QUALITY HIGH -FIDELITY AUDIO APPLICATIONS 
POWER AMPLIFIERS 
6CA7/E134: 60 w. distributed load 
71e9: 20 w., push -pull 
6805 /EL84: 17 w., push -pull 
6CWS /F186: 25 w., high current, 

low voltage 
68M8 /ECLa2: Triode -pentode, 8 w., 

push -pull 

VOLTAGE AMPLIFIERS 
6257/(F8$: Pentode for pre -amps 
12ÁT7 / ECCITI: Twin triodes, low 
12A117 /ECC82: hum, noise and 
12AX7 /ECC83: microphonics 
6818 /FCF110: High gain, triode - 

pentode, low hum, noise and 
microphonics 
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RF AMPLIFIERS 
SESI: Frame grid twin triode 
6ER5: Frame grid shielded triode 
6(H7/EF183: Frame grid pentode 

for IF, remote cut -oil 
6(17 /EF184: Frame grid pentode 

for IF, sharp cut -off 
6ABO /1CCaM: 

Dual triode for FM tuners 
6008 /EBF89: Duo -diode pentode 

RECTIFIERS 
6V4 /EZe0: Indirectly heated, 90 mA 
6014 /EZa1: Indirectly heated, 150 mA 

5AR4 /G134: Indirectly heated, 250 mA 

INDICATORS 
6F6ß /ENs4 Bar pattern 
IM3 /0M70: Subminiature "excla 

mation" pattern 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
2111517: RF transistor, 70 me 

2N1518: RF transistor, 70 me 
2N1515: RF transistor, 70 me 

IN542r 
Matched pair discriminator 
diodes 

I517Á: 
AM detector diode. 
subminiature 

(to use a term that probably I shouldn't) 
in my imperfect system than with cart- 
ridges X, Y, and Z. My hum is my fault, 
and in part is due to necessary extra 
switches and the like that afford me versa- 
tility at the expense of ideal shielding - 
whether magnetic or electrostatic. So my 
system shows up things like this when it 
oughtn't to. But, of course, so do many 
other systems that oughtn't to, either. 

In 99 out of 991/2 cases, the Pickering 
380 is sure to prove practically humless and 
if it doesn't, the fault is really yours, not 
Pickering's. Get your system in good order, 
chase away the ground loops, the unshielded 
switches and connections, the radiating 
transformers and phono motors (put them 
in better locations) and then you'll find this 
Pickering 380 one of the nicest cartridges 
on the market to work with. 

I note with interest that in a 1960 hi -fl 
catalogue I now have beneath my eyes, one 
that was put together last summer, 1959, 
the Pickering line includes the model 371A 
(for manual arms) at about $27 and the 
380A (same) at $35. That is the impec- 
cably correct relationship, as described 
above. A newer catalogue, a flyer released 
early in this year, lists the 380A again at 
$35; the 371 is nowhere to be seen -but 
this is an abbreviated flyer and doesn't in- 
clude all merchandise on sale, by any 
means. (The "C" models, with more rugged 
styli for changers, are somewhat less ex- 
pensive.) I am sure you can still buy the 
371, at its modestly lower pricing, in most 
hi -fi outlets. 

I note with equal interest a similar situa- 
tion in regard to another worthy stereo 
pickup line. The 1960 catalogue that was 
assembled last summer lists two GE stereo 
cartridge lines. 

The "Golden Classic" GC -7 is about $24 
(the manual -play version) and the VR -225 
(same) about $28. The changer versions are 
$17 and $25, a greater difference due no 
doubt to the larger market involved. 

But in their new hi -fi flyer, the "Classic" 
models aren't mentioned ; the VR 227 is 
again $25. However -the cat will get out 
of the bag-I find in the same flyer on a 
different page, a special and colossal bar- 
gain- "save $15.48." The GE "Golden Clas- 
sic" GC -7 stereo cartridge, Now Only $7.99 
-while they last. "A Tremendous Hi -Fi 
Buy" says the blurb and, of course, it is 
exactly that. I have one of these in one of 
my machines and have found it an excellent 
cartridge for, as they say, general use, and 
a lot less temperamental than some fancier 
models. It was good even at standard price. 

But now there's something better -better 
than ever. It's the GE VR 22, which is, of 
course, the current standard model. 

. 

RECORD REVUE 
(from page 4S) 

John Barrows and his French Horn. 
(Music by Alec Wilder.) 

Golden Crest RE 7002 
Alec wilder is surely the most self -effacing 

musician in the business. I remember an 
album awhile back called "Frank Sinatra 
Conducts" -the entire contents were com- 
posed by Mr. Wilder. The same is true of this 
album, which contains two Horn Sonatas 
and a Horn Suite in two parts, plus a rhap- 
sodical essay of praise on the back cover by 
the composer -praise for Mr. Borrows and 
his horn, of course. The music is for horn 
and piano and there is no indication as to 
who might be the pianist, the horn's fully - 
equal partner in the music. Could It be Mr. 
Wilder? What'll you bet? 

This is, to use a corny phrase, fun music 
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-but the phrase somehow suits it. That 
highly musical. very sincere quality of ex- 
pression that is W alder's when he lets go on 
his own hoot: is much in evidence here, and 
the writing both for horn and piano is expert 
and lightly effective. Needless to say, the 
Barrows horn is fabulous. (Needless to say 
for me, anyhow.) 

kin't know when the two Horn Sonatas 
were composed but I'd guess they night be 
early works ; the first is a sort of mildly 
Hindemithian piece with old Brahms peep- 
ing joyfully out of the harmonies; the second 
replaces Brahms with a more sophisticated 
and Ravel -type semi -dissonance. The Suite, 
half on each record side, plays gently on 
such titles as "Suitable for Dancing" and 
"Dons Quixotic ", with a pleasant trace of 
mildly drawing- roomish jazz, Bitingly done 
by both horn and piano. 

Yes, this is Wilder at his best in spite of 
the usual indeterminacy of style and con- 
tent. Nice listening, and it should have a 
more accurate title. 

The Big News of 59. Walter Cronkite, 
narr. Columbia ML 5461 

Newscast -style documentary recordings of 
current history, as well as of past events, 
are no longer novelties but their interest 
continues high. This one follows a pattern 
that has developed in a few years from the 
pioneering stage into an expected and even 
conventional format, sounding very much 
as the daily news roundup with Its brief 
"for that, we take you to " interludes, 
(so- and -so reporter reporting), plus the 
taped -in excerpts of famous voices, on -the- 
spot mobs and crowds, on -the- street inter- 
views -all now familiar as dramatic means 
in the daily presentation of news around the 
world. There is even a recognizeable CBS 
style, as distinguished from the microscopi- 
cally different styles of other networks. It 
is CBS we listen to here. 

It seems to me that there is a double 
interest in a relatively permanent news ac- 
count such as this, on an LP record. First, 
of course, is its Immediate value as a sum- 
mary and round -up of big events only a few 
months old and yet already strangely distant, 
out of our past memories in this fast- moving 
period. How odd to hear old Mr. K. again, 
blasting off at Los Angeles, and that smoothly 

Idiomatic translator with his astonishingly 
good Americanese, using the new and highly 
effective semi- simultaneous translation sys- 
tem ! what a shock to realize, here, that 
the death of Dulles was only last year, as 
was the escape of the Dalai Lama and 
Castro's revolution- January 1, 1959. This 
record takes us East with Ike, dabbles in the 
usual authoritative arguments about space 
lags. visits Europe for the usual bits of 
NATO (Ike, Adenauer in German, MacMil- 
lan in French) ; we also race to Russia and 
sit in on the famous Nixon -K. verbal duel 
over color TV -how long ago that seems al- 
ready !-and we hear the tail end of Charles 
Van Doren's Confession. 

Perhaps the oddest aspect of the disc is its 
coverage of the steel strike. which suddenly 
stops right at the climax. The record came 
out too soon to complete that bit of recent 
history, but the effect is as of an LP side 
that ends in the middle of a symphony, when 
you know . . . the rest by heart. 

The other aspect of the double- interest here 
is in the future -for unlike a daily newscast, 
this LP Is audible now and forever. given a 

continued flow of 117 -volt a.c. This aspect 
fascinates me. 

It is obvious to any social historian (ama- 
teur or otherwise) that the things which are 
taken utterly for granted in one time become 
the remarkable novelties of a different time, 
looking hack. Ways of speech, dress, conven- 
tions of expression, the very tempo of a 
presentation, are things of utterly tempo- 
rary status -yet we think of them as the 
very foundation of our present life, if we 
think of them at all. Reminds me of the 
home movies I took in 19 36 and the stills I 
still have of family and friends in the Into 
twenties. Those long waists and short skirts, 
the cloche hats ! And. in 1936, the long, 
swishing skirts halfway down the calf ! These 
are the very first things one notes in the 
old pictures : but did anyone think twice 
about them at the time? 

So -what will this LP (and similar re- 
cordings) sound like ten. twenty, fifty years 
from now? What are the conventions that 
we do not hear at all, yet which will sound 
Incredibly strange and odd to our future 
ears? 

I don't know. But if you will buy one of 
these and put it away, you'll find out eventu- 
ally-. Almost worth waiting for. I'd say. Js 

CRAZY MIXED -UP CURRENTS 
(from page 25) 

It is further unfortunate that the posi- 
tive charge convention of current flow 
persisted at the time when semiconductor 
symbols were being formulated, hence all 
the wrong -way arrowheads, as in Fig. 3. 
Personally, I make the changes as in the 
lower row of Fig. 4 when I draw dia- 
grams for myself. The P's and N's may 
he interpreted either as denoting the 
p -type or the n -type side of a p -n junc- 
tion, or as denoting positive or negative 
polarity with respect to the opposite 
element of the junction. With transis- 
tors, either interpretation would gener- 
ally be appropriate; a p -type emitter is 
normally positive to the base and an 
n -type eulitt: r is normally negative to 
the base. Since the arrowhead denotes 
the emitter, it is this element which 
should be marked when the arrowhead 
is replaced with P or N. With diodes, 
we find some are p -n junction types, 
either germanium or silicon; some are 
lower current point contact types, either 
n -type _ermnnium in contact with a 
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tungsten or phosphor -bronze cat whisker 
or p -type silicon in contact with a tung- 
sten cat whisker; some are semiconduc- 
tor -metal junctions such as copper oxide 
in contact with copper, the oxide acting 
as a p -type semiconductor, or selenium 

contact with Wood's metal, the se- 
lenium apparently acting as p -type. So, 
with diodes, the use of P to denote the 
element which should be positive to the 
other element for forward (easy) cur- 
rent flow may be thought of as also de- 
noting the p -type semiconductor, since 
even the germanium point contact type 
has an effective p -type element at the 
junction of the cat whisker and the 
n -type germanium. But it would not be 
advisable to use N with diodes unless it 
were clearly understood that N referred 
only to polarity, since some diodes have 
no n -type element. 

This seems an appropriate place to 
add a warning of a booby trap' in the 

IS. D. Prensky, "Much fuss about plus." 
Radio -Electronics, April, 1956, p. 102. 

try 
this T--- 

simple 
test 
... proves new 

EMPIRE 98 most 
perfectly balanced 
transcription arm 
...finest 
for stereo 
and 
monophonic 
records! 

1. With an Empire 98 mounted on a turntable 
board and fitted with a cartridge, adjust 
counterweight until arm is balanced. 2. Dial 
stylus pressure desired (one gram for each 
marking on the built -in calibrated gram scale). 
3. Place a record on turntable. Set stylus in 
groove. 4. Now, tilt the board. 5. Note: The 
arm remains in balance and the stylus re- 

mains in groove at every angle, even if held 
upside down. In the Empire 98 arm the lateral 
pivot is located on the "balance axis " -in a 

straight line with the counterweight and car- 

tridge. Arms which place the pivot point out- 
side the "balance axis" -will swing with every 
change in angle. The Empire 98 adjusts stylus 
pressure without disturbing the inherent bal- 
ance. Once pressure is adjusted It does not 
vary even with warped records. Arms which 
move the position of the counterweight to 
obtain stylus pressure are inherently unbal- 
anced because they shift the weight to the 
cartridge and create an inequality of mass on 
each side of the pivot. 

WHAT ARM BALANCE MEANS TO YOU. The 

Empire 98 is so precisely balanced it will track 
a record without favoring one groove wall or 
the other, even on a non -level turntable. This 
assures equal output to both stereo channels, 
reduced distortion, minimum record and 
stylus wear. 12" arm. $34.50 

EMPIRE 88 STEREO /BALANCE CARTRIDGE. 
Superior moving magnet design is 
combined with a new 4 -pole, hum - 
balanced construction for full 
channel separation, balanced high 
output from both channels. High 
vertical and lateral compliance, 
minimum dynamic mass and low 
tracking pressure reduce record 
and stylus wear to an absolute mini- 
mum. With diamond stylus, $24.50 

AUDIO EMPIRE 
precision products of Dyna -Empite Inc. 
1075 Stewart Ave., Garden City, N. Y. A -4 
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-to AC 

(B) 
Fig. 5. (Left) (A) Here we have two selenium rectifiers, each with its left terminal 
stamped +, connected as shown. One rectifier is hooked up backwards and must 
be shorted out if the circuit is to function properly. (Note the polarities of the meter 
and the electrolytic capacitors.) Which rectifier should be shorted out? (B) Here the 
erroneous meter polarity shown is exactly as found on a similar diagram in a 

manual put out by our armed forces. See text. 

form of diode terminals marked with a + 
sign, or colored red. (This is probably 
the trap into which the manual referred 
to in the caption of (B) in Fig. 5 fell.) 

If you conclude, not illogically, that this 
+ terminal should be positive to the 
other terminal of the diode for forward 
errent flow, you will connect the diode 

HERE'S THE YEAR'S BIGGEST NEWS IN STEREO 
... and look at the price! 

Stereo Recorder Monaural Recorder 
Sound on Sound Recorder 

Plays Half Track 
and Full Track Monaural 

2 Track and 
4 Track Stereo 

from *495 

NOW... for the first time.. . a 
modestly priced professional 
stereo recorder that has exciting features found only in the finest 
instruments. You won't believe it until you see it! 

FEATHER TOUCH PUSH -BUTTON OPERATION 4 HEADS, INCLUDING SEPA- 
RATE 2 -TRACK AND 4 -TRACK PLAYBACK HEADS 3 MOTORS, INCLUDING 
HYSTERESIS DRIVE MECHANICAL FLUTTER FILTER DYNAMICALLY BAL- 
ANCED CAPSTAN FLYWHEEL INSTANT SOURCE /TAPE MONITORING TWO 
RECORD /PLAYBACK PREAMPLIFIERS INSTANT START /STOP AUTOMATIC 
CUT -OFF SWITCH 33/4 -71/2 IPS SPEEDS AUTOMATIC TAPE LIFTERS TAPE 
LOCATION INDICATOR SEPARATE MICROPHONE /LINE INPUTS, EACH 
CHANNEL. 

F 

See the phenomenal 

CONCERTONE 505 

at your dealer. or send 
the coupon for a 

descriptive brochure and 

the name of your 
nearest dealer. 
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Gentlemen: 
Please send your illustrated brochure on the new CONCERTONE 
505 STEREO RECORDER, and the name of nearest dealer. 

AMERICAN CONCERTONE 
DIVISION OF AMERICAN ELECTRONICS. INC. 

9449 West Jefferson Boulevard 
Culver City California Dept. AUD -4 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

1 

Fig. 6. (right) Can you trace currents and 
explain why the grid of V2 goes negative 

when a.c. input is applied? 

as you would an ammeter, (A) in Fig. 5, 
in the upper branch, with the + side to- 
ward the input terminal where the high- 
est positive polarity should be found 
when the diode is conducting. But your 
logic will not be that of the manufactur- 
ers. Apparently they were thinking of 
the diode as a substitute for a battery, 
or a power source. Consequently the + 
here denotes the cathode, the element 
where a positive d.c. polarity is found 
when connected to the positive side of a 
filter and load. just as with the usual 
connection of the cathode of a vacuum 
tube rectifier. This makes a certain 
amount of sense, until you put the rec- 
tifier in the lower branch of (A) in Fig. 
5, where it works quite happily in spite 
of the. fact that, when the diode is 
conducting, the ` +' terminal is the most 
negative point in the circuit. 

If you deal much with such diodes 
(generally selenium types) my advice is 
to ignore the + or red mark, and think 
of cathode and anode, as in a vacuum 
tube diode. This should keep matters 
straight. Also, mark the anode P, as in 
Fig. 4, if you wish. The main thing is 
to understand electron flow. With diodes 
stamped with the conventional arrow- 
head and bar, the arrowhead denotes the 
anode, the bar the cathode. 

If in doubt about a diode or a tran- 
sistor, you can easily straighten things 
out by using an ohmmeter. (The R x 10 
or R x 100 range is generally safest, as 
neither the current nor voltage applied 
will ordinarily exceed a safe level.) First 
determine the polarity of your ohm- 
meter. (Some C0M's reverse test lead 
polarity when switched to the ohm- 
meter function.) Then measure the re- 
sistance across the diode or base -emitter 
junction of the transistor. Reverse the 
test leads and measure again. One read- 
ing should be much lower than the other. 
The polarity which gave this lower read- 
ing is the one of forward conduction. 
The positive terminal for this lower 
reading is therefore the anode of the 
diode (mark it P) or the emitter of a 
p -n -p transistor (mark it P) or the hase 
of an n -p -n transistor (mark the emit- 
ter N). 

Returning to Fig. 1, it is noteworthy 
that at (C) the two currents shown flow- 
ing in the electrolyte, I, and Ir, are not 
of opposite sign. even though they flow 
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in opposite directions. If one is consid- 
ered positive, then so is the other. The 
reason is that both the charges and the 
directions are of opposite sign; therefore 
the current in both cases is of the same 
sign. This must be so, because the two 
currents add; each increases the total 
current, IT. Also, if we take the current 
of (B) as positive, then the current of 
(A) is also positive, even though it flows 
in the opposite direction. A little math 
may help clarify this. The current, I, 
may be expressed as I = pvA, where p is 
the charge per unit volume of conductor, 
V is the average longitudinal, or drift, 
velocity of the charge carriers, and A is 
the cross sectional area of the conductor. 
We take y as positive when its drift di- 
rection is clockwise, as in (B). This is 

to agree with standard electric field 
theory, which deals with a hypothetical 
positive test charge. In all three dia- 
grams of Fig. 1, the field is such that a 
positive charge within the conductor is 
urged clockwise around the circuit and a 
negative charge is urged counter- clock- 
wise. Therefore when the charge is nega- 
tive, as with electrons. or negative ions. 
v is negative; when the charge is posi- 
tive, as with positive ions, y is positiv.. 
With the charge negative, I= pvA gives / 
positive, because p and r are both nega- 
tive. (The product of two negatives is 
positive.) With the charge positive, I is 
again positive, because p and y are both 
positive. A of course is always positive. 

I fancy by now some would -be heckler 
is yearning to confound me with the con- 
cept of "hole" conduction in semiconduc- 
tors. Are holes not positive charge car- 
riers? he might ask. If so, is it not logical 
to use the conventional arrowhead on the 
emitter of p -n -p transistors? Holes are 
the majority carriers, except in the base. 
The emitter injects holes into the base 
which are swept into the collector and 
onward toward the collector terminal, 
which is negative to the emitter. There- 
fore the arrowhead points correctly to- 
ward negative polarity, the current 
being composed predominantly of posi- 
tive charges. 

But, I argue, what happens outside 
the transistor? It is hooked up by 
means of metallic conductors, usually 
copper wire. We know that only elec- 
trons, carrying negative charges, can 
flow in pure metal. What happens to our 
direction of current flow? Is it one way 
outside the transistor and the opposite 
inside? 

Yes, answers the heckler, turning 
against me my own explanation of how 
two currents may flow in opposite direc- 
tions and still be of the same sign, i.e., 
add. The current inside the transistor is 
composed predominantly of positive 
charges. The current outside is com- 
posed of negative charges. Therefor:' 
there is no anomaly. We simply have thy 
condition of (C) in Fig.'3. 
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with Koss Stereophones 
the only limits 

to perfect stereo 

are the limits of 

the human ear 

Koss Stereophones reproduce 

your stereo records and tapes 

as perfectly as sound can be 

recorded. You'll find they add 

a brilliant new dimension to 

your hi -fi or stereo installation. 

Ask your Hi -Fi Dealer for a 
Demonstration or write: 

W 

THE SECRET: Ultra- sensitive 31/2 inch 

reproducers mounted in specially designed 

acoustic earpieces. You get complete 

separation of sound channels. Stereophones 
reproduce tones a full octave below 

any other earphone. 

They attain perfection on your monaural 

equipment, too. $24.95 

Cire. 69A 

Inc. 
2227 N. 31st STREET 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

SctnsuL 
STEREO AMP. 

FEATURES: 
Can receive stereophonic broadcasts of both 

AM -AM and AMFM independently at the 

some time and facilitates reception of any 

kind of broadcasts -AM, SW, FM. 

By pushing the "presence switch ", it can re- 

produce powerful low sound which hos 

hitherto not been possible. 
*Easy to see "glamour magic eye" is equipped 

for tuning indication. 
By only changing the mode switch, output of 

as much as I5W -15W for stereo and 30W for 

ordinary broadcast can be obtainéd. 
eA highest class versatile "mammoth" amplifier 

that can also be used as a crossover 3500c /s 

channel amplifier. 

5M -30 (OUTPUT 1 5W -1 SW) 

SPECIFICATIONS : 

4- germanium diodes, 23 tubes 6805p.p.x2 

Maximum Power Output : 15W -15W 

Frequency Characteristics : 40 c /s^ -70K 

c r s, within -ldb (at IOW output) 

Distortion : 1"f. at I 4W output 

Gain (Input for 10w output ): 
TAPE .... 1.23mV MAG . ...3.17mV 
MIC .... 1.34nsV X -TAL 

AUX ....74mV 
Frequency Response: 

88- 108Mc; s x 2 for FM 

535Kc /sx-1605Kc /s x 2 for MW 
3.5Mc /s-- 10Mc /s for SW 

54mV 

SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 
460, Izumicho, Suginamiku, Tokyo, Japan 

Circle 69B 
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NEAT 
new model 

P -68H 
PROFESSIONAL TURNTABLE 

for STEREO 
with Hysteresis Synchronous Motor 

SPECIFICATIONS : 

SPEED: 
16-2/3, 33.1/3, 45, 78 
r. p. m. 

MOTOR : 

capacitor -start hysteresis synchronous motor 

POWER CONSUMPTION : 15 watts 

S/N : 45 db minimum WOW AND FLUTTER : 0.25% maximum 

TURNTABLE : 12" diameter aluminum diecasting. 

NEAT ONKYO DENKI CO., LTD. 
4 -1 Choma, Kanda Hatagocho, Chlyoda -ku, Tokyo, Japan 

The First Book of its Kind -No Other Like It! 

SOUND in the THEATRE 
by Harold Burris -Meyer and Vincent Mallory 

Nothing like SOUND in the THEATRE 
has ever been published. It is the first 

book to set forth in authoritative detail what 
you can do with sound by electronic control, 
and how to do it whenever the source (singer, 
musician, speaker, etc.) and the audience are 
present together. The book develops the re- 
quirements for electronic sound control from 
the necessities of the performance, the char- 
acteristics of the audience (hearing and psy- 
choacoustics), and the way sound is modified 
by environment, hall, and scenery. Sound 
sources are considered for their susceptibility 
of control and need for it, and the many tech- 
niques for applying electronic sound control 
are described and illustrated in thirty -two spe- 
cific problems. From these problems are de- 

RADIO \ 
Dept. 2 
MAGAZINES INC 

Post Office Box 629 
Mineola, New York 

rived systems and equipment specifications. 
Complete procedures are given for: Planning, 
assembling, and testing sound control installa- 
tions- Articulating sound control with other 
elements of production- Rehearsals and per- 
formances - Operation and maintenance of 
sound control equipment. 

THE AUTHORS 

During the past thirty years, the authors have developed 
the techniques of sound control in opera, open -air amphi- 
theatres, theatres on Broadway, theatres on-the-road and 
off-Broadway, in concert halls and night clubs, in Holly- 
wood and in the laboratory. Some of their techniques are 
used in broadcast and recording as well as in perform- 
ances where an audience is present. From their laboratory 
have come notably successful applications of sound con- 
trol to psychological warfare and psychological screening. 

I em enclosing my remittance for $10.00 `ea' 
Send my copy of 
SOUND in the THEATRE postpaid. 

(No C.O.D., all books sent postpaid in U.S.A.` 
and possessions, Canada, and Mexico. 
Add 60e for Foreign orders.) 

An invaluable ret:mre an in 

dispensable guide or anyone 
working in the theatre a con, 
plots technUOgical thesaurus for 
the engineer, architect. designer. 
technician, student, and teacher 
concerned with the reinforcement 
of sound and 'pooch. 

SOUND ,: ' 
in the Y 

THEATR-E 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State. 

To which I answer, the heckler has a 
point, given the reality of holes, even 
though it would be awkward to denote 
change of both direction and type of 
current every time we entered and left a 
transistor. But how about n -p -n transis- 
tors? Here the principal carriers are 
electrons, but we still find the arrowhead 
pointing the wrong way, as at (A) in 
Fig. 3. Then I deliver the crusher. As 
for holes, these are only a convenient 
fiction? The actual conduction is via 
electrons.3 William Shockley, writing in 
the Proceedings of the I.R.E., Nov. 1952, 
p. 1297, warns that "confusion may arise 
if the model of the hole is taken too liter- 
ally" and cites an example of such con- 
fusion. 

Remarks like Shockley's lead me to 
suspect that the hole concept, useful as 
it is, is but another outgrowth of wrong 
thinking about current flow ; that is, if 
Franklin had only gotten us off on the 
right foot, so that electron charges were 
designated positive and electrons were 
customarily accepted as the predominant 
charge carrier, we would have another, 
and less confusing, concept to replace 
that of the hole. 

If you want to compare the merits of 
electron flow vs. conventional flow and 
at the same time test your understand- 
ing of currents in general, Fig. 6 offers 
a good opportunity. This represents the 
a.c. input circuit of a V.T.V.M., on the 
most sensitive range. As a suggestion, 
start with the half cycle when V, is con- 
ducting (upper a.c. input terminal posi- 
tive to ground), trace currents, then con- 
sider what happens on the opposite 
half -cycle, bearing in mind that an inflow 
of electrons (carrying negative charge) 
to one plate of a capacitor is accom- 
panied by an outflow of electrons from 
the opposite plate, so that the first plate 
has a surplus of electrons, resulting in a 
negative potential, and the second plate 
has a deficit of electrons, resulting in a 
positive potential, with respect to the 
other plate. For the a.c. input voltage to 
cause the d.c. meter (not shown) to regis- 
ter properly, the grid of V, must go 
negative to ground in proportion to the 
input amplitude. Therefore you should 
end up at V, grid with such a negative 
d.c. voltage, or more precisely, a filtered 
composite, mostly d.e., having minor 
components of the input. 

The manual from which (B) of Fig. 5 
is derived states that C, of a circuit 
similar to that of Fig. 6 "serves to block 
any d.c. voltage present in the circuit 
being measured." This seems to imply 
that if only a.c. were being measured, C, 
could be shorted out. Do you agree? Æ 

'Dewitt and Rossoff: "Transistor Elec- 
tronics," McGraw -Hill, 1957, p. 42. 

'K. R. Spangenberg, "Fundamentals of 
Electron Devices," McGraw -Hill, 1937, pp. 
7, 95. 
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8CX -1 

COAXIALS 
FOR 

HIGH 
FIDELITY 

SOUND REPRODUCER 

MANUFACTURER 

FUKUYO SOUND C, 2.25, Horifune, Kita -ku, Tokyo 

Cable: CORALFUKUYO 

cirdc 718 

ALL MIXED UP a 
ABOUT CANCER 
You needn't be. Today many 
cancers are curable. Your 
best insurance against can- 
cer is a health checkup every 
year. And send a check to the 
American Cancer Society 
to help wipe out this dread 
disease. Send your contri- 
butions to "Cancer," in care 
of your local post office. 

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY 
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MICROPHONE 
(Ì nnn page 51) 

tern in the lower frequencies where the 
line microphone becomes less directional. 

Pressure Gradient Microphone 

A pressure gradient microphone re- 
sponds to a difference in sound pressure 
between the front and back of its dia- 
phragm. 

Consider a diaphragm and magnetic 
structure as shown in Fig. 13. Pressures 
P, and PR are of different magnitudes 
which cause the diaphragm to move to- 
ward the side of least pressure. This 
movement is transformed into an elec- 
trical signal by the voice coil moving in 
a magnetic field caused by the perma- 
nent magnet. 

Sound approaching from the angle 
4s =0 would impinge upon the front of 
the diaphragm before impinging upon 
the back because of the phase lag due 
to the distance D from the front to the 
back of the microphone which is the 
space phase shift W,. These pressures 
are shown in Fig. 14 at (A). The forces 
due to these pressures are represented 
at (B). 

There is a 180 -deg. phase shift to start 
with because the forces are on opposite 
sides of the diaphragm. The additional 
phase shift Ve is caused by the acoustical 

F2 _ FR 

1 Pl 

P2 LAGS PI \ 
P2 tf = SPACE 

F1 

PHASE SHIFT 

1F= ACOUSTICAL PHASE 

SHIFT 
(A) (BI 

Fig. 14. Vector diagrams: (A) pressure 
and (B) force on a pressure -gradient 

microphone. 

PRESSURE ACTING 
ON THE BACK OF ACA 
THE DIAPHRAGM T 

RA 

PRESSURE AT THE 

BACK PORT 

Fig. 15. Analogous electrical phase -shift 
circuit. 

Fig. 16. Vector diagram of the forces on 
a pressure -gradient microphone when 

= 90 deg. (A), and 180 deg. (B). 

DYNACO 
Super 

Fidelity 

OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMERS 

i 

Advanced pulse techniques and Dy- 
naco's patented pare- coupled windings 
and massive grain- oriented cores insure 
superior square wave performance and 
near -perfect transients. All transform- 
ers handle full rated power from 20 
cps to 20 KC, and are conservatively 
rated and guaranteed to handle double 
nominal power from 30 cps to 15 KC. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Response: Plus or minus 1 db 6 cps to 60 KC. 
Power Curve: Within 1 db 20 cps to 20 KC. 
Square Wave Response: No ringing or dis- 

tortion from 20 cps. to 20 KC. 
Permissible Feedback: 30 db. 

MODELS 
A -410 15 watts EL -84, 6V6, 6AQ5 14.95 
A -420 30 watts 5881, EL -34, KT -66 19.95 
A -430 60 watts KT -88, EL -34 29.95 
A -440 120 watts KT -88, 6550 39.95 
A -450 120 watts pp par KT -88, EL -34 39.95 
A -470 35 watts pp par EL -84, EL -34 24.95 
loll with tapped primaries except A -410 which 
hos tertiary for screen or cathode feedback) 
Write for complete data on Dynaco transform- 
ers including suggested circuits and moderni- 
sation of Williamson -type amplifiers to 50 
watts output. 

D 0 INC. 
3916 Powelton Ave., Philadelphia 4, Pa. 

Circle 71A 
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Wide -Band Ribbon Microphones 

SMOOTHEST 
RESPONSE 

PRECISE 

FIGURE 8 

PATTERN 

FOR PRO- 

FESSIONAL 

AND HOME 

USE 

FOR 

STEREO 
AND 

MONO 

STEREO SPACER 

for consistently 

superior stereo 

recordings 

Complete Data 

Available 

on Request 

DYNACO, INCORPORATED 
3916 Powelton Ave Philadelphia 4 Pa 

Circle 71A 
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NEW/ 

No. 120 

THE 4th AUDIO ANTHOLOGY 
$2.95 Postpaid 

This is the biggest Audio Anthology ever! 
Contains a wealth of essential high fidelity 
know -how in 144 pages of complete arti- 
cles by world- famous authors. 

he A U 110 
bookshelf 

A convenient service to AUDIO 
readers. Order your books 

leisurely by snail -save time and 
travel, we pay the postage. 

No. 115 
MORGUE) HIGH FIDELITY OMNIBOOK 
Prepared and edited by C. G. McProud, 
publisher of Audio and noted authority 
and pioneer in the field of high fidelity. 
Contains a wealth of ideas, how to's, 
what to's and when to's, written so 
plainly that both engineer and layman 
can appreciate its valuable context. 
Covers planning, problems with decora- 
tion, cabinets and building hi -fi furni- 
ture. A perfect guide. 52.50 Postpaid. 

HANDBOOK OF SOUND REPRODUCTION No. 110 
by Edgar M. Villchur 
Right up to date, a complete course on 
sound reproduction. Covers everything 
from the basic elements to individual 
chapters of each of the important 
components of a high fidelity system. 
Regularly $6.50 ...offered for a limited 
time at only $3.75. 

SPECIAL! You pay only $2.75 for this 
book when you order it with any other book on this page. 

"the best of AUDIO" No. 124 

A new compendium of AUDIO knowledge. 
Here is a collection of' the best of AUDIO -The AUDIOclinic 
by Joseph Giovanelli ...noted audio engineer and the original 
high fidelity answer -man- EQUIPMENT PROFILES edited by 
C. G. McProud ... Editor of AUDIO. Here is a wealth of hi -fi 
.md audio information. Answers to the most important issues 
in high fidelity and a valuable reference on the performance of 
leading makes of high fidelity components. Volume I $2.00 

O O 0 ° 000 
IN 

.81 

..._ i 

1! 

NEW! Greatest Reference Work on Audio & Hi Fi No. 123 

"The AUDIO CycIoped iatr by f toward M. Tremaine 

Up to the minute, including stereo! 1280 pages 
3400 topics 
1600 illustrations 

Here is one single volume with the most comprehensive cov- 
erage of every phase of audio. Concise, accurate explanations 
of all audio and hi fi subjects. More than 7 years in prepara- 
tion -the most authoritative encyclopedic work with a unique 
quick reference system for instant answers to any question. A 
vital complete reference book for every audio engineer, tech- 
nician, and serious audiophile. $19.95 

No. 112 
TAPE RECORDERS AND TAPE RECORDING 
by Harold D. Weiler 
A complete book on home recording by the author 
of High Fidelity Simplified. Easy to read and 
learn the techniques required for professional re- 
sults with home recorders. Covers room acoustics, 
microphone techniques, sound effects, editing and 
splicing, etc. Invaluable to recording enthusiasts. 
!'aper Cover $2.95 Postpaid. 

APRIL 

SPECIAL! 

SAVE 

$6.95 

You save almost 60',: with this combination of valu- 
able audio and high fidelity books. The 4th AUDIO 
ANTHOLOGY ($2.95); the McProud High Fidelity 
Omni book ($2.501; Handbook of Sound Reproduc- 
tion ($6.50) 
TOTAL VALUE OF ALL THREE $11.95 

Your cost ONLY $5.00 POSTPAID 
This offer expires April 30, 1960 
Good only on direct sale from Publisher 
ORDER =.0564 

AUDIO Bookshelf 
RADIO MAGAZINES, INC., Dept. 64 
P.O. Box 629, Mineola, New York 
Please send me the books I have circled below. I am enclosing the 
full remittance of $ (No. C.O.D.) 
All U.S.A. and CANADIAN orders shipped postpaid. Add 50t± for Foreign orders 
(sent at buyer's risk). 
BOOKS: 110 112 115 120 123 '124 0564 

NAME ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE -STATE 
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ACOUSTICAL RESISTANCE 

ACOUSTICAL TRANSMISSION TUBE 

MAGNET 

VOICE COIL 

DIAPHRAGM 

D 

SMALL 
CAVITY 

ACOUSTICAL 
RESISTANCE 

REAR 

OPENING 

Fig. 17. Pressure -gradient and line microphone combined. 

RACA circuit. RA is acoustical resistance 
such as felt or cloth. CA is the cavity 
behind the diaphragm as shown in Fig. 
13. The analogous electrical phase -shift 
circuit is shown in Fig. 15. 

Assume RA iS adjusted to make W, = wt 
as shown on the vector diagram. The re- 
sultant force is Fr. Sound approaching 
from 4 = 90 deg. would reach the front 
and back of the microphone at the same 
time which means no space phase shift 
W but there is the acoustical phase shift 
't, . The resultant force is shown at (A) 
in Fig. 16 and is smaller in magnitude 
than the 0= 0 -deg. case. Sound coming 
from the rear gives a vector diagram as 
shown at (B). The resultant force to ac- 
tuate the diaphragm is very small. 

The polar pattern for this pressure 
gradient microphone is shown at (A) 
in Fig. 3, a cardiod pattern. The pres- 
sure gradient cardioid microphone can 
give a cardioid polar pattern below 100 
cps without the value of D, the distance 
from the front of the microphone to the 
back, becoming very large. 

When tV, +'4't = 60 deg., the resultant 
vector Fr will equal in amplitude F, and 
F, assuming F, = F, because P, = Pt. 
When F,.= F, the output is the equiva- 
lent of a pressure microphone under the 
same conditions. As discussed earlier 
V , = 'Ve, or 60 deg /2 = 30 deg. 

The space phase shift from the front 
of the microphone to the back port is 
equal to the following: 

W, =2f D =30 deg. =6 

where f = frequency of operation in 
cycles /second 

c= velocity of sound in air in 

feet /second 
D = distance from the front to 

the back port of the micro- 
phone in feet 

For this microphone to have an output 
equivalent to a pressure microphone at 
100 cps: 

1130 
D = 

12f 12 x 100= 
11.3 inches 

The practical value of D for a pressure 
gradient microphone can be made 
shorter and still obtain similar results 
by underdamping the diaphragm reso- 
nance which is in the low- frequency 
range. 

Since a line microphone alone would 
have to be 11.3 feet long to have a simi- 
lar cardioid polar pattern at 100 cps, 
the line and pressure -gradient micro- 
phone are combined into one unit using 
one diaphragm and one magnetic struc- 
ture, as shown in Fig. 17. 

Acoustical filters decrease the effect of 
the pressure gradient microphone as the 
sound source approaches the frequency 
at which the line microphone gives a 
cardioid pattern. The line microphone 
section then controls the directional ef- 
fect for all higher frequencies, the pat- 
tern becoming sharper as frequency in- 
creases. 

The Sound Spot has a maximum 
length of 16 inches, a width of 2 5/16 
inches, and weighs only 2 lbs. 9 oz. A 
parabolic reflector microphone with a 
similar pattern would probably be 4 feet 
in diameter and weigh much more. The 
diaphragm of the 644 is made of Acoust- 
alloy and will last a lifetime. The micro- 
phone case is die cast zinc, chrome 
plated, making an attractive and rugged 
unit. 

Fig. 18. Frequency response curves (A), and complete polar curves for the Sound 
Spot microphone. 
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for less work and more 1,1,, 

GET THE TURNTABLE 

THAT CHANGES RECORDS! 

MIRACORD XS-200 
heavyweight, professional -type turn- 
table -and a fully -automatic changer! 
plays both stereo and monophonic! 
push- button controlled throughout! 
Magic Wand spindles eliminate 
pusher platforms and stabilizing 
arms! iC 1 
Yee N costs onto $6750 uediaph 

iul for the stereo cartridge tlull 

ELIMINATES HUM... 

STEREOTWIN 210¡0 

PERFECT FOR MONOPHONIC. TOO! 
FITS ALL STANDARD TONE ARMS! 

NOW $345° audiophile net 

For storeneareslyou,and for Freecatalogue ,pleasewriteDept. A 

AUDIOGERSH CORP. 
514 B N. Y. 12 WO c -0800 

Circle 734 

IIn the United States. 
Gotham Audio Corporation 
-and only Gotham -distribute* ' 

the Neumann line...sound ' 

standard of the world! 

/' i.i \ ,,\\\y.i. i 
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GOTHAM AUDIO CORPORATION 
2 W. 46 St., N.Y. 36, N.Y. Tel: CO 54111 
Formerly Gotham Audio Szles Co. Inc. 

Circle 73B 
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DISASTER 

AHEAD IF IT 

DOESN'T RIDE 

THE TRACK RIGHT 

Perfect smoothness and very close 
tolerance in the radius of a phono- 
graph needle is absolutely essential 
for a stereo or hi-fi record track. A 
tip too big or too small invites 
musical disaster. Many needles vary 
as much as ±.0007 from the per- 
fect radius. The hand constructed 
Duotone Needle, hand set, hand 
polished and microscope- inspected, 
guarantees you no more than 
±.0001 deviation in the radius to 
insure the closest tolerance and 
safety. 

DIAMOND NEEDLE 
Keypad, New Jersey 

In Canada: Chas. W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto 

RADIO SHACK FLASH! 
for Latest 

EE 
ELECTRONIC? 

CATALOG 
for 1960 

plus every new 
P, , r t b, n, sc, a and best 
in electronics equip- 
s vent- stereo, hi -fi, ham 
radio, tapes -mail cou- r` pon today for Radio 

I¡ WI shack's latest FREE 
l'2 page catalog. Also 

get every new edition 
for next 12 months, 
Free. Satisfaction guar- 
anteed or your money 
back. flail coupon now. 

of 
ousands of ,OSt RADIO SHACK buys 

Transistor 
Battery Radio 

19.95 Value 
only 

$995 
Exclusive Radio Shack 

ee 
transistor b.a- 

Lary 
RRradio. 

Only 2? ex 

Weighs teed teinte 
0 

ntenna. Conelrad 

markings. handsome molded casa. 

I ladle Stich Corp .130 Commonwealth Are., I 

1 Boston ll, Nass. Dept. 60D12 I 

ISend 
FREE Electronics Catalog -Also every new 

I issue for 12 months, a full year's subscription Free. 

Name 
IAddress I 

1 Postoffice I 
I or City Zoos Stato_. _ I 
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The directivity index for a one -foot 
line pressure -gradient cardioid is shown 
in Fig, 6. The front and polar re- 
sponses are shown in Fig. 18. The smooth 
wide -range response is excellent for 
voice and music. As shown for the higher 
frequencies the acceptance angle is ap- 
proximately 45 deg. each side of the 
major axis. 

The 11/4 inch diaphragm and relative 
large magnetic structure result in a 
sensitivity 2 to 4 db higher than most 
directional microphones in use today. 
For outdoor use, the wind noise rejec- 
tion is much improved over conventional 
directional or nondirectional micro- 
phones with equivalent frequency range. 

The Sound Spot microphone provides 
a new working tool to overcome feed- 
back and acoustical problems that could 
not previously be solved. Its many ap- 
plications for recording and sound re- 
inforcement are limited only by the 
imagination. It can be used overhead, on 
stage, or in the footlights and still re- 
tain presence and isolation of the per- 
former. Two or more units correctly 
placed can cover a typical stage evenly 
while reducing feedback and attenuating 
audience noise and reverberation. Other 
valuable uses include churches and gym- 
nasiums to reduce reverberation pickup 
and to increase working distance from 
the microphone. 

It is felt that the 644 provides more 
versatility than has previously been 
available in a directional microphone. 
While not cancelling sound from the 
sides or rear, its degree of attenuation 
provides unusually high control of the 
relative loudness of unwanted sound. 
For this reason where feedback is a 
problem, where a greater working dis- 
tance is desired, and where "presence" 
must be retained, this new microphone 
has already proved uniquely useful. Æ 

TEST YOUR AUDIO ACUITY! Ultrasensi- 
tire recording techniques capture and amplify 
the essence of sounds that ordinarily go un- 
heard. Using these techniques we've recorded 
the everyday "small" sounds of the home. 
The results will challenge your sound judg- 
ment. Entertaining and informative. Intro- 
ductory offer of twenty sound surprises 
on tape for $2.00 postpaid. Tapes are full 
track 7% fps recordings made on Ampex. 
Audio Specialties, Dept. A. Box 8203, San 
Antonio, Texas. 

FOR SALE : REL 046 receiver and amplifier 
combination, $150. Eliot Bicknell. 146 Sum- 
mer St., Boston. Mass. HUbbard 2 -4665. 

MUST SACRIFICE : Concertone Profes- 
sional tape recorder. Four heads. including 
stereo. full track and half track. Mounted in 
3' rack with radio station mixer. Also, three 
EICO HF -20's. Goes to best offer. Will deliver 
to Chicago or Indianapolis area. Write for 
more information. Michael B. Stella, 213 Syl- 
via St., West Lafayette, Indiana. 

SALES, ADVERTISING EXECUTIVE 
Canadian, forty, available after return 
from Europe in May. Electronics manufac- 
turer, preferably Washington, Oregon, 
northern California. Twelve thousand 
bracket. Resume, photograph. Box CD -1, 
AUDIO, P. 0. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y. 

CLASSIFIED 
Rata: 10e per word per Insertion for noncommercial 
advertisements: 25e per word for commercial adver- 
tisements. Rates are net, and no discounts will be 
allowed. Copy must be accompanied by remittance In 
full, and must reach the New York Ace by the 
first of the month preced ing the dots of Issue. 

TRADE UP TO STEREO : Largest selection 
of new, used hl -fi components. Professions 
service facilities available. Write Audio Ex 
change, Dept. AE, for trading information. 
153 -21 Hillside Ave., Jamaica 32, N. Y 
Branches in Brooklyn, White Plains, Man 
basset. 

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIREZ) 
Amprite Speaker Service 

168 W. 23rd St.. New York 11, N. Y. 
CH 3-4812 

ENJOY PLEASANT SURPRISES? Then 
write us before you purchase any hi -fi. You'll 
be glad you did. Unusual savings. Key Elec- 
tronics. 120 Liberty St., New York 6. N. Y. 
EVergreen 4 -6071. 

WRITE for confidential money -saving price,. 
on your HI-Fidelity amplifiers. tuners. speak- 
ers, tape recorders. Individual quotations 
only ; no catalogs. Classified HI -Fi Exchange, 
Alt, 2375 East 65th St., Brooklyn 34, N. Y. 

UNUSUAL VALUES. HI -fi components, 
tapes and tape recorders. Send for package 
quotations. Stereo Center, 18 W. 37th St., 
N. Y. C. 

SALE : 78 rpm recordings. 1900 -1950. Free 
lists. Collections bought. P. O. Box 155 (AU). 
Verona, N. J. 

LOW QUOTES on everything. Hi Fi and 
stereo tapes. Bargain list. HiFi, Roslyn, l'a. 

RENT STEREO TAPES -over 1000 differ- 
ent -all major labels. Free catalog. Stereo - 
Parti, 1608H Centinela Ave., Inglewood 3, 
California. 

FOR SALE : Western Electric coils : two, 
11W, $10 each ; 17013. $5 : 285L, $5 ; UTC 
LS30K, $10 ; Weston 301 Type 83 High -speed 
db meter, $15 ; Weston 641. 2 -kw, 2w, 150v, 
20n. wattmeter, $20. C. L. Benson. 7554 
Trask Ave., Playa Del Rey, Calif. ENmont 
1 -4738. 

SALE : Ampex 350 -P. 'F' track, like new. 
$900 ; Ampex 3- channel. T /s" 350 -P stereo, 
head reconditioned, $1500 ; Also 350 ampli- 
fier and power supply, $375 ; 6N Presto re- 
corder, $250. Write : Audio -Video Company, 
609 Hill Avenue. Pittsburgh 21, Pa. 

FOR SALE : University C15W woofer. $40; 
Heath WA -I'2 ',reams,. $12. Roy Slovenko. 63- 
204 Alderton, Rego Park 74. N. Y. 

FOR SALE : Miniaturized Preamp -with- 
Presence. $20. Raymond Barbieri, 51-28 30th 
Ave.. Woodside 7 s, N. Y. 

STEREO -Inexpensive control unit used in 
conjunction with separate amplifier stereo sys- 
tems, $9.95. Write for full technical bulletin. 
Stereotrol. 4451 Sheridan Avenue, Indianapo- 
lis, Indiana. 

$2.50 
each SAVE YOUR 

COPIES OF 

AUDIO 
Each file holds a 

full year's copies. 

Jesse Jones Vol- 
ume Files for every 
publication. 

Covered in durable 
leather like Kivar, 
title embossed in 16 
Kt gold. 

Satisfaction guaranteed 

Attractive and 
practical for your 

home or office 

3 for $7.00 
6 for $13.00 

ORDER NOW - send 
check or money order 

MAGAZINE FILE CO. 
520 FIFTH AVENUE 
NEW YORK 36, N. Y. 

IFREE U EP ORNP 
TIRVEE 
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Fastest, Easiest Way To Learn All About Audio 
NEW Rider "Picture -Book" Course 

BASIC AUDIO 
by Norman H. C'r(Uluust 

The Rider "picture- book" approach has made 
many technical subjects understandable to tunny 
hundreds of thousands of people. Now, everything 
about sound and audio reproduction is made 
crystal- clear. If hi-11 is your interest or if you 
work with tape recorders or the broad subject 
of sound reproduction interests you, or if you 
assemble your hi-fi equipment or buy a complete 

package" you must read BASIC AUDIO. 
If you already own sound reproducing equipment this "picture- book" course will give you an all- 
around background on all the important details of sound reproduction. It will enable you to get the most from your equipment. 
You can learn easily, rapidly at very low cost. 
You build your knowledge step -by -step. There's 
one idea and one specially prepared illustration per page. More than 400 illustrations for maxi- mum understanding. 
Beyond a knowledge of electricity at the basic 
level, no previous electronic experience is needed 
to get the maximum from this course. Whatever 
electronics circuit theory is required to make the entire panorama of sound reproduction and re- cording visible to you is provided. 
This Rider "picture- book" audio course is com- 
pletely different from anything that has ever been 
presented. We guarantee your satisfaction. #201, 3 vols., soft covers . . . $8.70 per set 
At your jobber or book store, or order direct AU-4. 
ohn F. Rider Publisher, Inc., 116 W. 14th St., N. Y. 11 

In Canada: Charles W. Pointon, 6 Alcina Ave., Toronto 
Circle 75C 

Fm/Q 
ANTENNAE 

THE FINEST OF ITS KIND . . . 
Get more FM stations with the worlds most 
powerful FM Yogi Antenna systems. 

To be fully informed, 

send 250 for book 
"Theme And Varia 
fions" by L. F B. Carini 

and containing FM 

Station Directory. 

APPARATUS DEVELOPMENT CO. 
WETHERSFIELD 9, CONN 

Circle 75D 

CANADA 
High Fidelity Equipment 

Complete Lines Complete Service 

Hi -Fi Records - Components 
and Accessories 

&LECTRO-UO10E 
SOUND SYSTEMS 

126 DUNDAS ST. WEST. TORONTO, CANADA 

Circle 75E 

BEST IN HI -FI VALUES! 
NO 

DELAY 
SERVICE 

All orders rushed to you 
in factory -sealed cartons. 

Write. for free catalog. 

audi ñ 25.A Oxford Road 

f Massapequa, New York 

WOMEN 

Circle 75F 

LOOKING FOR o 
pleasant surprise? 
Write for our new hi -fi 
catalog. You'll be glad 
you did. 4 KEY Electronics 

ÌÌ 120 Liberty 
New Yorork 6, N. Y. 
CL 8-4288 

Circle 75C 
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REEVES BUYS PRESTO DISCS. Blank 
recording disc manufacturing facilities 
of the Bogen- Presto Division of Siegler 
Corporation have been purchased by 
Reeves Sonndcrsft Corporation. Reeves, 
which has manufactured discs in its Al- 
lentown, Pa., plant since the early 1940's, 
will in the future combine all manufac- 
turing facilities in its new recording prod- 
ucts plant in Danbury, Conn. Acquisition 
of the Bogen -Presto disc business will 
more than double Soundcraft's disc vol- 
urne, according to Frank B. Rogers, Jr., 
Reeves executive vice -president. 

Sony Corporation of Tokyo, Japan, has 
announced the termination, by mutual con- 
sent, of the arrangement whereby Sony 
transistor radios and related products 
have been distributed in the U. S. by Del - 
monteo International. Distribution will 
now be taken over by the newly estab- 
lished Sony Corporation of America, with 
offices at 514 Broadway, New York 12, 
N. Y. New company is headed by Mr. Akio 
Morita, Executive Vice President of the 
parent organization In Tokyo, and will 
handle sales, repairs, and service of all 
Sony products. The arrangement with 
Superscope, Inc., Sun Valley, California, 
will remain unchanged with respect to 
the U. S. distribution of Sony stereophonic 
tape recorders, Sony microphones, and re- 
lated products. 

Theodore (Ted) Lindenberg, chief engi 
neer for Pickering and Company, will join 
Astatic Corporation of Conneaut, O., on 
April 4 as director of engineering 
W. Walter Jablon, a true veteran in the 
electronics industry, has been named 
president of the Mark Simpson Mfg. Co., 
Inc. He succeeds Mrs. Mlryam Simpson 
who becomes chairman of the board. Mrs. 
Simpson, one of the founders of the com- 
pany, will continue as general manager. 
Mr. Jablon will supervise sales . Law- 
rence J. Epstein, formerly of United Audio 
Products, Inc., Is the new sales and mer- 
chandising manager for high fidelity and 
professional products manufactured by 
Bogen- Presto. He has served as a director 
of the Institute of High Fidelity Manu- facturers for several years. 

Walter O. Stanton, president of Picker- 
ing and Company, has been awarded a patent covering his inventions incorpo- 
rated in the company's Fluxvalve car- 
tridges April 13 was a lucky day for Harry Miller and Harold D. Weiler, New 
York manufacturers' representatives. Both 
won blue ribbons for their canines in the 
annual Saw Mill River Kennel Club dog 
show held in White Plains, N. Y. . . 

George Elliot and Joseph Viviani have 
been advanced to the positions of manager 
of distributor sales and manager of ex- port sales, respectively, by Amperex Elec- 
tronic Corporation. 

A NOTE TO THE HI -FI BUYER 
AIR MAIL us your requirements for 

an IMMEDIATE WHOLESALE QUOTATION 
Components, Tapes and Recorders 

SHIPPED PROMPTLY AT LOWEST PRICES 

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG 

audio 714 -A Lexington Ave. 

unlimited New York 22, N. Y. 

Circle 75H 

special 
recording tape 

$1.19 
1200 ft.l 7 "- sraraeteed sqpllerfree 

1500 ff.t 7" ... $1.59. lweleee 10# ter 
each reel te sever postage and hm.UYsg. 

SOUND CORPORATION 
520 W OLYMPIC BLVD.. LOS ANGELES 15. CALIF. 

Circle 75K 

the only 

way to continue getting 

HURE 
performance from your 

HURE 
high fidelity stereo 
cartridge is to be 

your replacement stylus 
is a genuine 

URE 
precision made stereo 

Circle 75A 

WHY STAND ON 
YOUR HEAD ? 

Some people practically do, but 
not the owners of the beautiful 

new MOVICORDER. Tape 
editing is convenient and easy 

because the tape moves up and 
over the heads in clear view. 

But... this is only one of the 
many advantages of owning 

the MOVICORDER. 

The MOVICORDER can be seen 
and heard at authorized dealers 

or {('rite direct to... 

MOVIC COMPANY, INC. 
1 2 4 3 2 SANTA MONICA BLVD 
LOS ANGELES 2 5 , CALIFORNIA 
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a ivette Superior Quality Hi -Fi Kits; 
OUTSTANDING DESIGN - INCOMPARABLE PERFORMANCE 

NEW! KT -250A 50 WATT INTE- - -1 GRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER 
í4 

KT -250 A: LA -250A 
IN KIT FORM COMPLETELY WIRED 

74.50 ; 99.50 
50 WATTS MONAURALLY - 25 WATTS 

EACH STEREO CHANNEL RESPONSE 15- 
40,000 CPS - .5 DB (at normal listening 
level) UNIQUE "BLEND" CONTROL 

PREMIUM EL86 OUTPUT TUBES SEPA- 
RATE BASS AND TREBLE CONTROLS 

CLUTCH- OPERATED VOLUME CONTROL 
3rd CHANNEL OUT 

A completely new stereo high fidelity amplifier 
with a high quality of reproduction, versatility of 
operation, and distinctive styling. 
A full range of controls *nobles you to enjoy the 
utmost in listening pleasure in any situation. De- 
luxe features includes unique "Blend" control 
for continuously variable channel separation - 
from full monaural to full stereo, 4- position 
Selector, Mode, Loudness and Phase switches. 
Also provided are outputs for 4, 8 and 16 ohm 
speakers. Hum -free operation is insured by the 
use of DC on all prsomp and tone control tubes. 
Harmonic distortion, less than 0.25 %. IM distor- 
tion, less thon .5%. Hum and noise, 74 db below 
full output. Designed with the kit builder in 
mind, assembly is simple -no special skills or 
tools required. Complete with deluxe cabinet and 
legs, all parts, tubes and detailed instruction 
manual. Shpg. Wt., 26 lbs. 
KT -250A Stereo Amplifier Kit 5.00 Down 

Net 74.50 
LA -250A Stereo Amplifier, wired 5.00 Down 

Net 99.50 

KT -500 I LT -50 
IN KIT FORM I COMPLETELY WIRED 

74.50 124.50 
Multiplex Output for New Stereo FM 
11 Tubes (including 4 dual -purpose) - 

Tuning Eye Selenium rectifier Provide 17 
Tube Performance 

Tuned Cascade FM 
Follower Output 

Pre -aligned IF's 
Dual Cathode 

KT -500 FM -AM 
STEREO TUNER KIT 

More than a year of research, planning and en. 
gineering went into the making of the Lafayette 
Stereo Tuner. FM specifications include grounded - 
grid triode low noise front end with triode mixer, 
double -tuned dual limiters with Foster -Seeley dis- 
criminator, less thon 1% harmonic distortion, full 
200 kc bandwidth and sensitivity of 2 microvolts 
for 30 db quieting with full limiting at one mi- 
crovolt. 
The AM and FM sections have separate 3 -gang 
tuning condenser, separate flywheel tuning and 
separate volume control. Automatic frequency 
control "locks in" FM signal permanently. Two 
separate printed circuit boards make construction 
and wiring simple. Complete kit includes all parts 
and metal cover, a step-by-step instruction man- 
ual, schematic and pictorial diagrams. Size is 
13'/." W x 10 %" D x 41/4" H. Shpg. wt., 22 lbs. 
KT -500 5.00 Down Net 74.50 
LT -50. Some as above. completely factory wired 
and tested 5.00 Down, Net 124.50 

a . 

or. t (. k e 

KT -600 ¡ LA -600 
IN NIT FORM 1 COMPLETELY WIRED 

79.50 1 134.50 
A REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT 

IN STEREO HIGH FIDELITY. 

UNIQUE STEREO & MONAURAL CONTROL 
FEATURES AMAZING NEW BRIDGE CIR- 
CUITRY FOR VARIABLE 3d CHANNEL OUTPUT 

CROSS -CHANNEL FEED PRECISE "NULL" 
BALANCING SYSTEM RESPONSE 5- 40,000 
CPS 1 DB 

KT -600 PROFESSIONAL 

STEREO CONTROL CENTER 
Solves Every Stereo Monaural 

Control Problem! 
Provides such unusual features as a Bridge Con- 
trol, for variable cross -channel signal feed for 
elimination of "pingpong" (exaggerated separa- 
tion) effects. Also has full input mixing of monau- 
ral program sources, special 'null" stereo bal- 
ancing and calibrating system. Also has 24 equal- 
ization positions, all- concentric controls, rumble 
and scratch filters, loudness switch. Clutch type 
volume controls for balancing or as 1 Master 
Volume Control. Hos channel reverse, electronic 
phasing, input level controls. Sensitivity 2.2 mil. 
livolts for 1 voll out. Dual low- impedance out- 
puts (plate followers), 1500 ohms. Response 5- 
40,000 cps ± 1 db. Less than .03% IM distor- 
tion. Uses 7 new 7025 low -noise dual triodes. 
Size 14" x 41/4" x 10 % ". Shpg. wt., 16 lbs. 
Complete with printed circuit board, cage, pro- 
fusely illustrated instructions, all necessary parts. 
LAFAYETTE KT- 600 -Stereo Preamplifier kit - 
5.00 Down Net 79.50 
LAFAYETTE LA- 600 -Stereo Preamplifier, Wired - 5.00 Down Net 134.50 

P.O. BOX 222 
JAMAICA 31, N. Y. 

DEPT. AD -6 

ji Send FREE 308 GIANT SIZED PAGE Catalog 600 

CUT OUT 
Name AND 

PASTE ON 

POSTCARD I Address 

City 
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TAPE RECORDING PROBLEMS -AND HOW AUDIOTAPE HELPS YOU AVOID THEM 

Listening to a recording with excessive harmonic 
distortion is like looking at a picture through 
a thin film of translucent material. 

Reducing the distortion is like removing a curtain 
that was hanging between you and the sound source - 
all tones are clear and sharp. 

Lifting the "film" of harmonic distortion 
IF A TAPE RECORDING sounds "fuzzy " -as if the music 

were coming to you through an invisible curtain - 
harmonic distortion may well be your problem. This 
rather formidable term is simply the engineer's way 
of expressing the degree to which harmonics or "over- 
tones" of a fundamental frequency are altered or 
distorted in recording or reproduction. Obviously, a 
good tape recording should have as little distortion as 
possible. Some of it may be introduced by the circuitry 
of your recorder, or be caused by recording at too 
high a level -but it can also be caused by the tape 
itself. A good check on where it's coming from is to 
record on a tape that is known to have low distortion 
and see if any difference is noted. 

Audiotape is especially formulated and manufac- 
tured to provide the lowest possible distortion -so low 

that it is impossible for the human ear to detect. One 
reason for this distortion -free quality is that the min- 
ute oxide particles in Audiotape are magnetically 
oriented, so that they all point in the same direction. 
This means that all oxide particles are magnetized 
uniformly, and playback at maximum effectiveness. 

No matter how you measure tape performance, 
you'll find that professional- quality Audiotape will 
always give you the cleanest, clearest sound which 
your recorder can produce. It is available in a size 
and type to meet every sound recording tape need. Ask 
your dealer for Audiotape -made by audio engineers 
for audio engineers -and backed by over 20 years of 
research and manufacturing experience in sound re- 
cording materials. It costs no more than ordinary 
recording tape -and its performance speaks for itself. 

Make a "sound diary" of your youngsters 
How many times have you listened to your tiny youngster "talk- 
ing" himself to sleep? Haven't you wished that you could preserve 
those cute mispronunciations forever? With a tape recorder you 
can make yourself an unrehearsed "sound diary" of your children 
(or nephews or nieces) as they grow up. We suggest you use 
a 5" reel of LR Audiotape (type 961) on durable 1 -mil "Mylar." 
This will give 24 minutes of uninterrupted recording time. Or you 
can use type 261 (in the self -mailer package) for a shorter version. 

AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 444 Madison Ave.. N.Y. 22. N.Y. 
In Hollywood: 140 N. Fairfax Ave. In Chicago: 5428 N. Milwaukee Are. 
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guild -crafted 
by Philips of the 

Netherlands to give you 

THE CLEANEST 
SOUND AROUND... 

featuring voice coil magnets of 1Ttd ®F 1Á1ILIU 
(30% more powerful than Alnico V) 

This new line of 5" to 12" loudspeakers is designed to match the quality require- 
ments of the discriminating music lover ... at surprisingly moderate prices. 

The world's greatest buys on the basis of listening quality, the T -7 series 
incorporates voice coil magnets of Ticonal -7 steel, the most powerful 

of modern magnet alloys, for maximum efficiency ... dual cones 
for wide frequency response ... constant impedance, for 

an extremely straight response curve ...longer effec- 
tive air -gaps and extra high flux density to 

eliminate ringing and overshoot ... every- 
thing needed to guarantee completely 

unadulterated audio realism. 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

r,c..a.r 
,line 
magnet 

EXHIBITION 
SPEAKER 

ENCLOSURES 

Acoustically designed to 
achieve moderate size without 
loss of bass response or 
wideness of dispersion. 
Perfectly matched for bass 
response of the NORELCO 
T -7 speakers... ideal for 
most quality 8" to 12" 
speakers. Available in three 
sizes, in hand -rubbed 
Mahogany. Walnut. Blond 
or Cherry. 

Aforeko 
MAGNETO -DYNAMIC 
STEREO CARTRIDGE 

DESIGNED for highest vertical 
compliance to provide ultimate fidel- 
ity, both stereophonic and mono - 
phonic...DESIGNED to completely 
safeguard the full fidelity of your 
records...DESIGNED for compati- 
bility with virtually any tone arm. 

ore%o 
TEREO TURNTABLE/ 
ECORD CHANGER 

A versatile, low -cost record changer 
offering years of trouble -free stereo 
and monophonic reproduction ... in- 
terchangeable turntable /changer 
spindles...automatic, semi -auto- 
matic and manual play...4 speeds... 
automatic 7 ", 10" and 12" intermix. 

For additional descriptive literature, write to: 
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., INC. 
High Fidelity Pro4tiat.J. tvision 
230 Duffy Aveilt ille, L. I., New York 

ore %o 
CONTINENTAL '400' 
TAPE RECORDER (EL3536/54) 

4 -track stereophonic or monophonic 
recording and playback 3 tape 
speeds completely self- contained, 
including dual recording and play- 
back preamps, dual power amplifiers, 
2 Norelco wide -range speakers (2nd in 
lid) and stereodynamic microphone. 

flore/co 
3 -SPEED STEREO PLAYBACK 
MONAURAL RECORDER 

The Model EL3516 continues to be 
the favorite of the nation's schools 
and voice and music teachers. The 
added advantages offered by stereo 
as well as monaural playback- facili- 
ties. has made this the world's great- 
est buy in a monaural tape recorder. 
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